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由Dr. Raymond Casey编集而成<俄国在华客邮>，内容堪称邮坛最全面且广泛的邮
集。自60年前起，Dr. Raymond Casey逐渐专注于此专题及狩猎罕见邮品，虽然年届
95岁，但他的精明与睿智彷佛置身于最活跃的岁月。

 1970年，由David Feldman出售来自著名的Tolman邮集，内容包括广泛的蒙古俄罗
斯客邮品，其中含大量因本公司关系而购自Dr. Casey先生的罕见邮品，长期以来关系
良好。这些年来，Dr. Casey购入他的竞争者水源明窗及Sven Beckemen邮集来丰富
自己的收藏，以编集蒙古邮集。

 由于Dr. Casey的科学背景，他擅长学习及研究他的专题。他持续广泛地收集宝贵文
献，包括俄国集邮会(英国)及很多研究小组，俄国在华客邮及俄罗斯轮船邮件相关出
版刊物。

 以Dr. Casey自己的话来说，在这本拍卖目录中的146项目，占整个邮集大约50%的份
量，展示“非常特殊的东西”。尽管他已编写及出版过很多关于俄国在华客邮的研究
作品，但仍然收藏很多未曾发表的邮品，部份收录于是次拍卖目录中，并详加描述。
更多的相关数据集结成两册，收录于本公司出版的全球优秀大奖藏品系列中。请查阅 
www.davidfeldman.com <http://www.davidfeldman.com>)

 在编制这部目录的过程中，十分荣幸地聆听Dr. Casey先生引人入胜的经历，包括他
在何时何地怎样收集这些珍贵藏品。他与Paul Morgoulis, Robson Lowe 及Agathon 
Fabergé这些传奇人物打交道，使其收集更多的材料更丰富其研究，而成为集邮届的
神话。

 我在此特别感谢负责汇整拍品及描述的Ricky Verra, Daniel Mirecki的支持及概念，赵
资灵博士及其香港职员的中文翻译，以及其它所有帮助这次目录制作的人士。这本是
David Feldman有史以来第一本以双语描述的拍卖目录，为予我们亚洲顾客方便，我
们将假4月13-14日，于香港办公室进行验票，并在瑞士和香港同时进行拍卖(详见封
面)。我们相信将会鼓励对这次拍卖感兴趣的所有亚洲区顾客，尤其是香港及中国大
陆的客户直接出席拍卖会。这个邮集将成为这些地区的里程碑，我们希望大家能享受
其中，当然亦期望您最后能成功投得这些集邮瑰宝，丰富您的藏品，点缀您的邮集。

Marcus Orsi

俄国在华客邮
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The collection formed by Dr. Raymond Casey is 
probably the most comprehensive and extensive 
ever formed. Beginning over 60 years ago with 
an ever more attentive focus on specialisation and 
“rarity hunting,” Dr. Casey in his 95th year is as 
astute and detailed as one can imagine as someone 
in his most active years.
The offer for sale by David Feldman of the famous 
Tolman collection in the 1970s, which included 
extensive Russian Offices in Mongolia including all 
the great rarities, brought Dr. Casey in close contact 
with our company and cemented a relationship 
that has strengthened and endured till today. In 
those days, Dr. Casey's already mature collection 
for just the Mongolia region stood as a fine model 
at that time to his competitors like Meiso Mizuhara 
and Sven Beckeman, then forming the bases of 
their own collections.
Given his scientific background, Dr. Casey is 
naturally drawn to the study and research of his 
subjects. He has accordingly made extensive, 
continual and invaluable contributions to the 
British Society of Russian Philately and many 
other study groups and publications related to both 
Russian Post Offices in the Chinese Empire and 
Russian Maritime Mail.
In Dr. Casey's own words, each one of the 
146 lots in this catalogue, which represents 
approximately 50% of the collection, shows 
“something very special.” Even though he has 
written and published extensive information on 
the subject, there is still much unpublished, some 
of which is included in the catalogue descriptions. 
More information can be obtained from our 
presention of the collection in two volumes in 

our “Great Philatelic Collections” series (see www.
davidfeldman.com).
A delightful part of the work in compiling and 
producing this catalogue has been to hear many 
of the Dr. Casey's fascinating stories of how, 
when and where Dr. Casey acquired some of these 
treasured items. His dealings with such legendary 
figures as Paul Morgoulis, Robson Lowe and even 
Agathon Fabergé could provide the material for an 
exciting novel full of philatelic drama .
I would like to take this opportunity to acknowledge 
and thank especially Ricky Verra for his compilation 
of the lotting and descriptions, Daniel Mirecki for 
his support and ideas, Sam Chiu and his Hong 
Kong staff for the Chinese translations and all the 
others who have helped to achieve this production.
This catalogue presents a first for David Feldman 
Geneva, being produced bi-lingually in English 
and Chinese. For all our Asian clients, we will be 
having a special viewing in Hong Kong on April 
13-14, plus a dual city auction with simultaneous 
bidding also from our Hong Kong offices (see 
details on title page). We trust this will encourage 
all our interested clients in Asia and especially those 
in Hong Kong and mainland China to participate 
directly. 
The offer of the items in this collection represents 
a milestone in the philately of the area. We hope 
all of you will enjoy participating and of course 
that most will be successful in acquiring some of 
these philatelic jewels of the Russian Post Offices 
in the Chinese Empire to grace your collection, “ex 
Casey.”
Marcus Orsi           Geneva, February 2012

The Russian Post Offices 
in the Chinese Empire 

China Proper ● Mongolia ● Sinkiang
INTRODUCTION



Geological Survey, becoming the personal 
assistant to the distinguished palaeontologist 
Dr. C.J. (later Sir James) Stubblefield. During 
World War II he served in the Royal Air Force, 
picking up the threads of his civilian career in 
1945. In the 1950s he was given leave from the 
Geological Survey to write a five-volume Ph.D. 
thesis at the University of Reading, funded partly 
by a scholarship and by his employment there as 
Demonstrator in Geology. 
His continued researches into Mesozoic 
biostratigraphy earned him the degree of Doctor 
of Science in 1963. Awarded a Special Merit 
promotion to Senior Principal Scientific Officer 
the following year, he concentrated his work on 
the borders of the North Sea, coinciding with 
search for oil and gas in that region. Dr. Casey’s 
recognition of hitherto unsuspected geological 
links between England’s eastern counties and 
Russia led to a long period of fruitful collaboration 
with Soviet scientists and visits to many parts of 
the Soviet Union – the Baltic States, Volga Basin, 
Crimea, Georgia, Azerbaijan, the northern Urals, 
Siberia and Central Asia. 
In 1970 he was elected to Fellowship of the 
Royal Society, one of the world’s oldest and most 
prestigious scientific academies. His temporary 
attachment to the Central Treaty Organisation 
(CENTO) as a specialist geologist, took him to 
Turkey, Pakistan, Iran and Afghanistan. He also 
acted as Chairman of an international working 
party on the Jurassic-Cretaceous boundary. A few 
years later, a car crash left him incapacitated for 
nearly a year, and injuries sustained by his wife 
Nora in the same accident led to her untimely 
death at the end of 1974. He declined further 
promotion to a desk job as his heart was in 
field-work and research. Long after his official 
retirement in 1979 he maintained connections 
with Russian colleagues until re-assertion of old 
injuries prevented active fieldwork.

Dr. Casey’s interest in Russian philately and 
postal history is a legacy from his travels in the 
former Soviet Union and the East as a scientist 
in British Government service. He was born in 
1917 at Folkestone, on the southeast corner of 
England. His mother was widowed by the war 
when Raymond was one year old. Brought up in 
the years of Depression between the wars, he left 
school at the age of 14 to work in a local shop, 
continuing his education at night school and by 
correspondence.
His future as a collector and scientist had been 
foreshadowed  at the age of four by his attraction 
to the fossils and minerals he found in the 
cliffs and seashore near his home. While he was 
still a shop assistant, his geological discoveries 
and articles in the scientific press drew the 
attention of leading professionals of the day and 
he was honoured by election as a Fellow of the 
Geological Society. 
Despite possessing no formal qualifications, he 
was chosen in 1939 for a post with the British 

Dr. Raymond Casey, dsc, phd, frs, fgs, frpsl



the Peking Field Telegraph Branch (1904). He 
established the existence of a Russian post office 
at Kazvin, Persia, and showed that Russian postal 
facilities were available in Tabriz, Persia, in 1867, 
ten years earlier than previously known. The 
accepted order of appearance of the cancellers 
used in the Russian P.O.s in China was revised, 
and the so-called “Peking Type 1” was shown to 
be bogus. 
His work at the State Central Archive of the 
Far East (then  at Tomsk, Siberia) led to a 
fundamental revision of ideas on the opening 
of the Russian post in the old Chinese Empire 
and on the functioning of the quasi-official 
“Merchants’ Post.” He has appeared on Russian 
television in connection with philately and postal 
history, and his biography was published in 
“Filateliya” (Oct. 1992) on the occasion of his 
75th birthday.
Dr. Casey is a Fellow of the Royal Philatelic 
Society, London, past-President and Honorary 
member of the British Society of Russian Philately, 
Honorary member of the Rossica Society of 
Russian Philately (USA), and member of the 
TPO and Seapost Society and the Scandinavia 
Philatelic Society. He is a former Editor of the 
British Journal of Russian Philately. His current 
interests centre on the Russian Post in the old 
Chinese Empire and on Imperial Russian ship 
mail.

Dr. Casey’s early visits to the Soviet Union 
(under the auspices of the Anglo-Soviet Cultural 
Agreement and the Academy of Sciences of the 
USSR) were organised by the late Academician 
D.V. Nalivkin, then the doyen of philately in 
Russia. He introduced Dr. Casey to the hobby 
and opened the door to philatelic institutions 
across the USSR. 
Dr. Casey’s first exhibit, on the Russian 
Revolution, enabled his local philatelic society 
(Orpington) to win the annual trophy of the 
Kent Federation (Grant Cup) in 1965. He 
became a regular exhibitor at the national level, 
earning numerous gold medals and major awards 
for displays of Russian rural mail, ship mail, 
military mail, Russo-Japanese War, etc. At the 
international level, between 1984 and 1997 he 
earned eight Large Gold medals and a Grand Prix 
d’Honneur (Polska ’93), mainly for the Russian 
Post in the Far East. He has shown in Courts of 
Honour in Paris (1989), Helsinki (1995) and 
Moscow (1997). 
Dr. Casey’s collecting and original research 
in Russian libraries and archives have made 
significant advances in knowledge of Imperial 
Russian postal history. Discoveries include the 
Vladivostok-Kolyma ship postal service in the 
Arctic, the Russian Volunteer Fleet emergency 
canceller of 1897, the Mukden (Manchuria) 
provisional canceller (1900) and the canceller of 

BIBLIOGRAPHIC REFERENCES & ABBREVIATIONS (used throughout):

T&S:  S.D. Tchillinghirian & W.S.E. Stephen, “Stamps of the Russian Empire Used Abroad,” 1957-60

BJRP:   British Journal of Russian Philately

Hellrigl:  Wolfgang Hellrigl, “The Postal History of Mongolia 1841-1941,” 2011

Please note that many of the auction lots are the originals for the illustrations and/or records in the literature
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OFFICES IN CHINA PROPER
“China proper” is here taken to comprise the old 
Chinese Empire minus Mongolia (now an independent 
republic), Sinkiang (now called Xinjiang) and the 
three eastern provinces of Heilungkiang, Kirin and 
Fengtien, collectively known as Manchuria. Although 
the volume of material requires China proper to fill a 
book of its own, its postal history is so closely bound 
up with that of Mongolia that the two regions may be 
seen simply as the setting for the same extraordinary 
story. The following account is drawn from my articles 
published in the British Journal of Russian Philately 
(BJRP) between the years 1991 and 2007, especially 
that of 2006 (BJRP 94/95), with an important 
amendment the following year (BJRP 96/97). Full 
bibliographic references are given in these articles.
Information found in the Central State Archive of 
the RSFSR for the Far East, formerly held at Tomsk, 
Siberia, gave fresh insight into the origins of the Russian 
post in the Celestial Empire. By taking advantage of a 
mistranslation in the Treaty of Peking (1860) and by 
calculated deception the Russian Government was able 
to set up an illegal post across Mongolia and northern 
China - the so-called Merchants’ or Mongolian Post. 
Rough designs for stamps and seals for this rogue post 
were prepared but so far as is known this part of the 
project never came to fruition. 
Around 1874 this sham Merchants’ Post was converted 
into a legitimate arm of the Imperial Russian Postal 
Administration, though how and exactly when is not 
known, the date commonly quoted (18 March / 4 
April 1870) being wrong. Mention should be made of 
the English entrepreneur George Mitchell Grant who 
for some years ran a rival postal service threatening to 
put the Russians out of business.
Russia’s original post offices in China proper were 
located at Kalgan (now Changkiakow), Peking 
(Beijing) and Tientsin. The opening of additional 
offices in the Treaty Ports of Shanghai, Chefoo (Yentai) 
and Hankow (Wuhan) towards the end of the 19th 
century was linked to a diplomatic coup giving Russia 
far-reaching concessions in the Chinese Empire. This 
was the Li-Lobanov Secret Treaty that ultimately 
contributed to conflict with Japan and Russia’s 
downfall in the Far East.

Post of the Russian Merchants’ Guilds  
in China & Mongolia
China had been compelled by force of arms to give way 
to British and French demands over trading rights, and 
Russia, acting as an intermediary in peace negotiations, 
received concessions equal to those granted to the 
belligerent powers. The ensuing Treaty of Tientsin 
(1858) and the ancillary Treaty of Peking (1860) 
secured for Russia privileges concerning the transport 
of mail and goods over Chinese territory. China herself 
had a system of postal communication that was already 
ancient in the time of Marco Polo in the 13th century. 
The official government service comprised the I-Chan, 
with its official couriers carrying official and other 
important mail, and the P’u, dealing with ordinary 
mail on foot. There was also a multitude of Private 
Letter Companies (“Hongs”) known collectively as 
the Min-Hsi-Chu, the name usually shortened to 
Min- Chu. Mail from the Russian Diplomatic and 
Ecclesiastical Missions in Peking (Beijing) could be 
entrusted to the I-Chan, which made about four visits 
a year to the Russian border at Kyakhta, or handed to 
any caravan heading that way. Under the terms of the 
Treaty of Tientsin (1858) these establishments were 
permitted to run a regular Consular postal service 
between the capital and Kyakhta: a light post once a 
month both ways and a heavy post from Kyakhta to 
Peking every two months, and from Peking to Kyakhta 
every three months. 
The Chinese Government undertook to provide 
special couriers and an armed guard for this service. 
Although intended solely for official mail, the service 
became accessible to Russian merchants through 
facilities provided by their Consul-General in Tientsin. 
However, these concessions failed to meet the needs 
of the growing numbers of Russian traders in China 
eager to claim their share of the lucrative markets being 
opened up in the country. 
In 1863, many of the Russian tea merchants moved from 
Hankow, China, to the Siberian border town of Kyakhta 
and a Russian Merchants’ Guild was established there, as 
in Tientsin, Urga and elsewhere in the Chinese Empire. 
In that year, in collaboration with the Min-Chu, 
the guilds opened a fortnightly mail service between 
Kyakhta and Peking through Urga and Kalgan, 
chiefly for the benefit of its members, though official 
government correspondence was carried free of charge. 
This was the original Post of the Russian Merchants’ 
Guilds, a private concern of which nothing has 
survived. It  was a failure - too slow, too expensive and 
too restrictive in weight - and fell into disuse. Russian 

The Russian Post in 
the Chinese Empire
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merchants petitioned their government for a more 
efficient service. Pressure on the Russian Government 
to establish a post road through Mongolia into China 
came not only from those with commercial interests 
but also from foreign governments keen to find an 
overland route to their Missions and Agencies in the 
Far East. An added spur to Russian endeavours was 
the presence in Kyakhta in 1863 of the Englishman 
Charles Mitchell Grant, who was trying to set up a 
private post over the same ground on behalf of foreign 
businessmen in China.

Quasi-official Russian Merchants’ or 
Mongolian Post 
At a time when the Great Powers of the 19th century 
were vying with each other for trade and influence 
in the East, the Russians were not slow to see the 
political and economic advantages to be gained 
from controlling the lines of communication across 
Mongolia and northern China. Chief among them 
was Lt.-General M.S. Korsakov, Governor-General of 
Eastern Siberia, who from his headquarters in Irkutsk 
had drawn up plans for establishing Russian postal 
and telegraphic systems over a large swathe of Chinese 
territory. In the summer of 1865, with the blessing of 
the Tsar, approval of the Council of Ministers, and a 
hefty subsidy from the Treasury, he set about breathing 
new life into the moribund Merchants’ Post. 
Much of the detailed work was deputed to Y. P. 
Shishmarev, Russian Consul in the Mongolian capital, 
Urga. Korsakov’s remit was to organise a regular postal 
service between Kyakhta and Tientsin as a private 
commercial enterprise under the protection of the 
Russian Government for an experimental period of 
three years. Since the Treaty of Kyakhta (1727), this 
border town had been recognized as the main Customs 
checkpoint for travellers, goods and mail between 
Russia and China. The eastern terminus of the postal 
route, Tientsin, was the port for the Chinese capital 
Peking, providing maritime links with the thriving 
markets of southern China. Between Kyakhta and 
Tientsin the route went through Urga (now Ulan 
Bator), Kalgan (now Changkiakow) and Peking (now 
Beijing). It was planned to set up between the major 
towns a number of stations staffed by cossacks, and 
policed by a cossack sergeant from the garrison at 
Troitskosavsk, near Kyakhta. 
A Manager of Postal Communications was appointed 
with an assistant in Kyakhta and in Kalgan. The 
Urga Consul Shishmarev was given personal charge 
of the section between Kyakhta and Kalgan, while 
the Kalgan-to-Tientsin part of the route was the 

responsibility of the Russian Diplomatic Mission in 
Peking and the Tientsin Consulate. The post-drive 
from Kyakhta to Kalgan was given to Mongolian 
contractors using horses and camels. From Kalgan to 
Tientsin it was passed to Chinese contractors using 
mainly horses and donkey-carts. Revenue from the 
running of the Merchants’ Post (or Mongolian Post, 
as the Russians now preferred to call it) was to be 
forwarded to the Kyakhta Border post office, which 
looked after the book-keeping side of the affair.
 The post was organised into three categories: 
1. The light post for letters, new papers , documents 
and small parcels to a weight of one pood (36 pounds 
or 16.38kg) and carried by a post-rider on horseback, 
four times a month each way.
2. A heavy post for weighty packages and valuables 
(up to 25 poods), sent by camel or caravan with a 
mounted cossack guard, once a month each way.
3. A special post for urgent mail, 
According to the terms of the contract, the transit time 
between Kyakhta and Kalgan for the light post was 8 
days in summer and 9 1/2 days in winter, and for the 
heavy post 21 days in summer and 23 days in winter. 
From Kyakhta to Tientsin, the light post took 12 days 
or more and the heavy post about 5 weeks. 
Charges for letters per “lot” (= 12.794 grams) were: 
from Kyakhta to Tientsin, Peking or Kalgan - 30 
kopecks; from Kyakhta to Urga - 10 kopecks; from 
Urga to Tientsin, Peking or Kalgan - 20 kopecks. 
Between Tientsin, Peking and Kalgan - 10 kopecks.
These charges operated for the reverse directions as 
well. The tariffs for weighty and valuable sendings and 
for insurance were based on the prevailing regulations 
of the Imperial Postal Administration. For a special 
(urgent) postal relay the rates were very high; on 
the Kyakhta -Tientsin run, for example, it was set at 
147 roubles for one horse and 220 1/2 roubles for 
two. Official State correspondence was carried free of 
charge.
Rough designs for postage stamps and seals for use in 
this re-organised post were submitted to the Governor-
General Korsakov by Consul Shishmarev. The design 
for seals was accepted but advice was sought from the 
Ministry of Posts and Telegraphs on stamp production. 
The Ministry in turn sought the views of the State 
Printing Works in St. Petersburg on this matter. 
Nothing has been seen of Shishmarev’s seals and it is 
safe to assume that the idea of special postage stamps 
for the quasi-official post was dropped in favour of the 
customer paying in cash or with existing Russian state 
stamps. Shishmarev’s proposal that the 
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deficiency in underfranked mail received at Kyakhta 
for transmission by the Merchants’ / Mongolian Post 
be charged to the addressee appears to have been 
more successful. Examples of such mail bearing the 
“doplatit” (to pay) mark date from 1871, in which year 
these marks were introduced throughout the Russian 
Empire.
The first of the quasi-official Merchants’ or Mongolian 
post left Kyakhta on 5/17 October 1865, though the 
new service was not advertised to the public until two 
months later. By 1867 this service had been made 
available to foreign postal administrations. 
The quasi-official Russian Merchants’ or 
Mongolian  Post confirmed and reformed 
Although when initiated in 1865, a trial period of 
three years was stipulated, the quasi-official Russian 
post across Mongolia and northern China was not 
confirmed until 1870. Records of the State Council 
show that establishment of this post was finalised 
on 23 March / 4 April 1870, and that it remained a 
private commercial enterprise under protection of the 
Russian Government.
A number of reforms were then introduced. The 
Governor General of Eastern Siberia, Lt.-Gen. 
Korsakov (who had masterminded the project from the 
start) was declared the overall authority, replacing the 
merchant Nemchinov who had been set up as nominal 
head. The office of Manager of Postal Communications 
was abolished and four Managers (Postmasters) were 
appointed for Urga, Kalgan, Peking and Tientsin. 
Their status and remuneration was equal to that of the 
Assistant of the Kyakhta Border Postmaster and they 
were to wear uniform with insignia of rank. By now, 
delivery of light post had been stepped up to 10 times 
a month. 
Financially, this post was a disaster. Lt.-Gen. Korsakov’s 
expectation that it would soon be in profit proved over-
optimistic and it continued to require massive subsidies 
from the Treasury. It was unpopular, especially among 
foreign firms, because it was slow and unreliable. 
Often the post would arrive several days late and at 
times fail to turn up at all. Much of the hold-up was in 
Mongolia, where inefficient managers had to cope with 
a nomadic culture that did not embrace the concepts 
of urgency or punctuality. A contributory factor to 
this failure was competition from the English agent G. 
M. Grant, who from the spring of 1866 ran a private 
post from Kyakhta, taking telegrams and business 
correspondence from there to Peking and Tientsin, 
where it could be quickly relayed to Shanghai. While 
Grant was making money hand over fist, the Russian 

post was running up huge losses. It was estimated 
that Grant had an annual income of between 15 and 
20 thousand roubles from his postal business while 
the Russian post was losing a similar amount over 
the same period. This was despite the fact that Grant 
charged 15 roubles for conveying a telegram or trade 
information from Kyakhta to Peking or Tientsin 
compared with 30 kopecks for using the Russian post. 
The secret of Grant’s success was speed and reliability 
in a business world where time was money. He could 
beat the Russian light post to Peking and Tientsin by 
two or three days, employing neither postmasters nor 
guards. His post came to an end in the middle of 1871 
when the telegraph cable from Nagasaki, Japan, was 
extended to Shanghai.
Despite the elimination of this competition, the 
Russian quasi-official post continued to be a drain on 
the Treasury. In 1872, an official named Golovkin was 
sent by Lt.-Gen. Korsakov to investigate on the spot 
why the post had failed. Golovkin concluded that it 
could not be made commercially viable. Remote from 
the centres of trade in southern China, it had become 
no more than a local post connecting eastern Siberia 
with northern China. 
On economic grounds, he thought the post should 
be handed over to private management. The same 
advice was given Lt.-Gen. Korsakov by Collegiate 
Secretary Myshin, Postmaster at Peking. Their words 
fell on deaf ears. Politics demanded that the Tsarist 
Government press on regardless of treaties and 
economic considerations. 
Concerns about the illegality of the 
Russian	Merchants’	/	Mongolian	Post	
Ostensibly, the establishment of this post had been 
sanctioned by treaties agreed between Russia and 
China, especially the Treaty of Peking (1860). A literal 
translation of Article XII of the Chinese text says:
“If Russian merchants in sending letters, articles 

and boxes, for their business affairs, wish to hire 
men themselves, and make separate regulations, 
they shall be allowed to do so, after having fully 
reported in advance to the local authorities and 
having obtained their permission, thus saving the 
Government from paying expenses.” 

The Russian version reads: 
“If Russian merchants judge it necessary for the 

requirements of their commercial affairs to establish 
at their own expense a postal service to transport 
their letters and their merchandise, the right to 
do so is granted to relieve the Government postal 
service.”
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In this version the phrase “to hire men” is rendered as 
a “postal service” and no mention is made of the need 
to seek permission of the local authorities. It is an open 
question whether this mistranslation of the Chinese text 
was due to error on the part of the Russian interpreter 
during the original negotiations or was a deliberate act. 
The Chinese had neglected to insert a clause in the Treaty 
stipulating that the Mandarin text was the authorative 
one and the issue remained a bone of contention between 
the two governments for many years.
Permission to establish postal stations on the road 
from Kyakhta to Kalgan, made by a group of Russian 
merchants in 1861 was denied by the local authorities 
on the grounds that the Treaty did not sanction the 
erection of buildings. Subterfuge was now called for. 
Lt.-General Korsakov’s plans for the Russian post 
between Kyakhta and Tientsin, submitted in 1865, 
included the erection of telegraph poles on the pretext 
of marking the line of the post-road. Instead of a solid 
building, each Mongolian station was to take the form 
of a felt yurt (nomad tent), staffed and policed by 
cossacks with horses and post riders. A smaller number 
of staff and pack-animals was to be deployed in the 
China stations. Letters from Consul Shishmarev to 
Lt.-Gen. Korsakov speak of the need to disguise the 
cossacks and to infiltrate them into the yurts gradually. 
These ploys did not deceive the Mongolian officials 
who firmly rejected the idea of Russian telegraph lines, 
Russian stations and Russian police on their territory. 
To allay further suspicion and to maintain the 
character of a private commercial enterprise, the firm 
of Nemchinov of the Kyakhta Merchants’ Guild was 
put  up as nominal head of the Russian post between 
Kyakhta and Tientsin. But there was no hiding the fact 
that the scope and organisation of this post still went far 
beyond the provisions of the Treaty of Peking (1860).
Russian diplomats were worried about the illegality 
of the postal service on Chinese territory sponsored 
by their government. As early as 1867, the Minister 
in Peking had written to the Ministry of Internal 
Affairs drawing attention to the fact that the Russian 
post in China and Mongolia contravened the treaties 
concluded between Russia and China. He did not 
think the Chinese would swallow the story of “a 
private enterprise.” Already the Mongolian contractors 
had complained about being required to deviate from 
their normal route and carry out duties contrary to the 
treaties with the Chinese, their political masters. 
The Peking Minister requested that officials of his 
Mission be relieved of taking part in this affair because 
he considered it impossible to charge the same persons 
with both diplomatic and postal duties. In another 

letter, dated 26 December 1870, the Peking Minister 
passed on a similar appeal from the Consul-General 
at Tientsin, Counsellor of State Skachkov. The 
Consul-General asked to be excused postal duties “for 
neither he nor the Secretary of the Consulate could 
be occupied with receiving and sending mail without 
damage to their real service, especially under existing 
complications connected with these duties.” 
The theme was taken up by Collegiate Secretary 
Myshin, Manager of the Peking Post Office, in a 
lengthy report datelined St. Petersburg 22 November 
1872. He pointed out that, as a Government enterprise, 
the existence of the Russian post was contrary to the 
Treaty, which allowed only merchant post, while to 
consider the enterprise as a private one could not be 
accepted by the Chinese Government. The presence 
of Russian military personnel accompanying the heavy 
post and postal officials with foreign names working 
under the protection of Russian diplomatic agents 
give the Chinese grounds for thinking that the post is 
not only for trade interests but has some other motive. 
Only a Postal Convention between the Russian and 
Chinese Governments would legitimise the present 
situation and that could not be foreseen in the near 
future. Myshin concluded that it would be better 
to adhere to the terms of the Treaty and place the 
running of the post in private hands. He drew up plans 
for reorganising the post under such management 
involving connections with southern China. An offer 
from Charles Mitchell Grant to take over the job was 
respectfully declined.

Date	of	conversion	of	the	Merchants’	/	
Mongolian Post to the Russian State Post
The date 23 March / 4 April 1870 is commonly quoted 
as the commencement of the Imperial Russian Postal 
Adminstration in China. It is wrong. This was merely 
the date when the Russian post between Kyakhta and 
Tienstin was confirmed by the Council of Ministers as 
a private commercial enterprise under the protection 
of the Russian Government. 
With the Governor-General of Eastern Siberia at 
its head, funded from the Russian Treasury, run 
by staff in Russian uniform mainly from Russian 
diplomatic premises and guarded by Russian military 
personnel, one would be forgiven for supposing that 
it was anything but private. Nevertheless, there were 
important distinctions. For example, payment for 
postage in the Chinese and Mongolian offices could 
be made either in cash or wholly or in part by Russian 
stamps; when stamps were used, they were pen-
cancelled, no special cancellers being supplied to 
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these offices. Until mid-August 1875, Russian stamps 
would take the State mail no further than the border 
at Kyakhta, a separate charge being levied for onwards 
transmission by the Merchants’ /  Mongolian Post. 
This procedure is demonstrated by a few surviving 
examples of incoming mail; the latest known to date 
left Orel on 25 June 1873 and arrived at Peking on 8 
August 1873. It bears an oval “doplatit” (to pay) mark 
for 30 kopecks, this being the rate from Kyakhta to 
towns in China due to the Merchants’ / Mongolian 
Post. Circular No.4 issued by the Postal Department 
in 1875, effective from 16 August (Old Style calendar) 
announced new conditions for Russian mail going into 
Chinese territory via this post. 
It was now possible to pay a consolidated tariff to 
Urga, Kalgan, Peking and Tientsin. The charge 
for an ordinary letter of one lot to towns in China 
was 38 kopecks, of which 8 kopecks was for the 
domestic share, leaving the rate from Kyakhta to China 
unchanged at 30 kopecks. Conditions for outgoing 
mail from China to Russia were not mentioned in the 
Circular. However, there is evidence that long before 
incoming mail from Russia could pay a consolidated 
rate, this procedure was possible for outgoing mail via 
the Merchants’ / Mongolian Post.
In the absence of any authoritative information in the 
literature known to the author, it is not possible to say 
precisely when the “private commercial enterprise,” 
initiated in 1865 and re-organised in 1870, was 
converted into a legitimate arm of the Imperial Russian 
Postal Administration. The best that can be said is that 
it appears to have occurred sometime between July 
1873 and April 1875. The earlier limit of this time-slot 
is defined by the incoming “doplatit” cover from Orel 
to Peking mention above; the later limit is set by an 
outgoing cover from Tientsin via Kyakhta 1 May 1875 
which was fully franked with Russian stamps to pay 
the pre-UPU rate (46 k) to England, the stamps tied 
by an official handstruck canceller. 
It is highly probable that the change in status of the 
Russian post in China was connected with formation 
of the Universal Postal Union. The Congress of Berne, 
9 October 1874, set the framework for standardising 
postal rates and practices globally, though its 
regulations did not come into force until 1 July 1875. 
Russia signed up on 19 June 1875, but China was 
ineligible. This meant that foreign correspondence 
with China had to be handled by a UPU member. 
Britain had operated offices for dispatch and receipt 
of mail in southern China since at least 1840. France 
had opened a civilian P.O. in Shanghai in 1862 and 
the Americans followed in 1867. The Congress of 

Berne in October 1874 may have been the defining 
moment for Russia to tighten her grip on postal affairs 
in northern China before the introduction of the UPU 
regime would allow another nation to step in. At all 
events, the operation of official Russian post offices 
on Chinese soil, especially in the capital city, Peking, 
would have required an Agreement, Convention 
or Treaty between the two governments. Beyond a 
reference to the sensitivity of the subject, no further 
enlightment in this respect has been forthcoming to 
date from research in Russian archives and libraries. 
Was there a Secret Treaty similar to that connected 
with the opening of Russian post offices in China’s 
Treaty Ports towards the end of the 19th century? Here 
is a challenge for future postal historians. 

Russian post offices in the Treaty Ports of 
Shanghai,  Chefoo and Hankow 
The Treaty of Tientsin (1858), ratified by the Treaty 
of Peking (1860), had opened up to foreign nations 
the ports of southern China where business activity 
was concentrated. Shanghai was foremost, receiving 
the flow of goods from the interior of the country 
via the Yangste River, while its deep water harbour 
could accommodate the largest ships of the trading 
nations. It was thus China’s main point of contact 
with the outside world. Russia was a latecomer to 
the scene. Following the British in the 1840s, the 
French, Germans, Japanese and Americans had already 
established their postal agencies in the port.
 The story of Russia’s entry into this field begins with 
China’s defeat in the Sino- Japanese War of 1894-95. 
Japan had claimed large areas of Chinese territory, 
including the naval base at Port Arthur,  as spoils of 
victory, but Russia, France and Germany coerced 
her into accepting a large cash indemnity instead. 
China did not have the money. Russia stepped in 
and arranged an Indemnity Loan through the Russo-
Chinese Bank recently set up in the Russian Embassy 
in Paris and under the control of the Russian Minister 
of Finance. It was virtually a front for the Russian 
Government and was to become a powerful tool in 
Russia’s economic and political penetration of China. 
An opportunity for China to show her gratitude arose 
in the spring of 1896 when foreign dignitaries were 
invited to attend the coronation of Tsar Nicholas II. 
China’s emissary was Li Hung-chang, chief of the 
Tsungli Yamen (Board of Foreign Relations) and leader 
of the pro-Russian faction at the Court. On his arrival 
in Moscow he was cornered by the Foreign Minister, 
Prince Lobanov-Rostovski, and the Finance Minister, 
Sergei Witte, and cajoled into putting his seal on a 
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into use by overprinting ordinary Russian stamps with 
the word “Kitai” (China). Though not stocked in the 
relevant China offices, ordinary Russian definitives, the 
1913 Romanov Tercentenary issue, the War Charity 
stamps of 1914-15 and, exceptionally, surcharged 
definitives of the 1916-17 issue, were accepted for 
payment of postage when supplied by the customer.
 Possibly because of its proximity to Mongolia, Kalgan 
was an exception and did not receive the “Kitai” 
overprints. Use in China proper of the War Orphans 
Fund stamps of 1905 is known to the author only as 
an unnecessary “philatelic” embellishment. In 1917, 
owing to the rapid depreciation of the rouble, stamps 
for sale in these offices were surcharged in Chinese 
currency (dollars and cents) and these remained in 
exclusive use until the offices were closed near the end 
of 1920. 
The calendar 
Long after most other countries had adopted the 
Gregorian or New Style Calendar, Russia and her 
foreign post offices continued to employ the Julian 
or Old Style up to February 1918. The autonomous 
Grand Duchy of Finland was an exception, the New 
Style Calendar having been established there before the 
territory was annexed by Russia. From 1800 to 1899 
the New Style Calendar was 12 days in advance of the 
Old Style; 13 days from 1900 to 1999 (the Russian 
Orthodox Church has continued to retain the Old). 
The existence of two conflicting Christian calendars 
was confusing to foreigners using the Russian post 
offices in China, especially in those serving the 
business communities of the Treaty Ports. 
To alleviate the situation, two datestamps of contrasting 
formats were issued to the offices in Shanghai and 
Chefoo around January 1897, one to express the date 
in Old Style, the other in New Style. There was no 
consistency about which should be used to cancel 
the stamps and which to be struck alongside; and 
the datestamp employing Old Style one day could be 
shown in New Style on another. 

Early in the 20th century, cancellers in the French 
language, usually with New Style dating, were supplied 
to the Shanghai, Hankow and Tientsin offices for 
use on correspondence going abroad, though their 
employment does not appear to have been obligatory. 
A datestamp introduced in 1910 to the Russian post 
office in Peking for the same purpose is unique among 
Russian cancellers in having its inscription in English. 
It is rarely seen. 
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clandestine deal giving Russia sweeping concessions 
in China in return for military protection. Li is said to 
have received a bribe of three million roubles, though 
this was denied by the Finance Minister. 
The Li-Lobanov Secret Treaty was ratified on 28 
September 1896. The newly-created Russo-Chinese 
Bank was now busy opening branches all over China and 
exercising its right to trade, to transport commodities, to 
issue currency, to build railways and lay telegraph lines. 
The stepping up of Russian commercial activity in the 
Treaty Ports demanded improved postal facilities. On 6 
November 1896, telegrams were sent out by the Chief 
of the Post-Telegraph Administration in St. Petersburg 
announcing the establishment of postal services in 
Shanghai, Chefoo and Hankow. The date of opening 
was given as 19 November 1896, and the mail was to 
be handled at the Russian Consulate in those ports. This 
innovation had been made by arrangement with the 
Foreign Minister (Lobanov-Rostrovski) and there can be 
little doubt that it was part of the back-room deal he had 
struck with Li Hung-chang a few months earlier.
Orders were given for manufacture of double-
circle cancellers for use in the new post offices. The 
resemblance of these ‘Type 1’ cancellers to the Chinese 
dollar chop suggests they were made in China, perhaps 
in Shanghai. They are not known in use before 1897, 
In the meantime, a local craftsman prepared makeshift 
cancellers for immediate use. They were of single-
circle type without moveable date-plugs, only the 
year (1896) and the Roman numeral for October (X) 
being set up, the latter feature suggesting that the date 
of opening of these offices had been deferred from 
October to November. The full date was completed by 
hand, one or two strokes being added to ‘X’ to render 
November or December. Several examples of the 
Chefoo Provisional Canceller are known from usages 
in December 1896. Its Shanghai counterpart is known 
only from “posthumous” use as an emergency measure 
in January 1898, while the Provisional Canceller for 
Hankow awaits discovery.
Stamps used in the Russian post offices 
in China proper 
The private posts run by the Merchants’ Guilds and by 
the entrepreneur George Mitchell Grant in the 1860s 
used no postage stamps so far as is known. The quasi-
official Merchants’ or Mongolian Post, initiated in 1865, 
accepted payment in ordinary Russian stamps or in cash. 
By late 1874 or early 1875 this enterprise had evolved 
into the official Russian State Post, which used exclusively 
ordinary Russian stamps up to November 1899. 
From that date a special issue for China proper was put 
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   QUASI OFFICIAL MERCHANTS’ POST

   Earliest Known Cover from the Russian Post in China

 

 

20000 F   QUASI OFFICIAL MERCHANTS' POST: 1871 Cover from Tientsin to Germany, taken to Peking   
   for dispatch by Merchants' Post as the Russian P.O. was not operating from Tienstin at that time,  
   sent via Kyakhta and Moscow before arriving in Rossleben. Originally franked on the reverse with  
   four pen cancelled stamps paying the 30k Merchants' rate and 14k from Russia to Germany,  
   before the stamps were removed in transit between Russia and the German border, noted by  
   German inspector who applied FRANCO” cds with ms “f 2” on front; ms “China” and arrival cds  
   over traces of stamps on reverse, very fine. Lot also includes Russia 1858 perf 12 1/2 30k  
   with ms “27 July / 1867 / Pekin” cancel, shown below 

   The earliest known mail from the Russian Post in China and one of the two known  
   covers from the Merchants' Post  
     
   Note: Described and illustrated in BJRP 94/95 (2006) p.47  
 
   半官方商会邮政:1897年天津寄德国封, 当时俄国客邮未在天津设立, 故转寄  
   至北京, 经恰克图及莫斯科, 最后到达罗斯莱本, 背贴30分邮资, 划销四枚票及  
   14分俄国寄德国邮资。经俄国和德国边境之前, 邮票尚未脱落, 德国邮检员销 
   FRANCO”戳及”F2”戳于面, 及销到达戳, 包括1858年, 12度半30 分邮票销 
   北京1867年6月27日戳  

   Estimate: e 15'000 - e 20'000

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=173&cat=20000
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=173&cat=20000
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=173&cat=20000
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20001 F   QUASI OFFICIAL MERCHANTS’ POST: Incoming 1871 Russian 10k postal stationery envelope  3’000-4’000 
   from a convent in Orel to a member of the Ecclestiastical Mission at Peking, taken  
   by rail to Nizhnii-Novgrod via Moscow, thence by road to the Mongolian border via  
   Irkutsk (Siberia), transferred to the Merchants’ Post at Kyakhta for conveyance by  
   camel and donkey to Peking, with several transit bs, oval tax hs from Kyakhta for  
   30k Merchants’ Post rate plus 50% surcharge for underpaid 

   Rated RRR by Hellrigl, possibly unique  
     
   Note: Described and illustrated in BJRP 94/95 (2006) p.45-46; the tax marking is illustrated 
   by Hellrigl (2011), p. 85  
     
   半官方商人邮政:1871年10戈比进口邮资封由奥勒尔修道院寄北京传教士协  
   会成员, 由铁路经莫斯科到 Nizhnii-Novgrod, 然后由陆路经伊尔库茨克到蒙古 
   边境, 转交恰克图商人邮政经骆驼及馿子运送到北京, 销多种中转戳, 恰克图椭 
   图税戳收取30 戈比商人邮政费用及50%欠资附加费(Hellrigl三个R, 可能为孤品)  
 
   备注:记载于英国杂志俄国邮刊2006年第94/95期, 第45-46页 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=173&cat=20001
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=173&cat=20001
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=173&cat=20001
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   RUSSIAN EMBASSY IN CHINA POST

Contents of Lot 20002

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=173&cat=20002
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20002 F   RUSSIAN EMBASSY IN CHINA POST: 1875 (Jan 29) Cover to England incl. contents  4’000-6’000 
   datelined “Hong Kong, 29 January 1875,” conveyed by Russian courier to Peking for  
   transmission through Embassy post, taken across Mongolia to Kyakhta, through Siberia  
   to St. Petersburg and on to Vienna, where it was franked with Austrian 3k and 10k  
   and put into the normal post  
     
   Note: This incredible routing is confirmed by another letter from the same correspondence  
    (to be offered in future auction) which says: “Do not be surprised to see on this letter  
   Viennese postage stamps. I am sending in the winter all my packets by the Russian  
   Courier free to St. Petersburg and from there they are sent on to Vienna”  
 
   Illustrated in “The London Philatelist” 1151-52 (1988) p.186 fig.2”  
    
     
   俄国驻华大使馆邮政:1875年1月29日, 寄英国封, 内容写明日期, 由香港  
   发出, 由俄国快递至北京, 再透过大使馆传送, 横跨蒙古至恰克图, 再经西伯利亚  
   至圣彼得堡, 到达维也纳, 再贴奥利亚3克朗及10克朗, 随后投入正常的邮政系统   
     
   备注:这个邮路虽令人难以置信, 但确实存在(请查看下一个项目), 写着请不要  
   对看到这封信的维也纳邮票感到惊讶, 我在冬季经由俄国快递免费寄出所有信件,   
   至圣彼得堡, 它们再被送至维也纳   
     
   记录于<伦敦邮刊>1988年1151-52期, 第186页, 图2 

BIBLIOGRAPHIC REFERENCES & ABBREVIATIONS (used throughout):

T&S:  S.D. Tchillinghirian & W.S.E. Stephen, “Stamps of the Russian Empire Used Abroad,” 1957-60

BJRP:   British Journal of Russian Philately

Hellrigl:  Wolfgang Hellrigl, “The Postal History of Mongolia 1841-1941,” 2011

Please note that many of the auction lots are the originals for the illustrations and/or records in the literature

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=173&cat=20002
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=173&cat=20002
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   RUSSIAN POSTAL ADMINISTRATION:

   TIENTSIN

   Earliest Known Cover from the offical Russian Post in China

20003 F   TIENTSIN: 1875 Cover to Dereham, England, franked with 1866-75 10k strip of four and   
   3k pair, tied by three clear strikes of dateless double-framed TYAN-TSZIN. POCHT  
   KONT.” (Tientsin Post Office) hs, with Kyakhta transit adjacent dated 1 May 1875,  
   the letter having left Tientsin about two weeks earlier, showing Moscow transit and  
   Dereham arrival bs  
     
   Postage of 46k represents pre-UPU rates of 30k for conveyance to the Russian border  
   at Kyakhta and 16k for onward transmission from Russia to England  
     
   Earliest known mail from the official Russian Postal Administration in China, using a  
   Russian canceller on Russian stamps, and only known use of Tientsin’s first Russian  
   handstamped canceller on cover  
     

   The “Jewel in the Crown” of the Russian Post in China  
     
   Note: Illustrated in the BJRP nos.18 (1955) and 71 (1991) and “The London  
   Philatelist” Nos. 1151-52 (1988) - The “Kyakta Type 2” of Tchilinghirian & Stephen,  
   “Stamps of the Russian Empire used Abroad” pt. 4 (1959), 9.312, said to be based on  
   the cancellation on this cover, is a fantasy, showing posthorns at foot instead of  
   the fleuron depicted herein  
    
  
     
   天津:1875年寄英国封, 贴10戈比直四联及3戈比双联, 销双框TYAN-TSZIN (天津) 戳,  
   另销恰克图中转戳, 邮资为30戈比寄到恰克图, 16 戈比由俄国寄英国   
 
   备注:记载于英国邮报俄国邮刊1955年第18期及1991年第71期中” 

   Estimate: e 80'000 - e 100'000

Reverse of Lot 20003

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=173&cat=20003
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=173&cat=20003
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“The Jewel in the Crown”

Lot 20003

 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=173&cat=20003
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20004 F   TIENTSIN: 1891 Cover (flap missing) registered to His Imperial Highness the Grand Duke   
   Aleksander Mikhailovich in St. Petersburg, with two 14k Arms paying three times the  
   7k rate plus an additional 7k for registration, tied by a fine crisp strike of double oval  
   TYAN-TSZIN ds (T&S type 3A, variety month above day), another strike at left & ms  
   registration number, Troitskosvask transit bs  
     
   An attractive and superb item for the Royalty collector. An Iconic cover of the  
   Russian post in China  
     
   Provenance: Fabergé  
     
   天津:1891年挂号封寄圣彼得堡的殿下, Aleksander Mikhailovich公爵, 贴两枚 
   14戈比票, 为三倍邮资及挂号费, 销天津双圈椭圆戳(T&S3A型, 变体, 月份在日子上),  
   手写挂号编号, 销俄国恰克图中转戳   
      
   如此俱吸引力及一流的封适合皇家邮品收藏家, 亦为俄国客邮一个标志性邮封  
     
   源流: Fabergé 

   Estimate: e 20'000 - e 30'000

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=173&cat=20004
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=173&cat=20004
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20005 (F)   TIENTSIN: 1895 Envelope front to Switzerland with 10k tied by double oval Tientsin  2’000-3’000 
   6.1.95 ds (T&S type 3B)  
     
   天津:1895年寄瑞士, 贴10戈比销天津双圈椭圆戳(1895.1.6) (T&S3型) 

 

20006 F   TIENTSIN: 1898 3k Postal stationery card to the Swedish-Norwegian consul in Moscow,  1’500-2’000 
   cancelled with Tientsin 12.06.98 cds in red (T&S type 4), with further strike  
   adjacent, Troitskosavsk violet OBEZZARAZHENO (disinfected) hs and Moscow arrivals  
     
   Note: Disinfection of mail from China was carried out at Russian frontier posts  
   intermittently between 1895 and 1900 in response to cholera epidemics  
     
   天津:1898年, 3戈比郵資片寄莫斯科瑞典-挪威領事館, 銷天津紅色圓戳(1898.6.12)  
   (T&S4型), 亦見銷俄國恰克圖消毒戳及莫斯科到達戳 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=173&cat=20005
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=173&cat=20005
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=173&cat=20006
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=173&cat=20006
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=173&cat=20006
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20007 F   TIENTSIN: 1899 Printed envelope from the French Consulate in Tientsin to France,  1’800-2’400 
   with Arms 2k, 3k and 5k tied by Tientsin 23.1.99 cds in red (T&S type 4), with  
   Troitskosavsk violet OBEZZARAZHENO (disinfected) hs adjacent, with Moscow and  
   Aubin bs.  
 
   A very attractive three-colour franking  
     
   Note: Disinfection of mail from China was carried out at Russian frontier posts  
   intermittently between 1895 and 1900 in response to cholera epidemics  
 
   天津:1899年印刷封由法国天津领事馆寄法国, 贴俄国2, 3及5戈比, 销红  
   色天津圆戳(1899.1.23) (Tchilinghirian 4型), 亦见销俄国恰克图被消毒戳 ,  
   莫斯科及奥宾圆戳, 为俱特色的三种不同颜色邮戳封

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=173&cat=20007
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=173&cat=20007
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20008 F   TIENTSIN: 1900 Cover to England with “KITAI” 1k, 2k and 3k tied by Tientsin 3.12.1900  400-600 
   cds in red (T&S type 4X, characterised by defective year numerals), with Chefoo  
   Russian P.O. transit in violet (T&S type 2) adjacent, reverse with Shanghai Russian  
   P.O. cds (Gregorian calendar) and French paquebot cds

   A very attractive three colour franking with coloured cancels

   天津:1900年寄英国封, 贴俄国客邮1, 2及3戈比票, 销红色天津圆戳(1900.12.3) (T&S 4X型,  
   年份有缺陷变体), 另销紫色烟台俄国客邮戳(T&S  2型), 背销上海俄国客邮戳, 及销法国轮船戳,  
   为十分特别的不同颜色邮戳 

BIBLIOGRAPHIC REFERENCES & ABBREVIATIONS (used throughout):

T&S:  S.D. Tchillinghirian & W.S.E. Stephen, “Stamps of the Russian Empire Used Abroad,” 1957-60

BJRP:   British Journal of Russian Philately

Hellrigl:  Wolfgang Hellrigl, “The Postal History of Mongolia 1841-1941,” 2011

Please note that many of the auction lots are the originals for the illustrations and/or records in the literature

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=173&cat=20008
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=173&cat=20008
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=173&cat=20008
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20009 F   TIENTSIN: 1903 Cover registered to Italy, with “KITAI” 2k (5) and 10k tied by Tientsin  400-600 
   16.4.03 cds (T&B type 4X, characterised by damaged year numerals), with “Tientsin  
    / Post Office Abroad” registered label and circled “dotted R,” fine  
     
   天津:1903年挂号封寄意大利, 贴俄国客邮2戈比五枚及10戈比票, 销天津  
   圆戳(1903.4.16) (T&S4X型, 其中年份微损), 亦见贴 Tientsin / Post Office Abroad 
   挂号标签及圆圈虚线R戳, 中上品   
    

 

20010 F   TIENTSIN: 1903 German 10f “China” postcard to Denmark, franked with pair of “KITAI”  400-500 
   2k tied by Tientsin 16.04.03 cds (T&S type 4X, characterised by damaged year  
   numerals), Moscow and Copenhagen cds, slightly soiled, rare use of German  
   stationery  
     
   天津:1903年, 德国客邮10芬尼明信片寄丹麦, 贴俄国客邮2戈比双联, 销  
   天津圆戳(1903.4.16) (T&S 4X, 年份不明), 亦见销莫斯科及哥本哈根圆日戳,  
   微污, 罕见的德国邮资片 

20011 F   TIENTSIN: 1903 Postcard to France with “KITAI“ 2k in block of four and 1k pair, tied  300-400 
   by Tientsin 13.2.03 cds (T&S type 4X, characterised by damaged year numerals), St  
   Petersburg transit, very fine”   
     
   天津:1903年明信片寄法国, 贴俄国客邮2戈比四方联及1戈比双联, 销天津 圆戳  
   (1903.2.113) (T&S 4X型, 年份不明), 及圣彼得堡戳, 上品 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=173&cat=20009
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=173&cat=20009
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=173&cat=20010
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=173&cat=20011
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=173&cat=20010
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=173&cat=20011
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20012 F   TIENTSIN: 1903 Postcard registered to Belgium with “KITAI” 2k (2) and 10k tied by  3’000-4’000 
   Tientsin 18.8.03 cds (T&S type 4X, characterised by defective year numerals), with  
   primitive white registration label (tied by Belgian postman no. hs) and encircled  
   “dotted R” hs, Brussels arrival  
     
   Very rare as only three covers known with these registration labels from Tientsin  
     
   天津:1903年挂号明信片寄比利时, 贴俄国华邮2戈比两枚及10戈比, 销天 津圆戳  
   (1903.8.18) (T&S 4X, 年份错误), 销白色挂号标签(销比利时邮差编号)及销圆圈虚线R戳,  
   布鲁塞尔到达戳   
 
   天津只有三个这型挂号标签存在, 此为其中之一, 极罕有 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=173&cat=20012
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=173&cat=20012
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=173&cat=20012
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 20013 F   TIENTSIN: 1912 Experimental letter card with detachable envelope inside for reply, sent  800-1’200 
   registered to Germany with “KITAI” 1k, 2k (6) and 7k, all tied by Tientsin 30.11.12 cds  
   (Tchilinghirian type 5C) with bilingual registered label adjacent, very rare as this  
   experimental stationery was not issued to the public, though a few Postmasters’ samples  
   found their way into the post

   Possibly unique usage from a post office abroad

   Note: Illustrated “The Postrider” 22 (1988) p.5

   天津:1912年试验邮简附可拆信封作回邮之用, 挂号寄至德国, 贴俄国客邮1戈比, 六枚 
   2戈比及7戈比票, 全销天津圆戳(1912.11.30) (Tchilinghirian 5C), 贴汉英挂号标签,  
   十分罕有, 这种试验邮简并未公开发行, 即使少部份邮政局长能取得此邮品,  
   但相信此项目应为寄海外的孤品   
     
   备注:记载于The Postrider 1988年第22期, 页5 

 

 

20014 F   TIENTSIN: 1915 Cover from the Commandant of the French Occupation Corps in China to  400-600 
   France, franked on the reverse with two Romanov 4k and “KITAI” 3k, tied by Tientsin  
   6.11.15 cds (T&S type 6), opened and resealed by censor in Petrograd, Vincennes  
   arrival, an exceptional use of the Romanov issue  
  
   天津:1915年寄法国封, 由法国占领军指挥官寄出, 贴两枚罗曼诺夫戈比及俄  
   国客邮3戈比, 销天津圆戳(1915.11.6) (T&S 6) 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=173&cat=20013
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=173&cat=20013
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=173&cat=20014
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=173&cat=20014
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20015 F   TIENTSIN: 1916 “KITAI” 3k(+3k) reply paid letter card printed for use by an Agency in  300-400 
   Tientsin for the relief of German and Austro-Hungarian P.O.W.s in Russia, sent to an  
   Agency official acknowledging receipt of 15R by a P.O.W. at Nikolsk-Ussuriysky,  
   postmarked Vladivostok 15.4.16 then again one month later after censor check with  
   boxed censor hs applied, cancelled on arrival by Tientsin 2.6.16 cds (T&S type 7A) 

   天津:1916年俄国客邮3戈比及已付3戈比的邮简, 由天津的拯救位于俄罗斯  
   的德籍及奥匈俘虏营机构, 附 Nikolsk-Ussuriysky支付15卢布收条, 见销海参 
   威邮戳(1916.4.15), 及销长方形邮检戳, 及销天津到达戳(1916.6.2) (T&S 7A型) 

 

 

20016 F   TIENTSIN: 1916 “KITAI” 4k(+4k) reply half of a reply paid letter card pre-cancelled  200-300 
   by Tientsin 13.4.16 cds (T&S type 7A) and sent back to Tientsin by German P.O.W. at  
   Nikolsk-Ussuriysky (Siberia), acknowledging receipt of 10R, two P.O.W. cachets,  
   Tientsin arrival, fine  
 
   天津:1916年, 俄国华邮4戈比邮简回片, 销天津圆戳(1916.4.13) (T&S 7A型), 另预销 
   天津戳(1916.10.24), 寄回天津, 由西伯利亚德国俘虏营, 另附10卢布收据, 销两枚俘 
   虏营戳, 及天津到达戳, 中上品   
    

BIBLIOGRAPHIC REFERENCES & ABBREVIATIONS (used throughout):

T&S:  S.D. Tchillinghirian & W.S.E. Stephen, “Stamps of the Russian Empire Used Abroad,” 1957-60

BJRP:   British Journal of Russian Philately

Hellrigl:  Wolfgang Hellrigl, “The Postal History of Mongolia 1841-1941,” 2011

Please note that many of the auction lots are the originals for the illustrations and/or records in the literature

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=173&cat=20015
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=173&cat=20015
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=173&cat=20015
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=173&cat=20016
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=173&cat=20016
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20017 F   TIENTSIN: 1917 Prisoner of War printed envelope sent insured for 70R to P.O.W. at  300-400 
   Spasskoe (Siberia), franked on the reverse with “KITAI” 2k, 3k pairs and 10k pair,  
   all tied by Tientsin 17.1.17 cds (T&S type 6), sent via the Japanese P.O.s at  
   Tientsin and Changchun, with insured label and Pogranichnaya censor hs on obverse,  
   attractive wax seals on reverse  
  
   天津:1917年, 寄俘虏封, 含70卢布保险费寄西伯利亚俘虏营, 贴俄国客邮  
   2戈比, 3戈比双联及10戈比双联, 全部销天津圆(1917.1.17), (  
   T&S6型), 亦见销天津及长春日本客邮戳, 贴保险标签及Pogranich  
   naya邮检戳, 背销封蜡   
 
    

 

 

20018 F   TIENTSIN: 1917 Prisoner of War printed envelope sent insured for 6R to P.O.W. at  300-400 
   Edrovo (Novgorod) then re-addressed to Polka (Petrograd), franked on the reverse  
   with “KITAI” 1k and Chinese surcharged 2c on 2k and 25c on 25k, all tied by Tientsin  
   10.4.17 cds (T&S type 6), sent via the Japanese P.O.s at Tientsin, with insured  
   label on obverse, attractive wax seals on reverse, opened for display, attractive  
  
   天津:1917年寄俘虏封含6卢布寄诺夫哥罗德俘虏营, 再转寄至波尔卡(彼得  
   格勒), 贴俄国客邮1戈比, 2分加盖2戈比及25分加盖25戈比票, 全部销天  
   津圆(1917.4.10) (T&S6型), 亦见销天津日本客邮, 贴保险标签  
   , 特色的封蜡, 剪开作展示之用, 俱吸引力   
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20019 F   TIENTSIN: 1917 Prisoner of War printed envelope sent insured for 500R to civilian  300-400 
   interned at Talitskii Zavod (Perm), franked on the reverse with “KITAI” 1k pair, 10k  
   and 15k plus Chinese surcharged 3c on 3k and 15c on 15k (2), all tied by Tientsin  
   26.6.17 cds (T&S type 6), sent via the Japanese P.O.s at Tientsin and Changchun,  
   with insured label on obverse, wax seals on reverse, opened for display, attractive  
 
   天津:1917年寄俘虏封, 含500卢布保险费至Talitskii Zavod(彼尔姆)实习文员,  
   贴俄国客邮1戈比双联, 10及15戈比, 3分加盖3戈比及15分加盖15戈比两枚,  
   全部销天津圆戳(1917.6.26) (T&S 6型), 亦销天津及长春日本客邮戳, 贴保险标签,  
   销封蜡, 剪开作展示之用, 吸引力   
    

 

 

20020 F   TIENTSIN: 1917 Red Cross P.O.W. printed postcard with Russia post Chinese surcharged  300-500 
   3c on 3k tied by Tientsin 8.7.17 cds (T&S type 6), with boxed black censor cachet  
   adjacent, fine  
     
   Note: Origin of the illustration in “Russische Postcensuur 1914-1918,” pg. 94 by A  
   Speeckaert  
  
   天津:1917年红十字会印刷明信片贴3分加盖3戈比票销天津圆戳(1917  
   .7.8), 销黑色邮戳戳, 中上品   
     
   备注:刊载于Russische Postcensuur 1914-1918”第94页 
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20021 F   TIENTSIN: 1918 Cover to the USA with “KITAI” 7k and Russia Chinese surcharged 3c on  800-1’200 
   3k, with the 7k rejected and only the 3c on 3k tied by Tientsin 20.1.18 cds (T&S type 6),   
   with “Doplatit / Tienstine” (To Pay) oval hs with ms “14” added (14k equating to 50 Chinese  
   cents), franked on arrival at Newtonville with USA 1c and 3c (3) postage dues and New York  
   “Due 10 Cents” duplex, opened and resealed by censors at Petrograd and London 
 
   Rare and interesting cover; Tientsin “Doplatit” unrecorded by T&S 
     
   天津:1918年寄美国封, 贴俄国客邮7戈比(被拒)及3分加盖3戈比销天津 圆戳(1918.1.20)  
   (T&S 6型), 另销 Doplatit / Tienstine”欠资椭圆戳及手写“14戈比”(等于50分),  
   到Newtonville 后, 贴美国1分及3分三枚欠资票, 及销纽约 “Due 10c”戳, 经彼得格  
   勒邮检, 及销伦敦日戳, 为罕见及有趣的邮封, 其中天津“Doplatit”戳未纪录于T&S
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   PEKING 

   Earliest of 3 Covers Known with Russian Post “PEKIN” Datestamp

 

20022 F   PEKING: 1880 (Jan 4) Cover from Peking to Germany with 1875 8k tied by Cyrillic  
   “PEKIN / 4 JAN 1880” hs, sent through Mongolia to Kyakhta, then via St. Petersburg  
   (transit further tying stamp) to Wiesbaden 
 
   The earliest of the three known covers with this cancel and the only one with an adhesive  
     
   Note: Illustrated in “Signet” Jan-Mar 1989 p.79  
  
   北京:1880年1月4日, 由北京寄德国封, 贴8戈比票销Pekin北京/1880.1.4”  
   戳, 经蒙古至恰克图, 再经由圣彼得堡至威斯巴登, 此封为最早  
   期的使用此戳纪录及孤品   
      
   备注:记载于“Signet”1989年1-3月号, 第79页” 

   Estimate: e 40'000 - e 60'000
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20023 F   PEKING: 1885 Parcel receipt for 16 funts (pounds) sent from Peking to Kuldja  400-600 
   (Sinkiang), with declared value of 40R, charged 11R77k incl. 20k insurance and 5k  
   registration and receipt, signed by the Peking Postmaster (Nikolai Gomboev) with  
   double oval Peking 8.6.85 ds (Tchilinghirian & Stephen type 3), unusual   
  
   北京:1885年包裹收据共16磅, 由北京寄伊宁(新疆), 附已申报价值为40卢布,   
   收取11.77卢布, 20戈比保险费及5戈比挂号费及收据费, 由北京 邮政署长  
   (Nikolai Gomboev)签署, 销北京双圈椭圆戳(1885.6.8) (T&S 3型), 少见 

 

 20024 F   PEKING INCOMING: 1885 Cover from Mexico (stamps excised) to the Russian Embassy in  300-400 
   Peking via San Francisco, the US Consulate in Shanghai, the Chinese P.O. in Shanghai  
   (where To Pay” hs was applied) before arriving at the Russian P.O. in Peking (Tchilinghirian  
    & Stephen type 3 ds), then redirected to St. Petersburg via Kyakhta (taking another 64 days  
   owing to the state of Siberian post roads during winter)  
     
   Note: Possibly because it was applied to mail abroad, the Peking cancel used the New  
   Style calendar instead of the Old Style then in use in Russia and its foreign P.O.s  
      
   北京进口:1885年由墨西哥(邮票脱落)寄北京俄罗斯大使馆, 经旧金山, 上海美  
   国领事馆, 上海客邮(销“To Pay”戳), 亦见销北京俄国客邮(T& S 3型), 再经恰克 
   图转寄至圣彼得堡(由于冬季西伯利亚驿道状况不佳, 故再经64天才到达)   
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20025 F   PEKING: 1886 Decorative cover from Peking to Tver (Russia) with Arms 7k tied by double   
   oval Peking 16.8.86 ds (T&S type 3 variety day above month) paying the internal  
   rate, with Nikolai Railway, Moscow transit and Tver arrival, opened for display  
   with some reinforcing  
      
   北京:1886年北京寄特维尔(俄罗斯), 贴7戈比票销北京双圆椭圆戳(1886.8.16) 
   (T&S 3型变体, 日子在月份之上), 为国内邮资, 亦见销尼古拉铁路, 莫斯科中转及  
   特维尔到达戳, 剪开作展示之用, 部份硬化   
   

   Estimate: e 40’000 - e 50’000
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20026 F   PEKING: 1897 Disinfected cover to Moscow (bs) with Arms 7k tied by Peking 13.8.97 cds  700-1’000 
   (T&S type 4), with violet disinfection mark OBEZZARAZHEHO of Troitskosavsk adjacent  
     
   Note: Disinfection of mail from China was carried out at Russian frontier posts  
   intermittently between 1895 and 1900 in response to cholera epidemics  
     
   北京:1897年被消毒封寄莫斯科, 贴7戈比票销北京圆戳(1897.8.13),   
   销紫色俄国恰克图已消毒OBEZZARAZHEHO戳  
    

 

 

20027 F   PEKING: 1899 5k Postal stationery envelope registered to St. Petersburg, uprated  3’000-4’000 
   with “KITAI” 7k and 10k, tied by Peking 15.11.99 cds (T&S type 4) with primitive  
   boxed registration cachet adjacent with “PEKING” and ms number. This cachet  
   preceded the registration labels 
 
   One of three examples known  
     
   北京:1899年, 5戈比挂号邮资封寄圣彼得堡, 另贴俄国客邮7及10戈比,   
   销北京圆戳(1899.11.15) (T&S4型), 亦见销长方形挂号戳, 另 销PEKING  
   及手写挂号编号, 此纪念戳附挂号标签为已知三个纪录之一   
    

Detail of the Peking Registration cachet
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20028 F   PEKING: 1902 Cover registered to Germany with “KITAI” 3k (2) and 7k (2), tied by  700-1’000 
   Peking 20.3.02 cds (T&S type 6), with primitive white registration label and  
   encircled “dotted R” hs, with Troitskosavsk and Potsdam bs, rare registered cover 

   北京:1902年, 挂号封寄德国, 贴俄国客邮两枚3戈比及7戈比, 销北京圆戳  
   (1902.3.20) (T&S6型), 贴原始的白色挂号标签及销圆圈虚线R  
   戳, 另销俄国恰克图及波兹坦圆戳, 罕见的挂号封  

 

20029 F   PEKING: 1903 Cover registered to Denmark with “KITAI” 1k, 2k (2), 3k, 5k & 7k paying  300-400 
   the 10k rate plus 10k reg’n fee, tied by Peking 25.1.03 cds (T&S type 6), with “Peking /  
   Post Office Abroad” registered label in Cyrillic, tear at top clear of stamps, a  
   very attractive cover to a scarce destination, Peking and Copenhagen bs

   Note: The type 6 cancel was a replacement for the type 4 cancel lost during the  
   Boxer Rebellion

   北京:1903年挂号封寄丹麦封, 贴俄国客邮1, 3, 5, 7戈比及两枚2戈比 票, 销北京圆戳  
   (1903.1.25) (T&S6型), 贴“Peking / Post Office Abroad”挂号标签, 由顶部  
   撕开, 罕有的目的地 

   备注:此6型邮戳取代在义和团运动期遗失的4型戳 
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20030 F   PEKING: 1903 Cover from the Hong Kong & Shanghai Banking Co. in Peking to England,  200-300 
   franked on the reverse with “KITAI” 3k in block of ten paying triple to 10k rate,  
   tied by Peking 12.05.03 cds (T&S type 6), London arrival, vert. central fold, a rare  
     
   北京:1903年由北京的香港上海汇丰银行寄英国封, 贴俄国客邮3戈比十方联  
   , 销北京圆戳(1903.5.12) (T&S6型), 亦销伦敦到达戳, 中央有  
   折痕, 罕见大型邮封   
    

 

 

20031 F   PEKING: 1903 Cover registered from the Russo-Chinese Bank (wax seal on reverse) to  1’500-2’000 
   France, franked on the reverse with strips of four of the “KITAI” 3k and 7k tied by  
   Peking 8.9.03 cds (T&S type 6), obverse with Peking emergency cancel (T&S type 5)  
   modified for use as a registration cachet and an encircled “dotted R” hs, “Postal  
   Wagon No.261” (Chinese Eastern Railway) and Moscow transits, unusual  
     
   北京:1903年, 挂号封由中俄银行寄法国, 背贴俄国客邮3及7戈比, 销北京  
   圆戳(1903.9.8) (T&S6型), 另销北京急件戳(T&S 5型), 用 作挂号,   
   及销圆圈虚线R戳, 亦见销中东铁路火车邮戳编号261及莫斯科日戳, 少见   
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20032 F   PEKING: 1904 Cover from a French railway engineer at Tsingtao working on the  300-400 
   Shanhsien line, posted from the Russian P.O. at Peking to France, franked on the  
   reverse with ten “KITAI” 1k tied by Peking 5.1.03 (error for 04) cds (T&S type 6), La  
   Fleche bs, fine and unusual franking of the 10k foreign rate  
     
   北京:1904年寄法国封, 由青岛的法国铁路工程师(Shanhsien线)寄出, 贴俄国客邮1戈比销  
   北京戳(1903.1.5, 年份错误) (T&S 6型), 销La Fleche日戳, 中上品及少见的10戈比国际邮资 

 

20033 F   PEKING: 1904 Cover registered to Paris with combination of “KITAI” 5k and 7k and  400-600 
   ordinary Russian 1k (2) and 3k (2), all tied by Peking 8.10.04 cds (T&S type 6),  
   with registered label and encircled “dotted R” adjacent, wax seal removed and some  
   cover faults, a very unusual franking as ordinary Russian stamps weren’t sold by the  
   P.O.s in China but were accepted when supplied by the customer  
     
   北京:1904年挂号封寄巴黎, 贴俄国客邮5及7戈比票, 另贴俄国票1及3戈  
   比各两枚, 全部销北京圆戳(1904.10.8), 贴挂号标签及销圆形虚线R  
   戳, 封蜡已失, 微裂, 为十分少见邮封, 俄国原版票并未在俄国客邮局出售, 但准  
   许顾客使用   
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20034 F   PEKING: 1906 Cover registered to the German Embassy in St. Petersburg, franked with  500-700 
   Russian 20k in combination with “KITAI” 4k (2), paying triple the 7k rate plus reg’n  
   fee, tied by Peking 14.7.06 cds (T&S type 7A), reg’d label in Cyrillic adjacent, St.  
   Petersburg bs, minor soiling at top  
     
   北京:1906年挂号封寄圣彼得堡的德国使馆, 贴俄国20戈比票及俄国客邮4戈比两枚,   
   销北京圆戳(1906.7.14) (T&S 7A型), 贴挂号标签(Cyrillic), 及销圣彼得堡日戳, 微污 

 

 

20035 F   PEKING: 1906 Picture postcard to Germany with ordinary Russian 1k in block of four,  400-600 
   tied by Peking 14.12.06 cds (although datelined 15 XII 1906”)  (T&S type 7A),  
   Jngolstatt arrival, unusual franking  
     
   Note: Ordinary Russian stamps were not sold in the Russian P.O.s in Peking but were  
   accepted if supplied by the customer  
     
   北京:1906年彩图明信片寄德国, 贴俄国1戈比四方联票, 销北京圆戳(1906.12.14)  
   (日期错误, 应为15) (T&S7A型), 亦见销到达戳, 少见   
 
   备注:北京俄国客邮局并未出售俄国原版票, 但可接受顾客自行提供的邮票 
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20036 F   PEKING: 1907 Postcard to Germany with China 1c vert. pair and 2c Dragons tied by  300-400 
   native Peking cds, further franked with “KITAI” 3k (underpaid by 1k) tied by Peking  
   18.7.07 cds (T&S type 7B), Wiesbaden arrival, a fine philatelic souvenir from a  
   member of the German “Boxer” occupying force

   Note: China stamps were only valid for internal use

   北京:1907年, 明信片寄德国, 贴蟠龙1分双联及2分, 销北京圆戳, 混贴俄  
   国客邮3戈比(少付1戈比), 销北京戳(1907.7.18) (T&S7B)  
   , 及销威斯巴登到达戳, 为法国义和团占领军成员寄出的邮品 

   备注:中国邮票只能在内陆使用 

 

20037 F   PEKING: Cover registered to the USA, franked on the reverse with “KITAI” 4k vert. strip of five,   300-400 
   1k vert. strip of four and 3k, all tied by Peking 4.9.08 cds (T&S type 7b), obverse with reg’d  
   label in Cyrillic, Boston and Cambridge bs, very fine and attractive multiple franking 

   北京:挂号封寄美国, 背贴俄国客邮4戈比五枚, 1戈比四枚, 及3 戈比销北京  
   圆戳(1908.9.4) (T&S 7B型), 另贴挂号标签, 另销波士惴及剑桥日戳, 上品 
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20038 F   PEKING: 1921 “Red band” cover registered to Chuguchak (SINKIANG) with “KITAI” 25k and 10k  400-700 
   paying four times the 7k internal letter rate plus reg’n fee, tied by Peking 24.1.12 cds (T&S type   
   7B), with reg’d label in Cyrillic and French adjacent, routed via Omsk (Siberia) and with Chuguchak 
   cds, scarce registered cover  
     
   Note: Chinese text on obverse indicates that the letter originated from the Information  
   Bureau at Peking and was sent to a local firm with a request that this “important  
   family business” be redirected via the “Russian security (registered) post” to  
   Ta-Cheng (Chuguchak) without delay, and the contents then to Minister in the Atlai  
   Mountains region  
 
     
   北京:1921年挂号封寄塔城(新疆), 贴俄国客邮25及10戈比, 销北京圆 戳(1912.1.24)  
   (T&S 7B), 贴挂号标签(Cyrillic及法文), 见销西伯利亚及塔城圆戳, 少见的挂号封   
     
   备注:封上的中文内容指出, 此为重要的家信, 经本地民信局至俄国挂号邮局至塔  
   城, 不可延迟, 寄给阿尔泰山办事大臣   
    

Obverse of Lot 20038

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=173&cat=20038
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20039 F   PEKING: 1913 Romanov 20k postal stationery envelope registered to Germany, uprated  300-500 
   with “KITAI” 2k and 4k (2) paying double the 10k foreign rate plus reg’n fee, all  
   cancelled by Peking 16.12.13 cds (T&S type 7B), reg’d label in Cyrillic with ms in  
   English (complying with UPU regulations) adjacent, Berlin bs, a rare use of the  
   Romanov stationery as ordinary Russian stamps and stationery weren’t sold in the  
   Russian P.O.s in China  
     
   北京:1913年, 罗曼诺夫20戈比邮资挂号封寄德国, 另贴俄国客邮2戈比及两枚4戈比,  
   皆销北京圆戳(191.12.16) (T&S 7B型), 贴挂号标签(Cyrillic)手写英文(万国邮联规则),  
   亦见销柏林日戳, 罕有的罗曼诺夫邮政用品, 因为俄国在华客邮没有出售这款邮票   
    

  

20040 F   PEKING: 1914 Cover sent insured for 5R to Germany, franked on the reverse with Russia  400-600 
   “KITAI” 25k and 3k tied by Peking 27.4.14 cds (T&S type 7B) and private wax seals, obverse  
   with insured label in Cyrillic, received at the Japanese P.O. at Changchun (Manchuria),   
   also Oberursel and Frankfurt bs, rare insured money letter from Peking  
     
   北京:1914年, 保险费含5卢布寄德国, 贴俄国客邮25戈比及3戈比, 销北 京圆戳  
   (1914.4.27) (T&S 7B), 贴保险标签(Cyrillic), 见销长春日本客邮戳, Oberursel  
   及法兰克福戳, 罕有的附保险费封寄北京  

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=173&cat=20039
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 20041 F   PEKING: 1916 Cover registered from the Italian Embassy to Italy with “KITAI” 2k in  300-500 
   two blocks of four and a pair paying the 10k foreign rate plus reg’n fee, tied by  
   Peking 15.6.16 cds (T&S type 7B), with reg’d label in French and Russian adjacent,  
   opened and resealed by censor at Petrograd, Milan bs, a scarce multiple franking

   北京:1916年挂号封由意大利大使馆寄意大利, 贴俄国客邮2戈比十枚, 销北  
   京圆戳(1916.6.15) (T&S 7B型)  
    

 

20042 F   PEKING: 1918 “KITAI” 4k postcard from a German national interned at Haiten, Peking to  800-1’200 
   Germany, cancelled by native Peking cds and violet toothed oval “Internment Camp  
   Haitien” cachet in German and Chinese, plus violet boxed “Correspondence des  
   prisonniers de Guerre” cachet in French and Chinese, Seattle (USA) transit  
     
   Possibly unique usage of Russian stationery by German and Austrian nationals interned  
   by order of Chinese Government  
     
   Note: In March 1917, the Chinese Government issued instructions for the internment of  
   German and Austrian nationals   
  
   北京:1918年, 俄国客邮4戈比明信片由北京海甸寄德国, 销北京圆戳及海甸  
   收容所法文及英文的紫色齿边椭圆戳, 另销法文及英文的长方形战时俘虏邮件”戳  
   , 亦见销西雅图中转戳 

   可能是惟一的展示德国及奥地利国民被中国政拘留的俄国邮品 

   备注:1917年3月, 中国政府发出拘禁德国及奥地利国民的命令 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=173&cat=20041
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=173&cat=20041
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20043 F   PEKING: 1918 Cover sent insured for 25 roubles to Petrograd, franked on the reverse  800-1’200 
   with Russia Chinese surcharged 3c on 3k and 25c on 25k tied by Peking 22.5.18 cds  
   (T&S type 7B), obverse with insured label, received at the Japanese P.O. at Changchun  
   the next day but returned as undeliverable (due to the civil war conditions in Siberia)   
   to the Japanese and then Russian P.O. at Peking, very interesting cover  
     
   北京:1918年寄彼得格勒封, 含25卢布保险费, 背贴俄国3分加盖3戈比, 25分加盖25 
   戈比, 销北京圆戳(1918.5.22) (T&S 7B型), 贴保险标签, 销长春日本客邮戳, 但由于无 
   法送达故退回(因为当时西伯利亚因战争而停驶, 邮路不通), 后退回北京俄国客邮,  
   具趣味的邮封  

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=173&cat=20043
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   KALGAN

 

 

20044 F   KALGAN: 1886 Cover to Odessa with Arms 7k tied by double oval Kalgan 10.9.86 ds (T&S  
   type 2, Casey subtype 3A), paying the single rate, with Kyakhta and Odessa bs, some  
   peripheral tears at top  
     
   One of the two recorded covers with this cancellation & an important rarity from Kalgan  
     
   张家口:1886年寄敖德萨封, 贴7戈比票销张家口双圈椭圆戳(1886.9.10) (T&S type 2型, 罕见),   
   亦见销恰克图及敖德萨戳, 顶部微裂张家口两个存世罕有封之一 

   Estimate: e 30’000 - e 50’000

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=173&cat=20044
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20045 G   KALGAN: 1905 Fragment with Arms 3k and 4k tied by single circle Kalgan 7.3.05 cds  400-600 
   (not recorded by T&S, Casey type 4), very rare 

   张家口:1905年剪片贴3戈比及4戈比票, 销张家口单圈圆戳(1905.3  
   .7) (T&S未纪录, Casey4型), 十分罕见  

 

 

20046 F   KALGAN: 1907 Decorative Red Cross charity card to England with ordinary Russian 1k  800-1’200 
   (2) and 2k paying the postcard rate, tied by Kalgan 5.11.07 cds (T&S type 3, Casey  
   type 5), mail with this cancellation is very scarce

   Note: Kalgan was the only Russian P.O. in China that did not receive the “KITAI”  
   stamps. Illustrated BJRP 94/95, p.14

   张家口:1907年,  红十字会彩图封寄英国, 贴俄国 1 戈比两枚及 2 戈比, 销张  
   家口圆戳 (1907.11.5) (T&S 3型, Casey 5型),  极少见邮封销此戳

   备注:张家口是中国境内惟一没有“KITAI”俄国客邮票的客邮局,  被刊载于英  
   国邮刊俄国特刊 94/95期页14

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=173&cat=20045
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20047 F   KALGAN: 1916 Cover registered to the USA with War Charity 7k and 10k and Romanov 3k,  2’000-3’000 
   tied by Kalgan 22.7.16 cds (T&S type 5, Casey type 6), opened and resealed by censor  
   at Irkutsk with red circular cachet, reg’d label in English, New York and Jersey  
   City bs, minor soiling, a scarce franking  
     
   Note: Illustrated BJRP 94/95, p.18  
     
   张家口:1916年挂号封寄美国, 贴战争慈善7及10戈比及罗曼诺夫3戈比, 销张家口圆戳  
   (1916.7.22) (T&S 5型, Casey 6型), 经伊尔库茨克邮检打开及封好, 销红色圆戳, 另贴  
   英文挂号标签, 亦见销纽约及新泽西日戳, 微污, 少见   
     
   备注:记载于英国邮刊俄国特刊94/95第18页 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=173&cat=20047
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20048 F   KALGAN: 1918 Cover sent registered to the USA with War Charity 3k and Russia Chinese  3’000-4’000 
   surcharged 1c on 1k, 2c on 2k, 3c on 3k, 4c on 4k and 10c on 10k, all tied by Kalgan  
   31.5.18 cds (T&S type 5, Casey type 6), with reg’d label in English adjacent, Japan  
   transit, twice opened and resealed by censors, Jersey City arrival, a very rare franking  
     
   Note: An exception of the Russian P.O.s in China, Kalgan was placed on the same  
   footing as Mongolia and stocked with ordinary Russian stamps until 1917, when it  
   fell into line with the other offices in China proper and was supplied with stamps  
   surcharged in Chinese currency  
    
   张家口:1918年挂号封寄美国, 贴战争慈善3戈比及俄国1分/1戈比, 2分  
   /2戈比, 3分/3戈比, 4分/4戈比, 10分/10戈比, 全部销张家口俄国客邮戳  
   (1918.5.31) (T&S 5型, Casey 6型), 另贴英文挂号标签, 日本中转戳,  
   被邮检员打开及封回, 亦见销新泽西到达戳, 极罕有   
     
   备注:此为特别的俄国客邮, 张家口及蒙古一样, 只存放俄国票至1917年, 后  
   期与其它办事处一样出供应加盖中国币值的客邮   
    

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=173&cat=20048
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   SHANGHAI

 

 

20049 F   SHANGHAI: 1897 Cover to Germany with Arms 3k (2) and 4k tied by double ring Shanghai  400-600 
   7.11.97 (Julian calendar) cds in violet (T&S type 1), with French paquebot ds  
   adjacent, attractive franking and superb cancellations  
     
   上海:1897年, 寄德国封, 贴两枚俄国3戈比及1枚4戈比票, 销紫色上海双  
   圈圆戳(1897.11.7) (罗马儒略历), 销法国轮船戳, 俱吸引力的邮戳 

Auction Bids
The auction bidding steps are as follows:

 e 50 - 100 e 5 e 500 - 1000 e 50  e 5000 - 10000 e 500
 e 100 - 200 e 10 e 1000 - 2000 e 100 e 10000 - 20000 e 1000
 e 200 - 500 e 20 e 2000 - 5000 e 200 e 20000 - 50000 e 2000
              e   50000 - 100000 e 5000

 Bids between these steps will be adjusted accordingly to the next higher bid step. 
The bidder is bound by his/her offer until a higher bid has been validly accepted.

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=173&cat=20049
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20050 F   SHANGHAI: 1898 Cover registered to Revel with Arms 7k and 14k tied by single circle  
   Shanghai provisional cancel in violet, with further strike on reverse with ms date  
   29.1.96 (the year plug was unchangeable; not recorded by T&S), boxed registration hs  
   adjacent, sent overland (and not by SS Laos as annotated) with St. Petersburg and  
   arrival bs, vertical fold clear of stamps

   One of only two known examples of this cancel, used posthumously in 1898, the  
   registered cachet being unique 

   Note: The Shanghai Office was opened in 1896 and for a short time used this locally  
   improvised canceller. See the British Journal of Russian Philately no.71 (1991) p.12-15  
   for more information 

   上海:1898年挂号封寄Revel, 贴俄国票7戈比及14戈比, 销紫色上海 单圈临时戳,   
   封背手写1896.1.29(Tchilinghirian没有纪录), 销挂号戳, 经陆路寄送,   
   见销圣彼得堡及到达戳 

   存世只有两个纪录于1898年使用posthumously戳, 罕有, 此为其中之一 

   备注:上海邮政局于1896年成立, 只有短时间使用这种本地简易邮戳,  请参考  
   英国邮刊之俄国特刊1991年第71期页12-15 

   Estimate: e 8’000 - e 12’000

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=173&cat=20050
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20051 F   SHANGHAI: 1899 Cover registered to Germany incl. registration receipt, cover franked  800-1’200 
   with 50k, both cancelled by Shanghai 14.1.99 cds (T&S type 1), with receipt indicating  
   that 4 lots were sent at the 10k foreign letter rate plus 10k for registration, cover with  
   Shanghai, Hong Kong, Baden-Baden and Lichtenthal bs, boxed registered hs on obverse,  
   some minor soiling, very rare and unusual with the receipt
   Note: The registration receipt shows that administration of Russian P.O.s in China  
   at this time was from the adjoining Siberian region of Transbaikal.

   上海:1899年, 挂号封寄德国, 附挂号收据, 贴50戈比, 皆销上海圆戳(1899.1.14) (T&S1型),  
   此收据所示4个项目各为10戈比国际邮资及10 戈比挂号费, 见销上海, 香港, Baden-Baden及  
   Lichtenthal日戳, 销长方形挂号戳, 微污, 十分罕见及不常用的收据

   备注:此挂号收据展示俄国在华客邮的管理此时来自贝加尔的西伯利亚区 

 

20052 F   SHANGHAI: 1900 Cover sent registered to France with “KITAI” 1k (4), 2k (3), 3k, 5k  1’500-2’000 
   (2), 7k and 10k, all tied by Shanghai 4.IIII.1900 (T&S type 1), paying triple 10k rate  
   plus registration, with rare registration label in English adjacent reading  
   “I(mperial). R(ussian). P(ost). O(ffice). / Shanghai, China,” with French paquebot  
   ds struck on SS Tonkin; Marseille and Chauny bs, a highly attractive franking and  
   rare registered cover

   上海:1900年挂号封寄法国, 贴俄国客邮票, 包括四枚1戈比, 三枚2戈比, 一枚3戈比,   
   两枚5戈比, 一枚7戈比及10戈比, 全部销上海圆戳(1900.4.4) (T&S 1型), 为三倍邮资及挂  
   号费, 贴罕有的英文挂号标签 “I.R.P.O. Shanghai,  China”, 另销法国轮船戳於东京,  
   马赛及法国绍尼, 俱吸引力的高邮资封及罕有的挂号封  

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=173&cat=20051
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20053 F   SHANGHAI: 1900 Cover sent from Kiukiang with Chinese 30c tied by bilingual Kiukiang  4’000-5’000 
   cds, endorsed “Through Russian Post Office, Shanghai,” with Chinese P.O. Shanghai bs  
   and passed the same day to the Russian P.O. and franked with “KITAI” 5k in block of  
   six and pair, faintly cancelled (T&S type 2) with clear strike on reverse, “I.R.P.O  
   / Shanghai, China” registration label in English, sent through the Russian border  
   office at Granitsa onto Munich, a rare and attractive mixed country franking 
     
   上海:1900年由九江寄德国封, 贴蟠龙30分销九江汉英小圆戳(7.15, 亦见通过上海俄 
   国客邮字句, 另销上海汉英小圆戳, 及俄国客邮戳, 再贴俄国客邮5戈比六方联及双联 
   共八枚, 销(T&S2型), 贴英文挂号标签 ”I.R.P.O. / Shanghai, China”, 经俄国边境 
   Granitsa至慕尼黑, 罕有的混合多国邮戳封   
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20054 F   SHANGHAI: 1901 Cover addressed in Farsi and English registered to Bukhara (in modern-day  800-1’200 
   Uzbekistan), with ordinary Arms 10k and “KITAI” 5k tied by Shanghai 15.01.01 cds (T&S type  
   2), reverse with “I.R.P.O. / Shanghai, China” registered label, Granitsa cds and Transcaspian  
   Railway TPO Postal Wagon No.205 (Charjuy-Tashkent), a scarce route and mixed franking (arrow 
   indicates “good luck” talisman)  
     
   上海:1901年, 挂号封寄布哈拉(今称乌兹别克), 以波期文及英文书写地址, 贴俄国票 
   10戈比及俄国客邮5戈比, 销上海圆戳(1901.01.15) (T&S 2型), 背销 “I.R.P.O. / Shanghai,  
   China”挂号标签, 亦见销Granitsa圆戳, 经西伯利亚铁路邮车第205号令(Charjuy-塔什干),  
   少见的邮路及混贴封   
    

 

20055 F   SHANGHAI: 1902 Cover registered from Tangshan to Belgium, franked on both sides with  1’800-2’400 
   China Dragons, sent via the Russian P.O. at PORT ARTHUR (T&S type 2D) and the  
   Chinese P.O.s at Newchwang and Shanghai, where it was passed to the Russian P.O. and  
   re-registered and re-franked with Russia “KITAI” 7k (4) tied by Shanghai 15.9.02 cds  
   (T&S type 1), with violet boxed registration hs and reg’d label, Brussels arrival,  
   opened for display, an intriguing and rare two country combination  
     
   上海:1902年, 挂号封由唐山寄比利时, 两面皆贴蟠龙票, 经阿瑟港俄国客邮  
   (T&S 2D型)及牛庄, 上海俄国客邮, 再贴俄国客邮7戈比四枚销上海戳(1902.9.15)  
   (T&S 1型), 另销长方形挂号戳及贴挂号标签, 亦见销布鲁塞尔到达戳,   
   剪开作展示之用, 为有趣及罕见的混贴封   
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20056 F   SHANGHAI: 1903 Picture postcard (of Shanhaikwan Fort) to Austria, franked by four China  400-600 
   1c Dragons tied by bilingual Shangai cds (with year plug error) and four Russia  
   KITAI” 1k tied by Shanghai 21.9.03 cds (T&S type 1, Gregorian calendar), with “CER  
   Postal Wagon No.262 (Harbin-Manchuli (3))” transit and Vienna arrival, attractive  
   mixed country franking  
     
   上海:1903年图案明信片(图为山海关)寄奥地利, 贴蟠龙1分四枚, 销上海  
   汉英小圆戳(年份错误), 混贴俄国客邮1戈比销上海圆戳(1903.9.21)  
   (T&S 1型, 公历), 经中“东铁路火车邮局, 编号262(哈尔滨-满州里(3)”,   
   及维也纳到达戳, 为特色的混贴封

  
    

 

 

20057 F   SHANGHAI: 1905 “Imperial Russian Post Office, Shanghai” printed envelope sent  400-600 
   registered to Germany, with vertical pair of “KITAI” 20k tied by Shanghai 28.9.05  
   cds (T&S type 1, Gregorian calendar), with registered label in Cyrillic and boxed  
   reg’d hs in English, reverse with Yokohama-Marseille line and Leipzig cds  
     
   上海:1905年印刷封俄国邮局, 上海”寄挂号至德国, 贴俄国客邮20戈比双  
   联, 销上海圆戳(1905.9.28) (T&S 1型, 公历), 贴挂号标签(Cyrillic)及销英文  
   长方形挂号戳, 背贴 ”横滨-马赛”法国轮船戳及 Leipzig圆戳  
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20058 F   SHANGHAI: 1906 Cover registered from Tangku to Switzerland endorsed “via Russian Post  800-1’200 
   Office” with China Imperial Post 20c tied by Tangku bilingual cds, sent to Shanghai  
   where it was passed to the Russian P.O. and franked with “KITAI” 20k pair tied by  
   Shanghai 11.02.06 cds (T&S type 3), with Tangku and Shanghai boxed reg’n hs  
   adjacent, reg’d label in Cyrillic on reverse, Hong Kong registered bs, attractive  
   mixed country franking  
     
   上海:1906年挂号封由塘沽寄瑞士, 手写经俄国邮局, 贴蟠龙20分销塘沽汉英圆戳,   
   混贴俄国客邮20戈比双联, 销上海戳(1906.2.11) (T&S 3型), 销塘沽及上海挂号戳,  
   贴挂号标签 Cyrillic, 香港挂号戳, 具吸引力的混贴封 
    

 

 

20059 F   SHANGHAI: 1907 “KITAI” 7k postal stationery envelope registered to Germany, uprated  300-400 
   with “KITAI” 2k, 4k and 7k tied by Shanghai 10.5.07 cds (T&S type 5B), with only  
   registered label in Cyrillic adjacent (contrary to UPU regulations), minor toning  
   around two adhesives, Crefeld bs, fine  
     
   上海:1907年, 俄国客邮7戈比邮资挂号封寄德国, 另贴俄国客邮2, 4, 及  
   7戈比, 销上海圆戳(1907.5.10) (T&S 5B型),  Crefeld日戳, 中上品 
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20060 F   SHANGHAI: 1908 Cover registered to the German Legation in Bangkok, with “KITAI” 2c  800-1’200 
   (3) and 3c (4) tied by Shanghai 28.1.08 cds (T&S type 6B, Gregorian calendar), with  
   straw-coloured primitive registered label adjacent with reg’n number repeated by  
   blue hs, Honk Kong registered and Bangkok bs, unusual destination and registration  
   label apparently unique  
     
   上海:1908年挂号寄曼谷的德国使馆, 贴俄国客邮2戈比三枚及3戈比四枚,   
   销上海圆戳(1908.1.28) (T&S 6B, 公历), 稍黄褐色挂号标签及销蓝色挂号编号,  
   亦见销香港及曼谷日戳, 少见的目的地及挂号标签应为孤品   
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20061 F   SHANGHAI: 1908 Cover registered to the USA with “KITAI” 1k (in strips of 7, 5 and a  400-500 
   single), 2k, 3k (2) and 4k tied by Shanghai 6.4.08 cds (Tchilinghirian type 6B),  
   registered label in English on reverse with Nagasaki and New York cds, a very  
   attractive multiple franking, unusual black and red registered label  
     
   上海:1908年, 挂号封寄美国, 贴俄国客邮1戈比共十三枚, 2戈比及两枚3 戈比,   
   销上海圆戳(1908.4.6) (Tchilinghirian 6B), 贴英文挂号标签, 亦见销长崎及纽约圆戳,  
   具特色的邮封, 及少见的黑色和红色挂号标签   
    

 

 

20062 F   SHANGHAI: 1908 Cover addressed in Farsi, Russian and English to Bukhara (in modern-  200-300 
   day Uzbekistan), franked with 1902-05 “KITAI” 14k paying double the 7k rate, tied by  
   Shanghai 21.7.08 cds (T&S type 6B), Odessa and Staraya Bukhara bs, unusual  
     
   上海:1908年寄布哈拉(现称乌兹别克), 贴俄国客邮14戈比, 销上海圆戳  
   (1908.7.21) (T&S 6B), 亦销敖德萨及Staraya布哈拉日戳, 少见 
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20063 F   SHANGHAI: 1910 Cover sent registered to England with ten “KITAI” 2k all tied by  400-500 
   “SHANGHAI RUSSIAN POST a” 8.1.10 cds in French (T&S type 6A), with unusual  
   “Changhai” registered label in black adjacent, London and Manchester bs, a very fine  
   and attractive multiple franking

   上海:1910年挂号封寄英国, 贴俄国客邮2戈比十枚, 上海俄国客邮法文戳(1910.1.8) 
   (T&S6A), 贴不常见的黑色Changhai”挂号标签, 亦见销伦敦及曼彻斯特圆戳,  
   上品, 俱特色的邮封 

 

 

20064 F   SHANGHAI: 1913 Cover sent unsealed to England with China Republic” 1c and 3c tied by  400-500 
   Tangshan 22.09.13 cds, sent via Tientsin and Shanghai, where it was passed to the  
   Russian P.O. and franked with 2k Romanov tied by Shanghai 29.9.13 cds (T&S type 6A),  
   minor soiling, still a rare franking and a rare use of the printed matter rate 

   上海:1913年寄英国封(无密封), 贴蟠龙加盖中华民国1分及3分票, 销唐山圆戳(1913.9.22),  
   另销天津及上海戳, 混贴俄国罗曼诺夫2戈比票销上海俄国客邮戳(1913.9.29) (T&S 6A型),   
   微污, 罕见的印刷品邮资 
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 20065 F   SHANGHAI: 1914 Cover sent registered to Petrograd with four 10k Romanov tied by  400-600 
   Shanghai 6.11.14 cds (T&S type 8c), with registered label adjacent, peripheral  
   faults, still a rare franking as the Romanov issue was not available in the Russian  
   P.O.s in China, but was accepted when supplied by the customer

   上海:1914年, 挂号信寄彼得格勒, 贴罗曼诺夫10戈比四枚, 销上海圆戳(1914.11.6)  
   (T&S 8C型), 贴挂号标签, 边缘微损, 罕见, 当时俄国客邮没有出售罗曼诺夫票,   
   但 顾客仍可自备此票  

 

 

20066 F   SHANGHAI: 1916 Improvised envelope for photographs registered to Zurich with “KITAI” 5k and  2’000-3’000 
   7k paying the 2k printed matter rate plus 10k reg’n fee, tied by Shanghai 2.11.16 cds  
   (unrecorded type with italic Cyrillic “c” serial), reg’d label in French (withmisspelt “Poste”),   
   with different censor marks on both sides applied at Petrograd, Zurich arrival, a very rare  
   if not unique cancel on cover, otherwise known only on a few loose stamps

   Note: There is no previous record of serial “s” in any of the cancels used in the  
   Russian P.O.s in China

   上海:1916年, 简易封作图片挂号寄苏黎世, 贴俄国客邮5及7戈比, 销上海圆戳  
   (1916.11.2) (Cyrillic“c”没有纪录), 贴法文挂号卷标(拼错 “邮政”), 销不同的  
   彼得格勒邮检戳, 见销苏黎世到达戳, 极罕有  

   备注:此上海戳并非之前纪录俄国客邮局的“s”戳 
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20067 F   SHANGHAI: 1917 Cover to Edrova (Novrogod) redirected to Polna (Petrograd), with  500-800 
   KITAI” 10k tied by Shanghai 17.3.17 cds (T&S type 8A), opened and resealed by censor  
   at Shanghai with stamp selvedge and boxed “Opened/ By Military Censor / In Shanghai”  
   cachet (Speeckaert type 4), signed Holcombe  
     
   上海:1917年, 寄Polna(彼得格勒)封, 贴俄国客邮10戈比销上海圆 戳(1917.3.17)  
   (T&S 4型), 由Holcombe认证 

  

20068 F   SHANGHAI: 1917 Cover registered to Sweden, franked on the reverse with ordinary Russian  400-600 
   10k pair tied by Shanghai 20.3.17 cds (T&S type 8A), opened and resealed by censor at  
   Petrograd, obverse with reg’d label in Cyrillic and English plus ms circled “R” in red,  
   fine and scarce  
     
   Note: Ordinary Russian stamps were not available at the Russian P.O. at Shanghai,  
   although they were accepted when supplied by the customer   
   
   上海:1917年挂号封寄瑞典, 背贴俄国10戈比双销销上海圆戳(1917.3.20) (T&S 8A型),  
   经彼得格勒邮检打开及封好, 另贴挂号标签(Cyrillic及英文), 中上品及少见   
     
   备注:上海俄国客邮并未出售俄国邮票, 但接受顾客自行提供 

You can view our catalogues and bid during the auction via our
web site, www.davidfeldman.com
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20069 F   SHANGHAI: 1917 Cover sent Advice of Receipt” registered to the Philippine Islands  2’000-3’000 
   with Russia Chinese surcharged 3c on 3k pair and 14c on 14k tied by Shanghai 15.5.17  
   cds (T&S type 8A, Julian calendar) with another cds adjacent (T&S type 6B, Gregorian  
   calendar), with reg’d label below rare violet “With Advice” hs in Cyrillic plus  
   “AR” hs, rare instructional markings and destination  
     
   Note: Owing to the fall in the Rouble after the Russian Revolution, payment for  
   postage at the Russian P.O.s in China had to be made exclusively in Chinese  
   currency, hence the surcharge in cents and dollars  
     
   上海:1917年挂号封寄菲律宾贴俄国3分加盖3戈比双联及14分加盖14戈  
   比票销上海圆戳(1917.5.15) (T&S 8A型, 儒略历)及(T&S 6B 型)  

 

 

20070 F   SHANGHAI: 1920 Cover registered to the USA with pairs of the Russia Chinese  2’000-3’000 
   surcharged 1c on 1k, 2c on 2k, 3c on 3k and 4c on 4k, all tied by Shanghai 29.10.20  
   cds (T&S type 7A, no example had been recorded), reg’d label in Cyrillic and English  
   adjacent, Yokohama transit, a rare cancel and a late usage (the Russian P.O.s in  
   China were closed November 1920)  
 
   上海:1920年挂号封寄美国, 贴俄国加盖票, 1分/1戈比, 2分/2戈比, 3分/3戈比, 4分/4  
   戈比, 全部销上海俄国客邮戳(1920.10.29) (T&S 7A, 没纪录范例), 另贴挂号卷标 
   (Cyrillic及英文), 另销横滨中转戳, 为罕有的邮戳及后期使用封(俄国客邮局在1920 
   年11月20日关闭)  
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20071 F   CHEFOO: 1896 Cover from the French Vice-Consulate in Chefoo to France, with Russian 10k   
   tied by single circle Chefoo 13.12.96 ds with day and month completed by hand (not recorded  
   by T&S), reverse with further strike and French consulate hs, a few toned spots, the only other  
   example of this cancel that has been recorded is the following lot, and confirms that a Russian P.O.   
   in Chefoo was open as early as 1896, a very important item from the Russian P.O.s in China 
   and the only recorded use of this provisional cancel on cover

   Note: Illustrated British Journal of Russian Philately no.58 (1981) p.20 

   烟台:1896年烟台法国副领事寄法国封, 贴俄国10戈比票, 销单圈烟台戳(  
   1896.12.13, 日子及月份为手写) (T&S没纪录), 背销法国领事馆  
   戳, 有少部份黄点, 存世只有两个封销这款邮戳, 由此可见烟台俄国客邮在189  
   6年前已成立, 为俄国客邮十分重要的邮品 

   Estimate: e 30’000 - e 40’000
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20072 H J   CHEFOO: 14k Rose & Light Blue in irregular block of nine cancelled by two single circle  4’000-6’000 
   Chefoo 23.12.96 ds with day and month completed by hand (not recorded by T&S)  
   and several Hong Kong cds, only one other example of this Chefoo Provisional cancel  
   has been recorded (see preceding lot)  
     
   烟台:14戈比不规则九方联票, 销两枚单圈烟台戳(1896.12.23, 日期及月份手写)  
   (T&S未有纪录), 及销香港日戳, 与上一个项目同为此型邮戳的存世纪录   
    

 

 

20073 F   CHEFOO: 1899 Cover from the American Bible Society in Shanghai to Port Arthur  800-1’200 
   (modern day Lüshunkou), with Chinese 1c and 4c Dragons tied by barred obliteration  
   with Shanghai Local Post cds on reverse, sent through the Japanese P.O. at Chefoo  
   where 2s Chrysanthemum was added and handed to the Russian P.O. at Chefoo, with  
   Chefoo 9.4.99 transit (T&S type 2) for transmission to Port Arthur, a superb and  
   rare combination franking showing three different P.O.s in China  
     
   Note: The Lyaotung Peninsula (incl. Port Arthur) was leased to the Russians and was  
   treated as outside of China. As China was not a UPU member, the Chinese stamps were  
   not valid hence the need for a franking with stamps of one of the UPU countries  
     
   烟台:1899年由上海美国圣经公会寄阿瑟港(现今叫旅顺口), 贴蟠龙1分及 4分票销欵似上海 
   八卦戳, 背销上海工部戳, 经烟台日本客邮, 贴2钱菊花日本票, 交给烟台俄国客邮, 销烟台中转戳 
   (1899.4.9) (T&S 2型)再到阿瑟港, 为特别及罕有的混贴封, 且展示不同客邮戳  
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20074 F   CHEFOO: 1899 Printed envelope from the US Consulate in the Treaty Port of Chefoo to  800-1’200 
   Boston, USA, with Arms 3k pair and 7k pair paying double the foreign letter rate, tied by  
   Chefoo 26.04.99 cds (T&S type 2), split open on 3 sides and missing back flap 
   Note: Ordinary Russian stamps were only supplied to the Russian P.O. in Chefoo up to 1899

   烟台:1899年印刷封由烟台商埠美国领事馆寄波士顿(美国), 贴俄国3戈比及7戈比双联,   
   为双倍国际邮资, 销烟台圆戳(1899.4.26) (T&S 2型), 三面裂开, 封口纸已缺  

   备注:烟台俄国客邮只供应原版俄国邮票至1899年 

 

20075 F   CHEFOO: 1901 Postcard to France with “KITAI” 1k and 3k tied by Chefoo 15.7.01  400-600 
   (Gregorian calendar) cds in violet (T&S type 1), with different strike of the Chefoo  
   2.7.01 (Julian calendar) cds in violet (T&S type 2), France arrival, attractive  
   cover showing use of different date-stamps for the two calendars 

   Note: Russia did not adopt the Gregorian calendar until early in 1918. In the meantime,   
   Russian P.O.s in China frequently used two ds to express the date in both calendars,  
   the Julian calendar being 13 days behind the Gregorian in the 20th Century 

   烟台:1901年, 明信片寄法国, 贴俄国客邮1戈比及3戈比, 销紫色烟台圆戳(T&S 1型),   
   另销紫色烟台圆戳(1901.7.2罗马儒略历) (T&S 2型)及法国到达戳, 此封展示出不同  
   历法制度的邮戳  

   备注:俄国于1918之前不接受公历制度, 在此期间, 俄国在华客邮经常使用两种日戳,   
   在20世纪, 公历日期减13天等于儒略历日期  
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20076 F   CHEFOO: 1902 Cover to Germany with combination franking of Japan 5d “China” ovpt tied  800-1’200 
   by a violet Chefoo I.J.P.O cds and a Russia 10k “KITAI” tied by a Chefoo Russia P.O  
   cds (T&S type 1), both 21.6.02 (Gregorian calendar), endorsed “via Siberia”,  
   Rudolstadt bs, a very fine mixed country franking

   Provenance: Liphschutz 

   烟台:1902年, 寄德国封, 贴俄国客邮10戈比票销俄国客邮戳(1902.6.21) (T&S 1型),   
   混贴日本客邮5钱销紫色烟台日本客邮戳, 经西伯利亚寄送, 亦见销Rudolstadt  
   戳, 极佳的混贴封  

   源流:Liphschutz 

 

 

20077 F   CHEFOO: 1902 Cover to England endorsed “via Russia” with strip of four China 1/2c  800-1’200 
   Dragons tied by bilingual “LIU-KUNG-TAO / WEI-HAI-WEI” 18.11.02 cds in red, paying  
   the rate to Chefoo, where it was transferred to the Russian P.O. and franked with  
   vertical pair of “KITAI” 5k and tied by Chefoo 21.11.02 (Gregorian calendar) cds  
   (T&S type 1), with Wellington College bs, some tone spots, a rare mixed country  
   franking

   烟台:1902年寄英国封, 手写经俄国寄送, 贴蟠龙横四联半分销红色威海卫汉  
   英戳(1902.11.18), 再贴俄国客邮5戈比销烟台俄国客邮戳, 又销烟台汉英戳  
   (1902.11.21) (T&S1型), 亦见销惠灵顿学院戳, 有小黄点, 罕有的混贴封  

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=173&cat=20076
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=173&cat=20076
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=173&cat=20077
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=173&cat=20077
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20078 F   CHEFOO: 1903 Large part cover to England endorsed “via Port Arthur & St. Petersburg,”  1’800-2’400 
   franked with China 1/2c Dragon in block of six cancelled by LIU KUNG TAU / WEI HAI  
   WEI cds in black, sent via Chefoo where it was transferred to the Russian P.O. and  
   franked with “KITAI” 10k pair tied by Chefoo cds (T&S type 1), Birkenhead bs, minor  
   soiling, a rare mixed country franking

   Note: By 1903 the Trans-Siberian Railway was fully functional and reduced the  
   transit time to London from about 40 days to 25 days. Until November 1903, British  
   mail was not accepted on the route. Mail from the Wei Hai Wei colony had to be sent  
   via the Chinese P.O. to Chefoo before being handed over to the Russian P.O 

   Provenance: Charles Goodwyn 

   烟台:1903年, 寄英国封, 手写经阿瑟港及圣彼得堡”贴蟠龙半分六方联销威海卫圆戳,   
   又贴俄国客邮10戈比双联销俄国客邮戳, 及烟台圆戳(T&S 1型), 亦见销Birkenhead戳,  
   微污, 罕有的混贴封 

   备注:于1903年, 经西伯利亚铁路寄信至伦敦由40天减至25天, 但之后英  
   国邮件不被此邮路接受, 来自威海卫的邮件需经客邮至烟台再经俄国客邮转送  

   源流:Charles Goodwyn 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=173&cat=20078
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=173&cat=20078
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20079 F   CHEFOO: 1903 Cover from Wei Hai Wei to England, with China 1/2c Dragons in strip of  1’800-2’400 
   four paying rate to Chefoo where it was transferred to the Russian P.O. and franked with  
   “KITAI” 1k, 2k, 3k and 7k (2) tied by Chefoo 11.8.03 cds (T&S type 1), Birkenhead bs,   
   some peripheral creasing affecting the franking  
     
   烟台:1903年, 由威海卫寄英国封, 贴蟠龙半分四联, 至烟台, 再贴俄国客邮 1, 2, 3戈比及  
   7戈比两枚销烟台俄国客邮戳(1903.8.11) (T&S 1型), 亦见销伯肯黑德日戳, 微折   
    

 

 

20080 F   CHEFOO: 1903 Cover from Wei Hai Wei to England endorsed via Port Arthur and Moscow,”  300-500 
   franked with China 10c tied by “LIU KUNG TAO / WEI HAI WEI” cds in violet, sent to  
   Chefoo where it was transferred to the Russian P.O. and franked with “KITAI” 10k  
   tied by Chefoo 10.10.03 cds (T&S type 1), reverse with part strike of Chinese Eastern  
   Railway TPO No. 262 (Harbin-Manchuli) and Weymouth arrival, missing backflap  
     
   烟台:1903年由威海卫寄英国, 手写经阿瑟港及莫斯科”, 贴蟠龙票10分, 销紫色威海  
   卫圆戳, 混贴俄国客邮10戈比销烟台俄国客邮戳(1903.10.10) (T&S1型), 背销不完整的 
   中东铁路火车邮戳262(哈尔滨-满州里)及Weymouth到达戳, 封口纸已缺”  

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=173&cat=20079
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=173&cat=20079
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=173&cat=20080
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=173&cat=20080
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20081 F   CHEFOO: 1907 “KITAI” 4k postcard sent from USS “Maryland” by a Sergeant in the US  300-400 
   Marine Corps to Budapest, cancelled by Chefoo 19.6.07 cds (T&S type 3B), with violet  
   “U.S.S. MARYLAND” s/l hs on reverse, Budapest arrival, great naval interest  
     
   Note: The armoured crusier “Maryland” was commissioned in 1905. In the Autumn of  
   1906 she joined the American Asiatic Station, remaining there until October 1907. Unused  
   picture of this ship included  
     
   烟台:1907年, 俄国客邮4戈比明信片寄布达佩斯, 由美国“Maryland”海军战舰上 
   的美国海军陆战队中士寄出, 销烟台俄国客邮戳(1907.6.19) (T&S 3B), 销紫色“U.S.S. 
   备注:“Maryland”号于1905年被委任, 于1906年秋天进入美亚站, 直至1907年10 
   月, 明信片背面为此号图片   
    

Payment by Credit Card
Please contact us in advance if you wish to make payment by means of any of the following Credit Cards :

VISA, MASTERCARD, EUROCARD and AMERICAN EXPRESS

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=173&cat=20081
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=173&cat=20081
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20082 F   CHEFOO: 1914 Cover sent insured for 7R20k to Petrograd, franked on the reverse with  800-1’200 
   KITAI” 15k (2) tied by Chefoo 3.10.14 cds (T&S type 3A, Julian calendar), obverse  
   with Chefoo 16.10.14 cds (T&S type 3B, Gregorian calendar) along with red “valeur  
   declarée” label and white insured label, reverse with central large wax seal  
   showing Imperial Eagle and “Insured Despatch / Chefoo Russian Post Office” plus four  
   wax seals with inscription “Chefoo Russian Post Office / Private Despatch,” sent via  
   the Japanese P.O. at Chefoo and St. Petersburg, stamps cut at foot upon opening, a  
   rare and attractive cover with these labels and wax seals  
     
   烟台:1914年保险封含7.2卢布寄彼得格勒, 背贴俄国客邮15戈比两枚销烟台圆戳  
   (1914.10.16) (T&S 3A, 儒略历), 面销烟台圆戳(10.16) (T&S 3B, 公历), 另销红  
   色价值声明及白色保险标签, 背有大型封蜡展示皇室鹰图及保险通讯/烟台俄  
   国客邮, 其它四枚封蜡展示烟台俄国客邮/私人通讯, 经烟台日本客邮, 及  
   销圣彼得堡戳, 罕见贴此类标签及封蜡的邮封  

 

 

20083 F   CHEFOO: 1915 Cover registered to Denmark, franked on the reverse with “KITAI” 4k in  300-400 
   block of five tied by Chefoo 25.3.15 cds (T&S type 3B), obverse with reg’d label in  
   French and Cyrillic, resealed by censor at Petrograd with ornate red wax seal  
   (Speeckaert type 42) with violet hs (Speeck. type 7) adjacent, Copenhagen bs, fine  
   and scarce multiple on cover  
     
   烟台:1915年挂号封寄丹麦, 背贴俄国客邮4戈比五枚, 销烟台(1915.3.25) (T&S 3B),  
   另贴挂号标签( Cyrillic及法文), 销彼得格勒邮检戳, 背销华丽的封蜡(Speeckaert 42型),  
   及销紫色邮检编号戳, 亦见销哥本哈根日戳, 中上品及少见的邮封 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=173&cat=20082
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=173&cat=20082
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=173&cat=20082
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=173&cat=20083
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=173&cat=20083
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=173&cat=20083
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20084 F   CHEFOO: 1915 Cover registered to the USA with “KITAI” 3k, 7k and 10k and War Charity  800-1’200 
   issue 3k and 7k, paying double the 10k foreign letter rate plus reg’n fee, all tied  
   by Chefoo 1.12.15 cds (T&S type 3B), with reg’d label in Russian and French  
   adjacent, Detroit arrival, a rare use of the War Charity stamps and mixed issue  
   franking  
     
   Note: The War Charity issue was not stocked by the Russian P.O.s in China but was  
   accepted when supplied by the customer  
     
   Provenance: Liphschutz  
     
   烟台:1915年挂号封寄美国, 贴俄国客邮3, 7及10戈比, 战争慈善3及7  
   戈比票, 皆销烟台俄国客邮戳(1915.12.1) (T&S 3B)  
 
   备注:此战争慈善票未于俄国在华客邮出售, 但接受顾客自行提供  
     
   源流: Liphschutz 

Reverse of Lot 20084

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=173&cat=20084
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=173&cat=20084
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   HANKOW

   Only Known Example of “I.P.O.” Tie-prints on Russian Post Offices in China Issues

 

 

20085 F   HANKOW: 1903 Cover registered from Hankow to England, franked with China “KITAI” 3k  4’000-5’000 
   (2) and 7k (2) and tied by the Hankow “I.P.O” hs (T&S type H-3), with Chinese 22.6.03 cds  
   (Tchil. H-2) and boxed registration hs adjacent, sent to Shanghai where it was transferred  
   to the Russian P.O., re-registered (label on reverse) and the stamps further cancelled by  
   Shanghai cds type 1), with Port Arthur and London bs  
     
   The only known example of I.P.O. markings on Russian stamps  
     
   Note: Illustrated in “Stamps of the Russian Empire Used Abroad” p.362, by T&S  
     
   Provenance: Major Hopkins  
     
   汉口:1903年挂号封由汉口至英国, 贴俄国客邮3及7戈比各两枚, 销汉口I.P.O骑缝戳  
   (T&S H-3型), 另销汉口圆戳(1903.6.22)及长方形挂号戳, 又至上海俄国客邮, 再贴挂号  
   标签及销上海汉英戳(Tchil.1型), 亦见销阿瑟港及伦敦戳   
     
   此为俄国票销I.P.O.骑缝戳孤品  
     
   备注:记载于俄国邮票在海外使用纪录页362  
     
   源流:Major Hopkins 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=173&cat=20085
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=173&cat=20085
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=173&cat=20085
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20086 F   HANKOW: 1903 Envelope registered to Germany dispatched from the Chinese P.O. with  1’500-2’000 
   request for 30 Cop (Kopecs) / Please,” with Hankow 8.8.03 bilingual cds and boxed  
   registration hs, sent to Shanghai where it was transferred to the Russian P.O. and  
   franked with three “KITAI” 10k tied by Shanghai cds (T&S type 1), with further boxed  
   registration hs and label, Moscow and Berlin bs  
     
   Note: Although a Russian P.O.had existed at Hankow since 1896, it was frequently  
   by-passed in preference to the Chinese P.O., which had a quicker service down the  
   River Yangtze to Shanghai  
     
   汉口:1903年挂号封寄德国, 手写请缴付30戈比”, 另销汉口汉英小圆戳(1903.8.8),   
   长方形挂号戳, 寄至上海俄国客邮, 贴俄客邮10戈比三枚, 销上海圆戳(T&S 1型),   
   亦销长方形挂号戳及标签, 及销莫斯科及柏林日戳  
     
   备注:虽然俄国客邮在1896年已存在于汉口, 但其通常经中国邮政, 因为能够  
   快速地经长江至上海”   
    

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=173&cat=20086
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=173&cat=20086
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20087 F   HANKOW: 1903 Postcard registered to Belgium with “KITAI” 1k, 3k and 10k paying the 4k  800-1’200 
   postcard rate plus 10k reg’n fee, tied by Hankow 29.9.03 cds in blue (T&S type 1),  
   sent via Manchuria to the Trans-Siberian railway with “No.17 Field Post Office”  
   (Dalny) and Chinese Eastern Railway “Postal Wagon No.262 / 3” (Harbin-Manchuli)  
   transits, registration label applied by German TPO, Brussels arrival, very rare as  
   no Hankow type 1 cancels have previously been recorded in blue  
     
   汉口:1903年挂号明信片寄比利时, 贴俄国客邮1, 3及10戈比, 销蓝色汉 口戳(1903.9.29)  
   (T&S1型), 经满州里至西伯利亚铁路, 销17号军邮戳(大连)及中东铁路火车邮戳262/3 
   (哈尔滨-满州里), 贴挂号标签, 布鲁塞尔到达戳, 极罕见, 之前并没有其它蓝色汉口戳纪录   
    

 

20088 F   HANKOW: 1905 “KITAI” 3k postcard registered to Luxembourg, uprated with “KITAI” 2k  700-1’000 
   (4) and 3k (2), tied by Hankow 26.9.05 cds (T&S type 1), with registered label in  
   Cyrillic adjacent (no Western registered mark contrary to UPU regulations), with  
   Shanghai Russian P.O., Hong Kong registered and Luxembourg cds, unusual destination  
     
   汉口:1905年, 俄国客邮3戈比明信片挂号寄卢森堡, 贴俄国客邮2戈比四枚  
   及3戈比两枚, 销汉口圆戳(1905.9.26), 贴挂号标签(Cyrillic) (没有西方挂及卢森堡日戳,   
   号戳违反万国邮联规则), 另销上海俄国客邮戳, 香港挂号戳  
   少见的目的地  

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=173&cat=20087
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=173&cat=20087
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=173&cat=20087
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=173&cat=20088
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20089 F   HANKOW: 1906 “KITAI” 7k postal stationery envelope sent to Prague, Austria (now Czech  400-500 
   Republic), uprated with “KITAI” 3k, both cancelled by single Hankow 11.9.06 cds (T&S  
   type 2A) , Prague bs, very fine and neat  
     
   汉口:1906年, 俄国客邮7戈比邮资封寄布拉格, 奥地利(现为捷克共和国), 另贴俄国  
   客邮3戈比, 全部销汉口圆戳(1906.9.11) (T&S 2A), 亦见销布拉格日戳, 上品 

 

20090 F   HANKOW: 1906 China 1c postcard to the German Colony Tsingfan (Kiaochow), franked  300-400 
   with “KITAI” 1c, 2c and 3c tied by Hankow 16.9.06 cds (T&S type 2A), sent to Shanghai  
   where it was passed to the Russian P.O. for onwards transmission, Tsingfan arrival,  
   scarce destination  
     
   漢口:1906年, 清二次片寄Tsingfan(膠州), 貼俄國客郵1, 2及3戈比票, 銷漢口圓戳 
   (1906.9.16) (T&S 2A) 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=173&cat=20089
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20091 F   HANKOW: 1910 “KITAI” 3k postcard to France uprated with “KITAI” 1k, both cancelled by  150-200 
   Hankow 31.5.10 cds (Tchilinghirian type 3B), very fine  
     
   汉口:1910年, 俄国客邮3戈比明信片寄法国, 另贴俄国客邮1戈比票, 皆销汉口圆戳  
   (1910.5.31) (Tchilinghirian 3B型), 上品 

 

 

20092 F   HANKOW: 1914 Cover from the Russo-Asiatic Bank to England with “KITAI” 10k (corner  400-600 
   fault and minor fox spots) tied by Hankow 9.10.14 cds (T&S type 3A), reverse with  
   Petrograd military censor hs  
     
   汉口:1914年, 寄英国, 贴俄国客邮10戈比(角微损及黄点), 销汉口圆戳 (1914.10.9)  
   (T&S 3A), 见销彼得格勒军事邮检戳 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=173&cat=20091
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=173&cat=20091
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20093 F   HANKOW: 1916 Cover to Sweden with ordinary Russia 10k, tied by Hankow 7.1.16 cds  400-600 
   (T&S type 2A), forwarded next day with reverse showing Julian Calendar cds (T&S type  
   2A) and Gregorian Calendar cds (T&S type 3A), censor marks applied at Krasnoyarsk  
   (Siberia) in red (Speekaert type 1, previously only recorded used in violet in 1914) and  
   Petrograd (Speekaert type 15), Stockholm bs  
     
   Very rare as ordinary Russian stamps were not sold at the Hankow P.O. but were  
   accepted when supplied by the customer   
   
   2A), 背销儒略历日戳(T&S 2A)及公历圆戳(T&S 3A), 亦见销红色Krasnoyarsk 
   西伯利亚邮检戳(Speekaert 1型, 只有1914年紫色纪录), 另销彼得格勒(Speekaert 15型),  
   斯德哥尔摩圆戳   
     
   极罕有, 当时汉口邮局并没有出售俄国原版票, 但接受顾客自行提供此票 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=173&cat=20093
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=173&cat=20093
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MONGOLIA 
The area covered by the present-day Mongolian 
People’s Republic is a remnant of a much larger 
Mongolia, a vast, ill-defined expanse of steppe and 
desert once inhabited by tribes of barbarous nomads. 
United under the leadership of Genghis Khan at the 
turn of the 12th century, these tribes rode out from 
their homeland to devastate and subjugate much of 
Asia and Europe. 
Today’s Mongolia corresponds to the region formerly 
known as Outer Mongolia, minus peripheral areas 
later assigned to Sinkiang, Tuva and Manchuria. 
During the period of Russian quasi-official and official 
postal activity (1865-1920), Mongolia comprised both 
Outer and Inner Mongolia, all of which had been 
under Chinese sovereignty since 1691. The boundary 
between Outer Mongolia and the Russian Empire 
had been fixed by the Treaty of Nerchinsk (1689) and 
further defined by the Treaty of Kyakhta (1727). 
Inner Mongolia, since absorbed into the main body of 
China, may be loosely described as the region between 
the Gobi Desert of Outer Mongolia and the Great 
Wall of China. Built originally to keep out the Mongol 
hordes, for centuries the Great Wall was the traditional 
boundary between Mongolia and China proper. 
Nestling inside the Great Wall, the city of Kalgan was 
then the frontier post for the camel caravans bringing 
the mail from Russia, and like Kyakhta at the other 
end of the trail, features prominently in the postal 
history of the region. 
Revolution within China itself gave Mongolian leaders 
the opportunity to make a unilateral declaration of 
independence in November 1911, nominating the 
“Living Buddha” (Bogdo Jebtsen Demba) as ruler. This 
declaration was rejected by the Chinese. However, a 
year later a Russo-Mongolian Agreement was signed 
at the Mongolian capital, Urga, wherein Russia 
recognized the autonomy of Outer Mongolia without 
supporting Mongolian claims to any other territory. 
In a joint Russo-Chinese Declaration of November 
1913, Russia accepted China’s suzerainty (as opposed 
to sovereignty) over Outer Mongolia, while China 
conceded the autonomy of the region and its right 
to control its own internal affairs. This position was 
ratified in June 1915 by the Tripartite Treaty of 
Kyakhta, signed by representatives of Russia, China 
and Mongolia. 
The autumn of 1917 saw the Russian Revolution usher 
in a Bolshevik Government that tore up “imperialistic” 
treaties. Two years later China revoked the autonomy 
of Outer Mongolia and sent in an occupying army. 

Restoration of Chinese administration was short-lived. 
On 3 February 1921, anti-Bolshevik forces under 
Baron von Ungern-Sternberg expelled the Chinese 
from Urga. These forces were in turn ousted by the 
Russian Red Army and detachments of the “Mongolian 
People’s Army,” setting up a “Mongolian Provisional 
Revolutionary Government.” With Soviet backing, a 
Mongolian People’s Republic was proclaimed on 27 
October 1921, though a Constitution for the new 
State, on the Soviet pattern, was not approved until 
November 1924. The name of the capital was then 
changed from Urga to Ulan Bator. China did not 
acknowledge the full independence of the Mongolian 
People’s Republic until 5 January 1946. 
The Treaty of Kyakhta (1727) had designated this 
town, straddling the Russian (Siberian) / Mongolian 
border, as the main Customs check-point for travellers, 
goods and mail passing between the Russian and 
Chinese Empires. The Customs house and Border post 
office were on the Russian side; on the Mongolian 
side, the Chinese erected their own enclosure called 
Mai-Mai Cheng, the market area, later to become the 
Mongolian town of Altan Bulak. 
Up to the middle of the 19th century, Russian mail 
going through Kyakhta was limited to correspondence 
to and from the Russian Diplomatic and Ecclesiastical 
Missions in Peking. This was handled by the Chinese 
official government service, the I-Chan, which made 
about four visits a year to Kyakhta, or was entrusted 
to any caravan heading in the right direction. Further 
privileges concerning the transport of mail and goods 
over Chinese territory were provided in the Treaty of 
Tientsin (1858) and the ancillary Treaty of Peking 
(1860). Under the terms of the 1858 Treaty, the official 
Russian establishments in Peking were permitted to 
run a regular Consular postal service between there 
and Kyakhta: a light post once a month both ways, 
and a heavy post from Kyakhta to Peking every two 
months and from Peking to Kyakhta every three 
months. Although intended solely for official mail, 
the service was open to Russian merchants through 
facilities provided by their Consul-General in Tientsin. 
However, these concessions failed to meet the needs of 
the growing number of Russian traders attracted to the 
flourishing markets of China. 
In 1863, many of the Russian tea merchants moved from 
Hankow, China, to Kyakhta and a Russian Merchants’ 
Guild was established there, as in Tientsin, Urga and 
elsewhere in the Chinese Empire. In that year, in 
collaboration with the Min-Chu (China’s private letter 
companies), the guilds opened a fortnightly mail service 
between Kyakhta and Peking through Urga and Kalgan, 
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chiefly for the benefit of its members, though official 
government correspondence was carried free of charge. 
The project was unsuccessful and soon fell into disuse. 
Russian merchants petitioned their government for 
a more efficient service. Pressure on the Russian 
Government to establish a post road through Mongolia 
into China came not only from those with commercial 
interests but also from foreign governments keen 
to find an overland route to their Missions and 
Agencies in the Far East. An added spur to Russian 
endeavours was the presence in Kyakhta in 1863 of the 
Englishman Charles Mitchell Grant who was trying to 
set up a private post over the same ground on behalf of 
foreign businessmen in China. 

Quasi-official Russian Merchants’ or 
Mongolian Post 
No-one was quicker to realise the political and 
economic advantages to be gained from controlling the 
lines of communication across Mongolia and Northern 
China than Lt.-General M. S. Korsakov, Governor-
General of Eastern Siberia, who from his headquarters 
in Irkutsk had drawn up plans for establishing Russian 
postal and telegraphic systems over a large swathe 
of Chinese territory. In the summer of 1865, with 
the blessing of the Tsar, approval of the Council of 
Ministers, and a hefty subsidy from the Treasury, 
He set about breathing new life into the moribund 
Merchants’ Post. Korsakov’s remit was to organise a 
regular postal service between Kyakhta and Tientsin as 
a private commercial enterprise under the protection 
of the Russian Government for an experimental period 
of three years. He was aided by an unexpected lapse on 
the part of the Chinese officials drawing up the Treaty 
of Peking (1860). A literal translation of Article XII of 
the Chinese text of the Treaty says: 

“If Russian merchants in sending letters, articles 
and boxes, for their business affairs, wish to hire 
men themselves, and make separate regulations, 
they shall be allowed to do so, after having fully 
reported in advance to the local authorities, and 
having obtained their permission, thus saving the 
Government from paying expenses.”

The Russian version reads: 
“If Russian merchants judge it necessary for the requi-

rements of their commercial affairs to establish at 
their own expense a postal service to transport their 
letters and their merchandise, the right to do so is 
granted to relieve the Government postal service.” 

In this version, the phrase “to hire men” is rendered 
as a “postal service” and no mention is made of the 
need to seek permission of the local authorities, It 

is an open question whether this mistranslation of 
the Chinese text was due to error on the part of the 
Russian interpreter during the original negotiations or 
was a deliberate act. 
The Chinese had neglected to insert a clause in the Treaty 
stipulating that the Mandarin text was the authorative 
one, and the issue remained a bone of contention 
between the two governments for many years. 
The Mongolian Post, as the Russians preferred to call 
the revitalised Merchants’ Post, was organised into 
three categories: 
1. The light post for letters, newspapers, documents 
and small parcels to a weight of one pood (36 pounds 
or 16.38 kg.) and carried by post-rider on horseback, 
four times a month each way. 
2. A heavy post for weighty packages and valuables 
(up to 25 poods), sent by camel caravan with a 
mounted cossack guard, once a month each way. 
3. A special post for urgent mail. 
Charges for letters per “lot” (= 12.794 grams) were: 
from Kyakhta to Tientsin, Peking or Kalgan - 30 
kopecks; from Kyakhta to Urga - 10 kopecks; from Urga 
to Tientsin, Peking or Kalgan - 20 kopecks. Between 
Tientsin, Peking and Kalgan - 10 kopecks. These charges 
operated in the reverse directions as well. The tariffs for 
weighty and valuable sendings and for insurance were 
based on the prevailing regulations of the Imperial 
Postal Administration. For a special (urgent) postal relay, 
the rates were very high; on the Kyakhta-Tientsin run, 
for example, it was set at 147 roubles for one horse and 
220 1/2 roubles for two. Official State correspondence 
was carried free of charge. 
A Manager of Postal Communications was appointed 
with an assistant in Kyakhta and one at Kalgan. The 
post-drive from Kyakhta to Kalgan was given to 
Mongolian contractors using horses and camels. From 
Kalgan to Tientsin it was passed to Chinese contractors 
using horses and donkey-carts. Revenue from running 
the post was to be forwarded to the Kyakhta Border 
post office, which looked after the book-keeping side 
of the business. 
According to the terms of the contract, the transit time 
between Kyakhta and Kalgan for the light post was 8 
days in summer and 9 1/2 days in winter, and for the 
heavy post 21 days in summer and 23 days in winter. 
From Kyakhta to Tientsin the light post took 12 days 
or more and the heavy post about 5 weeks. 
In 1860, a Russian Consulate was opened in Urga, and 
much of the detailed work in organising the post was 
deputed to the Consul, Y. P. Shishmarev, who was also 
given personal charge of the section across Mongolia, 
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i.e., from Kyakhta to Kalgan. Rough designs for 
postage stamps and seals for use in this re-organised 
post were submitted to Governor-General Korsakov by 
Consul Shishmarev. The design for seals was accepted 
but advice was sought from the Ministry of Posts and 
Telegraphs on stamp production. 
The Ministry in turn sought the views of the State 
Printing Works in St. Petersburg on this matter. 
Nothing has been seen of Shishmarev’s seals and it is 
safe to assume that the idea of special postage stamps 
for the quasi-official post was dropped in favour of the 
customer paying in cash or with existing Russian state 
stamps. This was not the only part of the Korsakov-
Shishmarev vision that came to nought. Plans to erect 
telegraph poles (ostensibly to mark out the route) and 
to set up numerous postal stations between the major 
towns, staffed and policed by cossacks, were blocked 
by Mongolian local officials. 
The first quasi-official Mongolian post left Kyakhta 
on 5/17 October 1865, though the new service was 
not advertised to the public until two months later. 
By 1867, it had been made available to foreign postal 
administrations. To maintain the fiction of “a private 
commercial enterprise,” the merchant Nemchinov of 
the Kyakhta Merchants’ Guild had been put up as 
nominal head of the post. 
But there was no hiding the fact that the scope and 
organisation of this post went far beyond the provisions 
of the Treaty of Peking (1860). Russian diplomats were 
worried about the illegality of the postal service on 
Chinese territory sponsored by their government. In 
1867 the Russian Minister in Peking wrote to the 
Ministry of Internal Affairs drawing attention to the 
fact that the Russian post in China and Mongolia 
contravened the treaties concluded between the two 
countries and requested that staff at his Mission be 
relieved of taking part in the affair. A similar request 
was made by the Consul-General at Tientsin. 
In a lengthy report dated 22 November 1872, 
Collegiate Secretary Myshin, Manager of the Peking 
post office, pointed out that as a government enterprise, 
the existence of the Russian post was contrary to 
the Treaty, which allowed only merchant post. The 
presence of Russian military personnel accompanying 
the heavy post, and postal officials with foreign names 
working under the protection of Russian diplomatic 
agencies, gave the Chinese grounds for thinking that 
this “private” post had an ulterior motive. Myshin 
concluded that it would be better to adhere to the 
terms of the Treaty and place the running of the post in 
genuinely private hands. 
Allthough when initiated in 1865, a trial period of 
three years was stipulated, the quasi-official Russian 

post across Mongolia and Northern China was not 
confirmed until 1870. Records of the State Council 
show that establishment of this post was finalised 
on 23 March / 4 April 1870, and that it remained a 
private commercial enterprise under protection of the 
Russian Government. 
A number of reforms were then introduced. The 
Governor-General of Eastern Siberia, Lt.-Gen. 
Korsakov, who had masterminded the project from 
the start, was declared overall authority, replacing the 
merchant Nemchinov, who had been set up as puppet 
head. The office of Manager of Postal Communications 
was abolished and four Managers (Postmasters) were 
appointed for Urga, Kalgan, Peking and Tientsin. 
Their status and remuneration was equal to that of the 
Assistant to the Kyakhta Border Postmaster, and they 
were to wear uniiforms with insignia of rank. By now 
delivery of light post had been stepped up to 10 times 
a month. 
Financially, the post was a disaster. Korsakov’s 
expectation that it would soon be in profit proved over-
optimistic and it continued to require massive subsidies 
from the Treasury. It was unpopular, especially among 
foreign firms, because it was slow and unreliable. 
Often the post would arrive several days late and at 
times fail to turn up at all. 
Much of the hold-up was in Mongolia, where 
inefficient managers had to cope with a nomadic 
culture which did not embrace the concepts of 
urgency or punctuality. A contributory factor to this 
failure was competition from the English agent C.M. 
Grant, who, from the spring of 1866, ran a private 
post from Kyakhta, taking telegrams and business 
correspondence to Peking and Tientsin, where it could 
be quickly relayed to Shanghai. 
It was estimated that Grant had an annual income of 
between 15 and 20 thousand roubles from his postal 
business while the Russian post was losing a similar 
amount over the same period. This was despite the 
fact that Grant charged 15 roubles for conveying a 
telegram or trade information from Kyakhta to Peking 
or Tientsin compared with 30 kopecks for using 
the Russian post. The secret of Grant’s success was 
speed and reliability in a business world where time 
was money. He could beat the Russian light post to 
Peking and Tientsin by two or three days, employing 
neither postmasters nor guards. His post came to an 
end in the middle of 1871, when the telegraph cable 
was extended to Shanghai. Despite the elimination 
of this competition, the Russian quasi-official post 
continued to be a drain on the Treasury. And despite 
the advice that the post was too far from the centres 
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of trade in southern China to be a viable concern, 
politics demanded that the Tsarist Government press 
on regardless of treaties and economic considerations. 
By 1915 the traditional route to Peking, following the old 
“tea road” across the Gobi Desert to the frontier at Kalgan, 
had been abandoned. Wartime censor cachets from such 
places as Irkutsk, Vladivostok and Manchuli are found 
on correspondence addressed to the Chinese capital from 
Russian P.O.s in Mongolia, showing transport via the 
railways of Siberia and Manchuria. Nothing has yet been 
identified in the Mongolian field as emanating from the 
post of the Merchants’ Guilds, Grant’s post or the quasi-
official Russian Mongolian post.

Date of conversion of the Merchants’ / 
Mongolian Post to the Russian State Post 
The date 23 March / 14 April 1870 is commonly 
quoted as the commencement of the Imperial Russian 
Administration in the Chinese Empire. It is wrong. 
This was merely the date when the Russian post 
between Kyakhta and Tientsin was reorganised and 
confirmed by the Council of Ministers as a private 
enterprise under the protection of the Russian 
Government. With the Governor-General of Eastern 
Siberia at its head, funded from the Russian Treasury, 
run by staff in Russian uniform mainly from Russian 

diplomatic premises and guarded by Russian military 
personnel, one would be forgiven for supposing that 
it was anything but private. Nevertheless, there were 
important distinctions. For example, payment for postage 
in the Chinese and Mongolian offices could be made 
either in cash or wholly or in part by Russian stamps; 
when stamps were used, they were pen-cancelled, no 
special cancellers being supplied to these offices. 
Until mid-August 1875, Russian stamps would take 
the State mail no further than the border at Kyakhta, a 
separate charge being levied for onwards transmission 
by the Merchants’ / Mongolian Post. This procedure is 
demonstrated by a few surviving examples of incoming 
mail; the latest known to date left Orel on 25 June 
1873 and arrived at Peking on 8 August 1873. It bears 
an oval “doplatit” (to pay) mark for 30 kopecks, this 
being the rate from Kyakhta to towns in China due to 
the Merchants’ /Mongolian Post.
Circular No.4 issued by the Postal Department 
in 1875, and effective from 16 August (Old Style 
calendar), announced new conditions for Russian mail 
going into Chinese territory via this post. It was now 
possible to pay a consolidated tariff to Urga, Kalgan, 
Peking and Tientsin, The charge for an ordinary letter 
of one lot to towns in China was 38 kopecks, of which 

The Russian mail caravan, with its cossack 
guard, leaves Urga, Mongolia for Kalgan, 

China, via the Gobi Desert
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8 kopecks was for the domestic share, leaving the rate 
from Kyakhta to China unchanged at 30 kopecks. 
Conditions for outgoing mail from China to Russia 
were not mentioned in the Circular. However, there 
is evidence that long before incoming mail from 
Russia could pay a consolidated rate, this procedure 
was possible for outgoing mail via the Merchants’ / 
Mongolian Post. 
In the absence of any authoritative information in the 
literature known to the author, it is not possible to say 
precisely when the “private commercial enterprise,” 
initiated in 1865 and re-organised in 1870, was 
converted into a legitimate arm of the Imperial Russian 
Postal Administration. The best that can be said is that 
it appears to have occurred sometime between July 
1873 and April 1875. The earlier limit of this time-slot 
is defined by the incoming “doplatit” cover from Orel 
to Peking mentioned above; the later limit is set by an 
outgoing cover from Tientsin via Kyakhta 1 May 1875 
which was fully franked with Russian stamps to pay 
the pre-UPU rate (46 k) to England, the stamps tied 
by an official handstruck canceller.
It is highly probable that the change in status of the 
Russian post in China was connected with formation 
of the Universal Postal Union. 
The Congress of Berne, 9 October 1874, set the 
framework for standardising postal rates and practices 
globally, though its regulations did not come into force 
until 1 July 1875. Russia signed up on 19 June 1875 
but China (including Mongolia) was ineligible. This 
meant that outgoing foreign mail from the Chinese 
Empire had to be handled by a UPU member. Britain 
had operated offices for dispatch and receipt of mail in 
southern China since at least 1840. France had opened 
a civilian P.O. in Shanghai in 1862, and the Americans 
followed in 1867. 
The Congress of Berne in October 1874 may have been 
the defining moment for Russia to tighten her grip on 
postal affairs in northern China before the introduction 
of the UPU regime would allow another nation to step 
in. At all events, the operation of official Russian post 
offices on Chinese soil, especially in the capital city, 
Peking, would have required an Agreement, Convention 
or Treaty between the two governments. Beyond a 
reference to the sensitivity of the subject, no further 
enlightenment in this respect has been forthcoming to 
date from research in Russian archives and libraries. Was 
there a Secret Treaty similar to that connected with the 
opening of Russian post offices in China’s Treaty Ports 
towards the end of the 19th century? Here is a challenge 
for future postal historians. 
Nothing in the Mongolian field has yet been identified 

as emanating from the post of the Merchants’ Guilds, 
Grant’s post or the quasi-official Russian Mongolian 
post. Although the official State post must have been 
in operation from about 1874, the history of the 
Russian post in Mongolia cannot be picked up from 
extant material until 1878.

Russian post offices in Mongolia 
The first official Russian post office in Urga, initiated 
around 1874, occupied the same premises as its 
forerunner, the quasi-official Mongolian post, namely 
the Russian Consulate. It held the monopoly of postal 
business in the Mongolian capital until December 
1909, when the Chinese inaugurated their own postal 
service in Mongolia. A post office may have operated 
from the Russian Consulate in Ulyasutai as early as 
1903-04 though actual material from that office dates 
from a decade later. The Russo-Mongolian Agreement 
of 1912 gave Russian the right to open post offices in 
the country without restriction. Tsain-Shabi, Kobdo 
and Ulankom were then added to the list; possibly 
offices were opened during the Russian period also at 
Khatkhyl, Khanginsk and Mondy, though nothing has 
yet come to light to support this idea. 
Sharasume is believed to have had a Russian post office 
since 1911, when it belonged to the region loosely 
known as Outer Mongolia. Throughout the years of 
disputed Mongolian independence, it retained its 
allegiance to China and soon after 1911 was annexed 
by Sinkiang. Throughout its life, however, the Russian 
post office continued to employ a canceller and 
registration labels attaching Sharasume to Mongolia, 
in agreement with Mongolian claims to ownership. 
Russia relinquished control of post offices in Mongolia 
in the closing months of 1920, though Russian 
cancellers continued to be used on stampless mail 
at Urga during the interim period until Mongolia 
produced its own stamps and cancellers in 1924.
About 90% of Mongolian mail with Russian stamps 
was postmarked at Urga. Sharasume, Tsain-Shabi and 
Kobdo follow in ascending order of rarity. Ulankom is 
known from a single registered wrapper. 

Stamps used in the Russian post offices 
in Mongolia 
Ordinary Russian Arms-type stamps, including 
the provisional surcharged issue of 1916, were 
supplied for use in the Mongolian offices. The ‘Kitai’ 
overprints, intended for use in China proper, were 
accepted for payment of postage when supplied by the 
customer. This also seems to have been the case with 
the Romanov Tercentenary issue of 1913, which is 
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seldom seen on Russian mail from Mongolia. The War 
Orphans stamps of 1905 and the War Charity issues of 
World War I have been seen on a very small number of 
philatelically inspired items. 
Contrived frankings using both Russian and Chinese 
stamps are known from Urga in the first decade of 
the 20th century. A genuine use of such combinations 
is seen on a few covers sent from the Russian P.O. in 
Urga to Kalgan and then forwarded to Peking via the 
Chinese P.O. at Kalgan. In 1919, when Russian power 
and influence was on the wane, the Chinese authorities 
imposed use of the special Chinese issues for Sinkiang 
on mail addressed from the Russian P.O. at Sharasume 
to China. This led to double franking with Russian 
and Chinese stamps, very rarely the sole use of Chinese 
stamps, on mail from the Russian office at Sharasume. 
(Sharasume’s cession to Sinkiang in 1911 was not 
recognised by Mongolia until 1924). 

Urga’s early cancellations and postal 
rates 
Knowledge of the early years of the official Russian 
post in Mongolia is derived almost entirely from 
covers sent from the branch offices of Chinese firms 
to their headquarters in Peking. Prominent among 
these is the archive of the firm of Dun-Fu-Yu, yielding 
a hoard of red-band covers mostly going from Urga 
to Peking. The earliest surviving material comprises 
about 14 covers with stamps cancelled by hand, usually 
a pen-cross, occasionally a brush stroke or the word 
‘Urga’ written across the stamp. These manuscript 
cancellations are Tchilinghirian & Stephen’s “Urga 
Type l,” and date from 1878 to 1880. A unique cover 
of 1879 shows the stamps tied by a handstamp in red 
containing the single word ‘Urga’ (T&S “Urga Type 
2”). These early covers pose several questions relating 
to the nature of the postmarks and the postal rates 
indicated by the stamps they bear. 
The official Russian post in the Chinese Empire was 
established around 1874 and in proper the earliest 
recorded date for use of an official handstruck canceller 
is April 1875. Why was the Urga office still using (or 
accepting) manuscript cancellations up to 1880? 
The conversion of the quasi-official enterprise 
into a fully-functioning arm of the Russian Postal 
Administration is believed to have been connected to 
the formation of the Universal Postal Union in 1874. 
China’s ineligibility to join required a UPU member 
to forward foreign-bound mail from that country. It is 
no coincidence that the only two covers known from 
the quasi-official post and the first recorded item from 
the official Russian post all emanated from Tientsin. 

Tientsin was the gate to Peking, its port providing 
maritime connections with the thriving markets of 
southern China, and a centre for Russia’s foreign 
competitors. 
Russia already had the monopoly of the post in Urga, 
which had no claim to being a hub of international 
business. It seems there was no hurry to equip the Urga 
post office with a special canceller and its staff (and/or 
the firms’ clerks) carried on with their time-honoured 
use of pen and ink. 
The first recorded use of a handstamped canceller at 
Urga ties a pair of 8k stamps to a Dun-Fu-Yu cover 
to Peking dated April 1879 (T&S “Urga Type 2”). It 
is struck twice in red. Variously described as ‘’single-
line,” “linear” and “unframed,” it is in fact the Cyrillic 
word for Urga enclosed in a large rectangle, otherwise 
empty except for a horizontal line extending from 
the left of the word. There are several reasons for 
thinking this handstamp was not intended for use as a 
stamp-canceller. It was employed during, not after, the 
manuscript-cancelling period. It does not conform in 
size, shape or design to any known Russian canceller, 
and the large blank area and horizontal line suggest the 
inscription was meant to be completed by hand. 
Its real purpose is a matter for speculation, as also its 
fortuitous use as a stamp-canceller. Was it employed 
as a makeshift measure by a clerk who had mislaid his 
pen? Whatever the reason for this unorthodox usage, 
we are left with the fact that the first official cancellers 
issued to the Urga post office were the oval datestamps 
designated “Urga Type 3” and dating from 1880.
Correspondence from Russian post offices abroad to 
Russia or other Russian post offices abroad paid the 
domestic rate. From 19 June 1875 to 19 March 1879, 
this was 8 kopecks per ‘lot.’ On 20 March 1879, it 
was reduced to 7 kopecks. Early covers from Urga 
frequently show anomalous frankings. Commonly an 
8k rate was paid instead of a 7k. In some cases this may 
have been due to the dispatching firm using up old 
stocks of 8k stamps. 
More difficult to understand are those examples in 
which the 7k stamp or stamps are supplemented by 
1k or 2k adhesives to make up single or double-weight 
frankings at the old 8k rate. This practice carried 
on intermittently till at least January 1882. An even 
greater puzzle is the reason for the 10k frankings 
(foreign rate) found on some of these early Urga covers 
to China. The writer can offer no explanation. 

DR. RAYMOND CASEY
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   Russian Post Offices in Mongolia

   URGA

   Early Cover with Pen / Brush Stroke Cancel

 20094 F  URGA: 1878 “Red band” cover from Urga to Peking, dated “10th Day, 6th Moon, 1878”, franked  
   with two Russia Arms 5k black and lilac cancelled by pen stroke (the first type of  cancel  
   used in the Mongolian offices), fine

   A very rare cover from the earliest period, only about 12 covers known from Urga with  
   pen / brush stroke cancel

   Provenance: Adgey-Edgar

   库伦:1878年, 库伦封寄北京(1878年六月初十), 贴两枚俄国票5分票, 划销  
   (为蒙古办事处第一种使用戳), 佳品及罕有的早期邮封, 只有12个库伦封销手盖戳 

   源流: Adgey-Edgar 

   Estimate: e 7’000 - e 10’000
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20095 F   URGA: 1880 “Red band” cover from the Dun-Fu Yu correspondence sent from Urga to Peking, franked  
   with vertical pair of 8k tied by Urga 28.VI.1880 oval ds (T&S type 3A, rated RR by Hellrigl), some creasing,   
   very rare, this being the earliest of only three recorded covers with this cancellation, signed Holcombe

   Note: Illustrated in “Stamps of the Russian Empire Used Abroad” p.314 by Tchilinghirian & Stephen 

   Provenance: Tolman and Liphschutz 

   库伦:1880年由库伦寄北京, 销8分直双联票销库伦3A椭圆戳(1880.6.28), 罕有的双挂号封, 微折,  
   十分罕有, 存世只有三个封销这款戳, 而此枚为最早期使用记录, 由Holcombe签署

   备注:记录于Tchilinghirian 编撰的<俄国邮票在海外使用记录书中, 第314页 

   源流: Tolman and Liphschutz 

   Estimate: e 7’000 - e 10’000

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=173&cat=20095
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20096 F   URGA: 1883 “Red band” cover from Urga to Peking, franked with a 1k and three 2k tied by  3’000-4’000 
   Urga 21.2.1883 oval ds (T&S type 3B), paying the 10k single rate, scarce and attractive  
   franking  
 
   库伦: 1883年寄北京封, 贴1分戈比及3枚2戈比票, 销库伦3B日戳(1883.2.21),   
   为国内邮资, 罕有 

Auction Bids
The auction bidding steps are as follows:

 e 50 - 100 e 5 e 500 - 1000 e 50  e 5000 - 10000 e 500
 e 100 - 200 e 10 e 1000 - 2000 e 100 e 10000 - 20000 e 1000
 e 200 - 500 e 20 e 2000 - 5000 e 200 e 20000 - 50000 e 2000
              e   50000 - 100000 e 5000

 Bids between these steps will be adjusted accordingly to the next higher bid step. 
The bidder is bound by his/her offer until a higher bid has been validly accepted.

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=173&cat=20096
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=173&cat=20096
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=173&cat=20096
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20097 F   URGA: “Red band” cover from Urga to Peking, franked with seven 1k orange paying the  400-600 
   single internal rate, tied by three very good strikes of the Urga 18.VI type 3C oval ds,  
   scarce and an unusual franking  
     
   Provenance: Tolman  
      
   库伦:寄北京红条封, 贴七枚1戈比票, 销库伦3C椭圆戳(6.18), 罕有  
     
   源流:Tolman 

The	Postal	History	of	Mongolia	1841-1941
by Wolfgang Hellrigl RDP FRPSL

£50	plus	postage

For orders, please contact The Royal Philatelic Society London
Tel: 020 7486 1044 E-mail: secretary@rpsl.org.uk

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=173&cat=20097
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=173&cat=20097
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=173&cat=20097
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20098 F   URGA: 1887 “Red band” cover from the “Dun-Fu-Yu” correspondence to Peking, franked  400-600 
   with Russia Arms 7k paying the single internal rate, tied by Urga 28.IX type 3C oval ds,   
   fine and neat single franking, showing attractive large “DUN-FU-YU” cartouche in red

   Note: Cancellation on this cover illustrated in “Stamps of the Russian Empire Used  
   Abroad” p.316, fig.442 

   库伦:1887年, 由库伦寄北京红条封, 贴俄国7戈比票, 销库伦3C椭圆戳(9.28),   
   完整及整齐的戳记 

   备注:此封被收录在<俄国邮票在海外使用记录>一书, 第316页, 图442 
 

 

20099 F   URGA: 1899 “Red band” cover from the Dun-Fu-Yu correspondence to Peking with pair of 3k  300-400 
   and pair of 4k paying single rate, tied by Urga 16.VII.99 type 4 cds, fine 

   Provenance: Tolman 

   库伦:1899年寄北京封, 贴3戈比双联及4戈比双联, 销库伦4型圆戳(1899.7.16), 中上品 
   源流: Tolman 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=173&cat=20098
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=173&cat=20098
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=173&cat=20098
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=173&cat=20099
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=173&cat=20099
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=173&cat=20099
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20100 F   URGA: 1901 Decorative Chinese envelope with hs showing the 12 signs of the zodiac  400-600 
   and inscription “Thinking of you around the clock”, sent to Stockholm (Sweden),  
   franked with two Russia 5k Arms paying the 10k foreign rate, tied by Urga 17.XI.1901  
   type 4 cds, a very attractive and unusual cover

   库伦: 1901年, 彩图封寄斯德哥尔摩(瑞典), 背盖12生肖装饰印, 贴2枚5戈比票, 共 
   10戈比国际邮资, 销库伦4型圆戳(1901.11.17), 具吸引力及少见的信封 

  

20101 F   URGA: 1901 “Red band” cover sent to Kalgan, franked with seven Russia Arms 2k green  400-600 
   paying double the rate, tied by Urga 22.XII.01 type 4 cds in black, very fine and an  
   unusual and rare franking

   Provenance: Tolman 

   库伦: 1901年, 寄张家口封, 贴七枚俄国2戈比票, 为双倍国内邮资, 销库伦4型圆戳  
   (1901.12.22), 上品及罕见的戳记 

   源流: Tolman 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=173&cat=20100
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=173&cat=20100
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=173&cat=20100
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=173&cat=20101
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=173&cat=20101
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20102 F   URGA: 1903 “Red band” cover registered to Kalgan, franked with vertical strip of three  2’000-3’000 
   Russia Arms 2k blue paying double the internal rate plus registration fee, tied by  
   Urga 15.XI.03 type 4 cds in violet, registration label on the reverse (Hellrigl type  
   3, rated RRR), Troitskosavsk transit, opened for display, a rare registered cover  
     
   库伦: 1903年寄张家口挂号封, 销紫色库伦4型圆戳(1903.11.15), 俄国恰克图转寄,   
   打开作展示之用, 十分罕有的挂号封 

Condition of Covers
Extremely Fine / Superb – outstanding, the envelope shows only the slightest amount of wear, the 

stamp and cancel appear fresh
Very Fine – choice condition, the envelope shows typical slight soiling or wear from usage
Fine to Very Fine – normal condition, the envelope shows a bit heavier wear or soiling
Fine – evident wear, still a presentable example

Light edge wear, top backflap faults, slight reductions at one side, and file folds are normal for 19th 
Century covers. Also normal are light cleaning and small mends along the edges. They are to be expected 
and are not always described, and are not grounds for return.

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=173&cat=20102
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=173&cat=20102
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20103 F   URGA: 1904 Decorative cover to Kalgan with Russia 4k and 3k paying the single rate,  400-500 
   tied by the Urga 19.X.04 type 4 cds in violet, fine and attractive cover

   Provenance: Tolman 

   库伦: 1904年, 彩图封寄张家口, 贴俄国票4戈比及3戈比, 销紫色库伦4型圆戳  
   (1904.10.19), 中上品及俱吸引力的信封 

  

20104 F   URGA: 1905 “Red band” cover to Kalgan, franked with three Russia Arms 14k paying sextuple  500-800 
   rate, tied by Urga 19.I.05 type 4 cds, fine and rare high franking for a non-registered cover

   库伦:1905年, 寄张家口封, 贴三枚俄国14戈比票, 销库伦4型圆戳(1905.1.19), 中上品,  

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=173&cat=20103
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=173&cat=20103
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=173&cat=20104
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=173&cat=20104
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=173&cat=20104
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20105 F   URGA: 1905 Decorative cover to Kalgan, franked with Russia Arms 7k blue paying the  400-600 
   single rate, tied by Urga 5.III.05 type 4 cds, with cover showing a deer motif in  
   red as a good luck symbol evoked by the hazardous journey across the Gobi Desert,  
   fine and attractive  
     
   Provenance: Tolman  
     
   库伦:1905年彩图封寄张家口, 贴俄国7戈比票, 销库轮4型圆戳(1905.3.5),   
   信封盖有红色鹿图, 为穿越戈壁沙漠祈福, 中上品, 俱吸引力  
     
   源流: Tolman 

David Feldman Special Extended Payment Facility
David Feldman S.A. (DF) may offer a special extended payment facility for buyers. In these cases, the buyer may choose 
to pay a minimum of 25% of the total invoice on receipt, and the balance over an extended period of 6 months, paying an 
equal installment at the end of each month. Interest plus charges of 1%, is debited to the buyer's account at the end of each 
month. When the special extended payment facility has been granted, the buyer understands that any claims regarding his/
her purchases must be made within 30 days of the auction sale date, even though the lots may be held by DF awaiting full 
settlement of the account. Until delivery, lots may be examined by their respective buyers at the offices of DF. 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=173&cat=20105
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=173&cat=20105
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=173&cat=20105
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20106 F   URGA: 1905 Envelope registered to the French P.O. at Yunnansen, with China 4c on front and  4’000-6’000 
   Russia franking of 16k on the reverse paying the single foreign rate plus registration fee,   
   all tied by Urga 20.VII.05 type 4 cds, with registration label adjacent (Hellrigl type 5 rated R),  
   sent via French P.Os in Peking, Shanghai, Haiphong, Lao-Kai arriving in Yunnan-Fou, before  
   being forwarded to Switzerland via Marseille, a most unusual and probably unique combination  
   franking & routing

   Provenance: Tolman 

   库伦: 1905年, 挂号封寄云南省法国在华客邮, 贴蟠龙4分, 另背贴俄国票16戈比  
   , 为寄外国及挂号邮资, 皆销库伦4型圆戳(1905.7.20), 及贴挂号标签(由Hellrigl  
   定为5型挂号邮资), 经北京法国客邮, 上海, 海防, Lao-Kai到达云南, 在寄往瑞士之前,   
   再 经马赛, 极罕有及或许为混贴封孤品  

   源流: Tolman 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=173&cat=20106
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=173&cat=20106
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20107 F   URGA: 1905 “Red band” cover to Kalgan, franked with three Russia 1889-92 10k blue paying  800-1’200 
   triple the rate (2k overpaid), tied by crisp Urga 3.XII.05 type 4 cds, opened on  
   three sides, a very fine and rare usage of this stamp  
     
   Provenance: Beckeman  
     
     
   库伦:1905年寄张家口封, 贴三枚俄国1889-92年10戈比票, 为  
   三倍邮资, 销库伦4型圆戳(1905.7.3), 剪开作展示之用, 上品及罕有  
   的这枚邮票使用纪录   
     
     
   源流: Beckeman 

 

 

20108 F   URGA: 1907 “Red band” cover registered to Kalgan, franked with two Russia Arms 1k  1’000-1’500 
   and a 5k plus 7k with “KITAI” overprint, all tied by grey-black Urga 19.IX.07 type 4 cds,  
   with registration label adjacent (Hellrigl type 7), a fine and very scarce mixed use  
   of the “KITAI” stamp that was not available in the Mongolian Offices

   库伦:1907年挂号封寄张家口, 贴俄国1及5戈比票, 另贴俄国客邮7戈比,   
   销灰黑色库伦4型圆戳(1907.9.19), 挂号标签(Hellrigl 7型), 中上品,   
   非常罕见的混贴俄国客邮票封, 当时蒙古邮政局未曾使用 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=173&cat=20107
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=173&cat=20107
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=173&cat=20107
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=173&cat=20108
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=173&cat=20108
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20109 F   URGA: 1908 “Red band” cover to Peking, franked with strip of three Russia Arms 7k paying  4’000-5’000 
   triple rate to Kalgan, tied by Urga 14.IV.1908 type 4 cds, before being applied with three  
   China 2c at Kalgan upon entering the Chinese Post for transmission to Peking, a fine and  
   very rare mixed country franking 

   库伦:1908年寄张家口封, 贴三联俄国7戈比, 为三倍邮资寄张家口, 销库伦  
   4型圆戳(1908.4.14), 经北京转达, 贴三枚蟠龙2分票, 到达张家口, 中上品,   
   十分罕有混合不同地方邮封  

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=173&cat=20109
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=173&cat=20109
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=173&cat=20109
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20110 F   URGA: 1909 7k “KITAI” Postal stationery envelope sent to Holland, uprated with 3k red  400-600 
   and cancelled by Urga 23.II.09 type 4 cds, some peripheral repairs at top, still an  
   extremely rare usage of this overprinted stationery  
     
   库伦:1909年, 7戈比俄国在华客邮票邮资封寄荷兰, 另贴3戈比票及销  
   库4型圆戳(1909.2.23), 部份修补, 为罕有的俄国客邮用品使用纪录 

 

 

20111 F   URGA: 1909 Envelope sent registered to Vienna (Austria), franked on the reverse by  1’800-2’400 
   three Russia Arms 2k green and pair of 7k “KITAI”, tied by Urga 13.9.09 type 6 cds,  
   obverse with registration label (type not recorded by Hellrigl), Troitskosavsk  
   transit, central vert. fold, fine and scarce combination usage of these overprinted  
   stamps that were not for sale in the Mongolian Offices  
     
   库伦:1909年挂号封寄维也纳(奥地利), 背贴三枚俄国2戈比票及俄国在华客邮  
   7戈比双联, 销库伦6型圆戳(1909.9.13), 另贴挂号卷标(未被Hellrigl记录), 俄国  
   恰克图中转, 少见的7戈比俄国客邮票混贴使用封, 当时蒙古邮局并未出售此票   
    

You can view our catalogues and bid during the auction via our
web site, www.davidfeldman.com

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=173&cat=20110
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=173&cat=20110
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=173&cat=20111
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=173&cat=20111
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=173&cat=20111
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20112 F   URGA: 1909 “Red band” cover sent registered to Kalgan with strip of five Russia Arms 7k  2’000-3’000 
   paying four times the internal rate plus registration, tied by the Urga 19.X.09 type 4 cds  
   in blue-black, fine and scarce multiple paying a high rate  
     
   库伦:1909年挂号封寄张家口, 贴五双联俄国7戈比, 为四倍国内邮资及挂  
   号费, 销蓝黑色库伦4型圆戳(1909.10.19), 中上品及罕有的昂贵邮资封   
    

Please Ensure your Bids Arrive in Time!
In the case of equal bids, the first bid received will take precedence.

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=173&cat=20112
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=173&cat=20112
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20113 F   URGA: 1909 “Red band” cover sent to Kalgan franked with strip of three Russia Arms 7k  3’000-4’000 
   KITAI”, tied by Urga 7.12.09 type 6 cds, with Kalgan type 3 arrival cds on reverse, fine and  
   rare usage of these overprinted stamps that were not for sale in the Mongolian Offices  
     
   Provenance: Tolman  
     
   库伦:1909年寄张家口封, 贴俄国客邮7戈比横三联, 销库伦6型圆戳(1909.12.7),   
   及销张家口3型到达戳, 中上品及罕见的俄国客邮7戈比使用封, 当时蒙古邮票并未出售   
    

Auction Bids
The auction bidding steps are as follows:

 e 50 - 100 e 5 e 500 - 1000 e 50  e 5000 - 10000 e 500
 e 100 - 200 e 10 e 1000 - 2000 e 100 e 10000 - 20000 e 1000
 e 200 - 500 e 20 e 2000 - 5000 e 200 e 20000 - 50000 e 2000
              e   50000 - 100000 e 5000

 Bids between these steps will be adjusted accordingly to the next higher bid step. 
The bidder is bound by his/her offer until a higher bid has been validly accepted.

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=173&cat=20113
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=173&cat=20113
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20114 F   URGA: 1912 Envelope sent registered to Sweden, franked with 10k blue pair, paying the single  3’000-4’000 
   foreign rate plus registration, tied by Urga 20.6.12 type 6 cds, with a Russian reg’n label (type  
   not recorded by Hellrigl) and a reg’n label in French (type 13, rated RR), with St. Petersburg and  
   Stockholm bs, a rare destination and only two covers and a card known with two reg’n labels  
   according to “The Postal History of Mongolia,” pg.7, by Hellrigl  
     
   库伦:1912年挂号封寄瑞典, 贴10戈比双联, 为国际邮资及挂号费, 销库伦6型圆戳(1912.6.20),   
   贴挂号卷标(未被Hellrigl纪录)及法国邮局挂号标签(13型双挂号), 背销圣彼得堡及斯德哥 
   尔摩圆戳, 为罕见的目的地, 存世只有两个封及一张明信片贴两枚挂号卷标, 纪录于Hellrigl  
   编撰的<蒙古邮政史>一书中, 第7页 

BIBLIOGRAPHIC REFERENCES & ABBREVIATIONS (used throughout):

T&S:  S.D. Tchillinghirian & W.S.E. Stephen, “Stamps of the Russian Empire Used Abroad,” 1957-60

BJRP:   British Journal of Russian Philately

Hellrigl:  Wolfgang Hellrigl, “The Postal History of Mongolia 1841-1941,” 2011

Please note that many of the auction lots are the originals for the illustrations and/or records in the literature

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=173&cat=20114
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=173&cat=20114
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20115 F   URGA: 1915 “Red band” cover sent to Peking, franked with Russia Arms 7k and Romanov 3k  800-1’200 
   paying the single internal rate, tied by Urga 28.5.15 type 7A cds, with Russian and Chinese  
   Peking transits, fine and scarce Romanov franking, signed Holcombe  
     
   库伦:1915寄北京封, 贴俄国7戈比票及罗曼诺夫3戈比票, 销库伦7A型圆戳(1915.5.28),   
   销俄国中转戳及北京到达戳, 中上品及罕见的罗曼诺夫票, 由Holcombe签署  

Condition of Covers
Extremely Fine / Superb – outstanding, the envelope shows only the slightest amount of wear, the 

stamp and cancel appear fresh
Very Fine – choice condition, the envelope shows typical slight soiling or wear from usage
Fine to Very Fine – normal condition, the envelope shows a bit heavier wear or soiling
Fine – evident wear, still a presentable example

Light edge wear, top backflap faults, slight reductions at one side, and file folds are normal for 19th 
Century covers. Also normal are light cleaning and small mends along the edges. They are to be expected 
and are not always described, and are not grounds for return.

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=173&cat=20115
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=173&cat=20115
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20116 F   URGA: 1915 “Red band” cover sent registered to the USA, franked with “KITAI” 1k, 4k, 10k  4’000-5’000 
   and 15k paying double the foreign postal rate plus registration fee, tied by the Urga 14.11.15  
   type 7B cds, with “Ourga / Poste Russe” registration label (designed for foreign destinations other  
   than Russia or China, Hellrigl type 14 rated RRR, the only known example, adjacent, with  
   Yokohama and Seattle bs, very fine and unique cover with a rare usage of the “KITAI” overprints  
     
   Note: Illustrated in “The Postal History of Mongolia” pg.48 by Hellrigl  
     
   库伦:1915年挂号封寄美国, 贴俄国在华客邮1, 4, 10及15戈比, 为双倍国际邮资及挂号费,   
   销库伦7B型圆戳(1915.11.14), 另贴库伦挂号标签(设计寄俄国或中国以外的地区之用,  
   Hellrigl 14型, 评为RRR, 惟一记录), 背销横滨及西雅圆日戳, 上品及惟一俄国客邮罕有使用纪录 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=173&cat=20116
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=173&cat=20116
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   SHARASUME

 

20117 F   SHARASUME: 1915 “Red band” cover to Peking, franked with 10k blue pair paying double  1’800-2’400 
   rate, tied by Sharasume 5.9.15 type 7A cds, with Harbin and Peking transits as well as an  
   Irkutsk (Siberia) censor mark on reverse, fine   
   
   阿勒泰:1915年寄北京封, 贴10戈比票, 为双倍邮资, 销阿勒泰7A型圆戳(1915.9.5),   
   另销啥尔宾及北京戳, 另背销西伯利亚邮检戳, 中上品  

 

 

20118 F   SHARASUME: 1918 “Red band” cover sent registered to Peking (bs) franked with block of four and  2’000-3’000 
   single 5k imperf. and 70k perf., tied by Sharasume 4.4.18 cds, also tying improvised registration  
   label adjacent (Hellrigl type 10, rated RRR, thought to be unique), label recorded by T&S Pl.4, p.324

   Unique item of postal history with a scarce franking  

   Provenance: Russell 

   阿勒泰:1918年挂号封寄北京, 贴四方联及单枚5戈比无齿, 70戈比票, 销阿勒泰圆戳(1918.4.4),   
   亦贴临时的挂号标签(Hellrigl10 型评为RRR, 应为孤品), 惟一存世的罕有邮戳, 卷标被记录于 
   T&S, Pl. 4, 第324页 

   源流: Russell 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=173&cat=20117
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=173&cat=20117
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=173&cat=20118
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=173&cat=20118
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=173&cat=20118
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20119 F   SHARASUME: 1919 “Red band” cover sent registered to Peking, franked with two imperf 1R  6’000-8’000 
   values tied by Sharasume 29.7.19 cds, with registration label adjacent (Hellrigl type 9, rated R),  
   further franked on arrival in Peking with Chinese 4c and 5c tied by the Russian P.O. cds. The double  
   franking was imposed by the Chinese authorities in  Sinkiang (to which Sharasume had been ceded)  
   who no longer accepted the validity of Russian stamps 
 
   A rare mixed country combination and a high franking  
     
   Provenance: Adgey-Edgar  
     
   阿尔泰:1919年, 挂号封寄北京, 贴两枚1戈比无齿票, 销阿尔泰圆戳(19.7.29), 贴挂号标签 
   (Hellrigl9型评为R), 再贴帆船票4及5分销俄国客邮戳, 当时新疆实行双重邮资(其时不再 
   认同俄国邮票), 罕有的混贴封   
 
   源流:Adgey-Edgar 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=173&cat=20119
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=173&cat=20119
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=173&cat=20119
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   ULYASUTAI

 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=173&cat=20120
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   Unique Ulyasutai Showpiece: Usage of Romanov Issue and Insurance Label

20120 F   ULYASUTAI: 1916 Envelope sent insured to Peking, franked with Arms 10k and 35k plus   
   Romanov 50k, tied by Ulyasutai 10.9.16 type 2B cds, with the insurance label adjacent  
   (Hellrigl rated RRR), only seven covers with Romanov franking recorded by Hellrigl, this being  
   the only one from Ulyasutai. Among the backstamps, note the Japanese Post Office transits 
   of Changchun and Peking. Fine and unique exhibition item

   The only known example of an insured sending from Ulyasutai

   Note: Illustrated in The Postal History of Mongolia” by Hellrigl on the front cover and p.82 

   Expertise: Signed Holcombe 

   乌拉苏泰:1916年保险封寄北京, 贴俄国10及35戈比, 罗曼诺夫50戈比票, 销乌拉苏泰2B圆戳  
   (1916.9.10), 贴保险标签(Hellrigl评为RRR, 惟一乌拉苏泰保险卷标范例), 只有七个罗曼诺夫封 
   存世, 这封将成为其中惟一乌拉苏泰实寄封, 中上品及惟一邮展项目  

   备注:记载于蒙古邮政史页82 

   由Holcombe认证

   Estimate: e 70’000 - e 90’000

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=173&cat=20120
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   TSAIN-SHABI

 

 

20121 F   TSAIN-SHABI: 1918 Native cover sent registered to Kalgan (bs), franked with 75k in all,  4’000-7’000 
   tied by Tsain-Shabi 3.1.18 cds in violet, with registration label adjacent (Hellrigl type 2,  
   rated RRR), with Manchuli transit on obverse, a rare and spectacular franking  
     
   Note: Illustrated in the British Journal of Russian Philately p.19 94/95 (2006)  
     
   扎英库伦:1918年挂号封寄张家口, 共贴值75戈比票, 全部销紫色扎英库伦圆戳  
   (1918.1.3), 又贴挂号标签(Hellrigl2型评为RRR), 背销满州里中转戳, 为罕有及引 
   人注目的邮品 
  
   备注:刊载于<英国杂志俄国集邮刊>第19页, 94/95(2006年) 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=173&cat=20121
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=173&cat=20121
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=173&cat=20121
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20122 F   TSAIN-SHABI: 1918 “Red band” cover to Peking (Russian P.O. bs), franked with four 1k  3’000-4’000 
   and single 10k tied by Tsain-Shabi 19.1.18 cds in violet, fine and rare  
     
   Provenance: Adgey-Edgar  
     
   扎英库伦:1918年寄北京封, 贴4枚1戈比及1枚10戈比票, 销紫色扎英库伦圆戳圈  
   (1918.1.19), 中上品及罕见   
    
   源流:Adgey-Edgar 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=173&cat=20122
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=173&cat=20122
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=173&cat=20122
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   KOBDO

 

 

20123 F   KOBDO: 1917 Postcard) to Petrograd, with 3k red paying the single internal postcard  3’000-4’000 
   rate, tied by Kobdo 22.3.17 type 1b cds (Hellrigl rated RR), obverse with a view of  
   Kobdo town, very fine and very rare. The only known postcard usage from Kobdo  
   and one of only a handful of usages of this very rare town cancel  
     
   科布多:1917年明信片寄彼得格勒, 贴3戈比票, 销科布多1b型圆戳(1917.3.22),  
   (Hellrigl RR), 背面为科布多风景, 上品及极罕有, 惟一科布多实寄存世明信片, 亦为少  
   数这个罕有城市的邮戳之一   
    

You can view our catalogues and bid during the auction via our
web site, www.davidfeldman.com

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=173&cat=20123
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=173&cat=20123
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   Earliest Recorded Date from Kobdo

 

20124 H J   KOBDO: 1915 10k War Charity stamp with Kobdo 2.12.15 type 1A cds, faults, still the  300-400 
   earliest recorded date for a Russian P.O. in Kobdo, recorded by the British Journal  
   of Russian Philately no.34, 1964, pg.11 but not by Hellrigl, plus Arms 70k block of  
   four with Kobdo 4.12.17 type 1B cds, minor creasing and staining, plus ppc of the  
   main street in Kobdo  
     
   科布多:1915年, 彩图明信片印科布多主要街道道, 贴10戈比战争慈善票销科布多  
   1A型圆戳, 微缺, 为俄国邮局在科布多最早的使用纪录, 记载于英国杂志俄国邮刊  
   1964年第34期, 第11页, 另贴俄国票70戈比四方联销科布多1B型圆戳(1917.12.4),  
   微折及染色  

BIBLIOGRAPHIC REFERENCES & ABBREVIATIONS (used throughout):

T&S:  S.D. Tchillinghirian & W.S.E. Stephen, “Stamps of the Russian Empire Used Abroad,” 1957-60

BJRP:   British Journal of Russian Philately

Hellrigl:  Wolfgang Hellrigl, “The Postal History of Mongolia 1841-1941,” 2011

Please note that many of the auction lots are the originals for the illustrations and/or records in the literature

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=173&cat=20124
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=173&cat=20124
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Sinkiang
  Lots
Kuldja 20125-132
Chuguchak 20133-135
Kashgar 20136-144
Urumchi 20145
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SINKIANG (now Xinjiang) 
The vast area of Central Asia between Mongolia and 
Tibet formerly known as East Turkestan was annexed 
by China in 1759 and named Sinkiang (“The New 
Dominion”). With its two regions of Dzungaria in the 
north and Kashgaria in the south, it became the most 
westerly province of the Chinese Empire. The Russians 
called it Chinese Turkestan. 
Prior to 1881, Sinkiang’s northern boundary was 
uncertain and some of its territory was at times included 
in the ill-defined Outer Mongolia. Conversely, when 
Outer Mongolia made a bid for independence in 1911, 
some areas, notably that of Sharasume, remained loyal 
to China and opted for transfer to Sinkiang. Although 
accepted by China, this move was not recognized by 
the Mongolian Republic until 1924. 
Under Chinese rule Sinkiang was virtually a slave 
state. A policy of ethnic cleansing of the native Muslim 
population and its replacement by Chinese colonists 
was widely and shamelessly enforced. An uprising 
against Chinese overlordship, begun in Dzungaria 
in 1862, swelled into the Tungan Rebellion of 1864 
which saw the mass slaughter of Chinese immigrants, 
the destruction of the Russian Consulate in Kuldja and 
many cities laid to waste. 
Russian traders joined the thousands of refugees 
fleeing across the border into the neighbouring 
Russian province of Semirechensk. In Kashgaria a 
similar rebellion was initiated in 1867 by a Kokandian 
general named Yakub Beg. He threw out the Chinese 
and set up a Khanate of his own. Yakub Beg was killed 
in battle in 1877. Without his leadership, resistance 
crumbled and the Chinese were able to regain mastery 
of the whole of Sinkiang province the following year. 
In the meantime, to Russian minds Yakub Beg’s regime 
and his friendly relations with Britain threatened to 
upset the balance of power in Central Asia. They feared 
the conflict could spill over onto Russian soil and Beg’s 
diplomacy lead to the spread of British influence from 
nearby India.
To forestall this scenario, the military governor of 
Semirechensk was ordered in 1871 to enter Dzungaria 
and take possession of the Kuldja district. The period 
of Russian military occupation lasted for over a decade. 
In 1881, under the terms of the Treaty of St. Petersburg, 
Russia agreed to return the occupied territory to China 
but did not relinquish control until 1883. 
Reciprocal concessions gained by this Treaty, such 
as the opening of more Russian consulates and the 
establishment of branches of the Russo-Chinese Bank 
in all major cities, resulted in a great boost to Russian 
trade and influence throughout Sinkiang. 

Russia’s summer in the province was brought to an 
end by the Chinese Revolution of 1912 and the 
appointment of a dictatorial provincial Governor-
General, Yang-Tseng-Hsin. Under Yang’s rule the 
activity of Russian nationals was curtailed, most 
severely after the Tsar was toppled in 1917, and in 
October 1920 he ordered the closure of their post 
offices and consulates. Russian traders and settlers 
departed soon afterwards. 

Russian Post Offices in Sinkiang 
Crossed by the ancient caravan trails - the “Silk 
Roads” in the south and the “Tea Road” in the 
north - Sinkiang had been a centre of trade and 
communication between the Chinese and Russian 
empires from the earliest times. It was the Russians 
who established the first regular postal system in the 
province (though the Chinese I-Chan courier service 
and the Min-Chu private letter “hongs” may have 
operated from an earlier date). 
Russia retained the monopoly of mail transmission 
throughout Sinkiang until the Chinese introduced 
their own postal service in the first decade of the 20th 
century. By that time the Russian railway network 
over Siberia, Manchuria and Central Asia was fully 
functional and offered a speedy service to and from 
the post offices of Sinkiang, even from one end of the 
Chinese Empire to the other. All Russian post offices 
in the province were closed in October 1920. 
Material is known from post offices in KULDJA, 
CHUGUCHAK, URUMCHI (Urumtsi, now 
Urumqi) and KASHGAR (the disputed city of 
SHARASUME is dealt with under Mongolia). Study 
of the history of these offices is made difficult by the 
extreme rarity of early material and the fact that some 
of them started as Consular Post Offices, dealing 
exclusively with official mail and that of privileged 
individuals. These came under the Ministry of Foreign 
Affairs and were independent of the Post and Telegraph 
Administration. 
It was only when such offices were transferred to the 
latter authority and became available to the public that 
records of their existence appeared in Post-Telegraph 
Department literature. Possibly there were other 
Consular Post Offices in the province, say, at Qomul 
and Kuchengtse, that never converted to public use. 
Answers to many questions of Sinkiang postal history 
must lie buried in the archives of the Ministry of 
Foreign Affairs. 
One such case is KULDJA. Although a Russian 
Consulate was established there as early as 1851, it is 
impossible to say whether it ever possessed a Consular 
Post Office. The first post office in Kuldja we are aware 
of opened in 1872 shortly after the military had moved 
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in. It then went through the following phases: postal 
branch office (1872-80), post office (1880-83), postal 
station (1883-1884 or 1885), postal branch office 
(1884 or 1885-1886) and post & telegraph office 
(1886 onwards). In addition there were two mailboxes 
in the city which were emptied twice a day. 
Starting in 1872, fully franked registered letters could 
be dropped in a mailbox instead of being taken to the 
post office. An example of this procedure is provided 
by a registered cover to Taganrog of 1879, recently 
discovered and now in the collection. It is the only 
known item of mail from the period of military 
occupation (1871-1883) and bears a postmark not 
seen before, antedating by five years the cancellation 
previously designated “Kuldja Type 1” (on a unique 
item also in the collection). 
Many of the early cancellations of Kuldja indicate 
attachment to Semirechensk Oblast from where the 
office was administered. Mail exiting Kuldja took 
the post-road to Jarkent, thence on to Sergiopol and 
Semipalatinsk in Siberia. 
The history of CHUGUCHAK, in the northwest 
corner of the province, did not follow the course set 
by Kuldja. The so-called “military occupation” of the 
city in 1868 is now thought to have been no more than 
reinforcement of the cossack guard at the consulate 
to prevent it sharing the same fate as its counterpart 
in Kuldja. A post office existed at the Chuguchak 
Consulate in 1865, and in 1896 it converted to a 
regular post-telegraph branch. 
Extant material from the 1903-05 period shows that 
by then this office was handling money-transfers and 
insured money-letters. As with Kuldja, the Chuguchak 
post office was attached to Semirechensk Oblast 
for administrative purposes. Its outgoing mail was 
routed to the Siberian province of Semipalatinsk via 
Sergiopol. All must be considered as rare to very rare. 
The total of postal items known from a Russian office in 
URUMCHI amounts to one. This is a registered cover 
(pages 22-23) sent in June 1906 from the Imperial 
Russian Consular Post Office to a Swiss postal official 
whose status evidently justified the privilege. The cover 
is blatantly “philatelic” and exhibits a short set of 
‘Kitai’ overprints on the front, cancelled at Urumchi, 
and a short set of ordinary Russian stamps on reverse, 
the latter cancelled at Chuguchak. Nevertheless, it 
gives us a rare glimpse of mail from a Russian Consular 
Post Office and the canceller it used. Urumchi seems 
to have been heavily dependent on Chuguchak for 
transmission of mail, and a postal department circular 
of February 1898 instructs that mail addressed to 
Urumchi should be sent via Chuguchak.
Some time after 1906 the Consular Post Office at 
Urumchi converted to a regular post office handling 

all types of mail. It closed in April 1910. This fact was 
not known to the manufacturer of a bogus Urumchi 
canceller based on Type 2 of Kashgar, an impression of 
which has been seen on a Russia-China combination 
cover dated May 1918. 
The administrative seat of the region and a commercial 
and cultural centre for over 2,000 years, KASHGAR 
was the most important city of Sinkiang. The Russian 
Consulate opened there in 1860. Incredible as it may 
seem, there is no record of a postal establishment 
of any kind in Kashgar before the first decade of 
the 20th century. Even as late as 1903, mail from 
Kashgar was taken by cossack couriers through the 
Pamir Mountains to the border post of Osh (Ferghana 
Oblast) for cancelling and onward transmission by rail. 
Incoming mail took the same route via Osh. 
From 1907, the stream of mail leaving the Kashgar 
post office via Russian Central Asia grew into a flood in 
1918. Unnerved by the events of 1917 in Russia, and 
with revolution and civil war too close for comfort, 
Chinese merchants all over the province began sending 
their wealth back to their parent firms in Tientsin at 
the other end of the empire. These sendings took the 
form of insured money-letters, each containing up to 
500 roubles, the maximum amount permitted. 
Stocks of high-value stamps soon ran out, resulting in 
multiple frankings in low-value stamps rivalling those 
seen on the spectacular covers of the “inflation period” 
(1919-1922) of Soviet Russia. Most of these Kashgar 
money letters surviving today are said to have come 
from a single sack-load found at Baku. They were long 
ago absorbed by the hungry market. 

Stamps used in the Russian Post Offices 
in Sinkiang 
Ordinary Russian definitives and the Romanov Jubilee 
issue of 1913 comprised the basic stock supplied to 
the Sinkiang offices. ‘Kitai’ overprints were accepted 
at Kuldja, and the single item known from Urumchi 
is also franked with this issue. This cover, however, 
has a “philatelic” flavour and the stamps may have 
been supplied by the addressee with instructions to 
apply and cancel. The provisional surcharged issue of 
1916 and the 1914 War Charity stamps are known 
used from Chuguchak, the latter probably cancelled 
by favour, but as yet the ‘Kitai’ overprints have 
not been seen from that office. Perhaps because of 
political or religious sensitivity, this issue appears to 
have been shunned at Kashgar. On the rare occasions 
‘Kitai’ overprints were applied, either for “philatelic” 
embellishment or for payment of postage, they were 
simply ignored by the Kashgar postal clerks and left 
uncancelled. 

DR. RAYMOND CASEY
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   KULDJA

 

 

20125 F   KULDJA: 1884 3k Postal stationery card from Belgian Missionary to Belgium, cancelled  7’000-10’000 
   by Kuldja 24.10.84 cds (Tchilinghirian type 1, though had never been seen by the  
   authors), Brussels bs, light soiling 

   This is the only known example of the reclassified Kuldja type 2 recorded 

   Note: Illustrated in The London Philatelist” 1988, p.187 

   伊宁:1884年, 3戈比邮资片由比利时传教士寄比利时, 销伊宁圆戳(1884.10.24)  
   (Tchilinghirian 1型, 作者亦未曾见过), 背销布鲁塞尔圆戳, 微黄  
     
   此是惟一已知的伊宁2型纪录  
     
   备注:刊载于伦敦邮刊1988, 第187页 

 

 

20126 F   KULDJA: 1898 “Red band” cover sent registered via Troitskosovsk to Peking, franked with  3’000-4’000 
   Arms 14k tied by Kuldja 12.V.98 (Tchilinghirian type 4, rare) cds, ms registration number  
   on reverse, a rare registered cover

   伊宁:1898年, 挂号封经俄国恰克图寄北京, 贴14戈比票销伊宁圆戳(1898.5.12)  
   (Tchilinghirian 4型, 罕有), 亦见手写挂号编号, 罕见的挂号封 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=173&cat=20125
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=173&cat=20125
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=173&cat=20126
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=173&cat=20126
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20127 F   KULDJA: 1899 “Red band” cover sent registered via Troitskosovsk to Peking, franked with  3’000-4’000 
   Arms 14k tied by Kuldja 31.VIII.99 (Tchilinghirian type 5B) cds, with primitive reg’n label  
   and ms “2 lots” adjacent, a rare single franking and registered usage 

   伊宁:1899年, 挂号封经俄国恰克图寄北京, 贴俄国票14戈比票, 销伊宁圆 戳  
   (1899.8.31), (Tchilinghirian 5B) 

 

 

20128 F   KULDJA: 1901 “Red band” cover sent registered via Troitskosovsk to Peking, franked with  3’000-4’000 
   20k and 1k, tied by Kuldja 26.VI.01 type 5A cds, registration label adjacent, reverse with  
   Kuldja type 5B and Troitskosovsk cds, rare double rate registered cover

   伊宁:1901年挂号封经俄国恰克图寄北京封, 贴20及1戈比票, 销伊宁5A  
   型圆戳(1901.6.26), 及贴挂号标签, 背销伊宁5B型圆戳及俄国恰克图圆日戳,   
   罕有的挂号封  

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=173&cat=20127
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=173&cat=20127
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=173&cat=20128
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=173&cat=20128
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20129 F   KULDJA: 1912 “Red band” cover sent registered to Peking, franked with pair of 3k and  3’000-4’000 
   pair of 7k (one with fault), tied by Kuldja 6.11.12 type 7B cds, registration label adjacent,   
   fine and scarce registered use

   Note: Illustrated in “Stamps of the Russian Empire Used Abroad” p.278 by   
   Tchillinghirian & Stephen

   Provenance: Tolman 

   伊宁:1912年挂号封寄北京, 贴3戈比双联及7戈比双联(其中一枚有损),   
   销伊宁7B型圆戳(1912.11.6), 贴挂号标签, 中上品及少有的挂号邮品

   备注:记载于俄国邮票在海外使用”第278页 

 

20130 F   KULDJA: 1913 Envelope sent registered to Odessa, franked with “KITAI” 4k and 10k tied  4’000-5’000 
   by Kuldja 23.4.13 type 7B cds, reg’n label adjacent, very fine and very rare. “KITAI” stamps  
   were not stocked in Russian P.Os in Singkiang but were accepted for postage, however  
   this is the only known use at Kuldja 

   伊宁:1913年挂号封寄敖德萨, 贴俄国在华客邮4戈比及10戈比票, 销伊宁  
   7B圆戳(1913.4.23), 贴挂号标签, 上品及十分罕有, 俄国客邮没存  
   于新疆俄国邮局, 但为被认可的邮票, 此为伊宁惟一纪录  

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=173&cat=20129
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=173&cat=20129
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=173&cat=20130
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=173&cat=20130
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20131 F   KULDJA: 1915 7k Postal stationery envelope sent registered to Kegel (Estonia), uprated with  3’000-4’000 
   Romanov 3k on obverse and Arms 10k on reverse, all cancelled by superb strikes of Kuldja 25.2.15  
   type 7C cds, registration label adjacent, scarce use of postal stationery and the Romanov issue 

   Provenance: Liphschutz 

   伊宁:1915年7戈比挂号邮资封寄凯格尔(爱沙尼亚), 另贴罗曼诺夫3戈比及俄国票  
   10戈比, 全部销伊宁7C型圆戳(1915.2.25), 贴挂号标签, 罕有使用罗曼诺夫邮政用品纪录   
 
   源流: Liphschutz 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=173&cat=20131
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=173&cat=20131
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=173&cat=20131
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 Obverse of Lot 20132

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=173&cat=20132
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20132 F   KULDJA: 1918 Envelope sent insured for 500R to Tientsin, franked with 5k imperf  3’000-4’000 
   pair, 20k pair and nine 1R (in vert. strips of three), all tied by Kuldja 24.5.18 type 7A cds,  
   insured label on obverse, sent via the Japanese P.Os at Changchun and  
   Tientsin, a rare and very high franking sent via an unusual route  
 
   伊宁:1918年保险封含500卢布寄天津, 贴5戈比无齿双联, 20戈比双联及9枚1卢布,   
   全部销伊宁7A型圆戳(1918.5.24), 另贴保险标签, 见销长春日本客邮戳及天津到达戳,  
   为罕有及高邮资封, 经不常用的邮路送达  

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=173&cat=20132
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=173&cat=20132
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   CHUGUCHAK

   Unrecorded Registered Usage

 

 

20133 F   CHUGUCHAK: 1908 Envelope sent registered to France, franked with ten 4k and a 1k  7’000-10’000 
   tied by Chuguchak 28.2.08 type 1A cds, with dotted “R” in circle hs and reg’n label  
   (neither of which are recorded by Tchilinghirian), wax seals on reverse removed, a  
   very attractive and rare multiple franking  
     
   塔城:1908年挂号封寄法国, 贴10枚4戈比票, 及1枚1戈比, 销塔城1A型圆戳(1908.2.28),   
   亦见销圆圈虚线“R”字挂号戳及标签, 背销封蜡(已脱落), 为罕有的邮封 

 

Lot 20134 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=173&cat=20133
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=173&cat=20133
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=173&cat=20134
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20134 F   CHUGUCHAK: 1912 “Red band” cover sent registered to Tientsin, franked with two pairs of  3’000-4’000 
   7k blue tied by Chuguchak 23.3.12 type 2BX cds (distorted upper date bar), registration  
   label adjacent, with Russian and Chinese Tientsin arrival cds, a very rare registered use  
   from this office 

   Note: Origin of the illustration in “Stamps of the Russian Empire Used Abroad” pg.280  
   by Tchilinghirian 

   Provenance: Sir David Roseway 

   塔城:1912年挂号封寄天津, 贴7戈比双联, 销塔长2BX型圆戳(1912.3.23), 贴挂号标签,   
   及销俄国客邮戳及天津到达 

   备注:记载于俄国邮票在海外使用一书, 第280页 

   源流:Sir David Roseway 

 

20135 F   CHUGUCHAK: 1918 Envelope sent insured for 500R to Tientsin, franked with two 20k,  3’000-4’000 
   six 25k, two 15k and 3R50k on the reverse, all tied by Chuguchak 10.6.18 type 3A  
   cds, obverse with insured label, spent 4 1/2 months in transit, an attractive franking  
   and scarce usage of the 3R50

   Note: Illustrated in “Stamps of the Russian Empire Used Abroad” pg.278 by  
   Tchilinghirian & Stephen 

   Provenance: Tolman 

   塔城:1918年保险封含500卢布寄天津, 贴2枚20戈比, 6枚25戈比, 2枚15戈比及3.5 
   卢布, 全部销塔城3A型圆戳(1918.6.10), 另贴保险标签, 历经四个半月中转,  
   为特别的高邮资封, 及罕见的3.5卢布使用纪录  

   备注:记载于俄国邮票在海外使用纪录第278页 

   源流:Tolman 

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=173&cat=20134
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=173&cat=20135
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=173&cat=20135
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   KASHGAR

 

20136 F   KASHGAR: 1908 Envelope sent registered from the “Secretary at the Imperial Russian  1’800-2’400 
   Consulate in Kashgar via town OSH, Ferghana Province” to St. Petersburg, franked  
   with Arms 14k tied by green Kashgar 12.12.08 type 1 cds, reg’n label adjacent  
   (showing “K” of Kashgar inverted), arrival bs, slightly reduced at left, a rare  
   example of Consulate mail

   喀什:1908年挂号封由俄国喀什领事馆秘书, 经奥什, 费而干纳省寄圣彼得堡, 贴俄国票  
   14戈比销绿色喀什1型圆戳(1908.12.12), 贴挂号标签, “K”为喀什简写, 亦见销到达戳,  
   左边略剪, 为罕有的领事馆封

 

20137 F   KASHGAR: 1914 Envelope sent registered to Moscow, franked with 7k and 14k tied by  1’800-2’400 
   Kashgar 7.4.14 type 2B cds (earliest recorded date of this type), with registration label  
   adjacent, fine

   喀什:1914年挂号封寄莫斯科, 贴7戈比及14戈比, 销喀什2B型圆戳(1914.4.7),  
   为此型戳最早的纪录, 贴挂号卷标, 中上品  

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=173&cat=20136
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=173&cat=20136
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=173&cat=20136
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=173&cat=20137
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=173&cat=20137
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20138 F   KASHGAR: 1915 4k Romanov postal stationery card sent to Sweden, initially franked  800-1’200 
   with Chinese 1c “Junk” paying postage from Yarkand (Chinese Shufu) to Kashgar, with  
   the imprint cancelled the following day with Kashgar 17.9.15 type 2b cds, Tashkent  
   transit. As China was not a member of the UPU, Chinese stamps were not valid for  
   postage to Sweden

   喀什:1915年4戈比罗曼诺夫邮资片寄瑞典, 销喀什2b型圆戳(1915.9.17), 混贴帆船票  
   1分销莎车城圆戳, 亦见销疏附县圆戳, 塔什干中转戳, 由于当时中国并非万国邮联会员,  
   故中国邮票不被瑞典认可   
    

  

20139 F   KASHGAR: 1917 “Red band” cover sent registered to Tientsin, franked with vertical strip  1’000-1’500 
   of Romanov 10k on 7k, tied by Kashgar 12.5.17 type 2B, reverse with registration  
   label and Russian censor hs, a rare usage of the Romanov provisionals

   喀什:1917年挂号封寄天津, 贴直三联罗曼诺夫10戈比加盖7戈比, 销喀什2B型圆戳  
   (1917.5.12), 背贴挂号标签, 及销俄国邮检员戳, 罕有的罗曼诺夫使用纪录  

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=173&cat=20138
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=173&cat=20138
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=173&cat=20139
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=173&cat=20139
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=173&cat=20139
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20140 F   KASHGAR: 1917 “Red band” cover sent registered to the USA, franked with “KITAI” 2k, 4k (2)  800-1’200 
   and 10k, tied by Tientsin16.6.17 type 6 cds, with Kashgar registration hs adjacent with ms no.,    
   New York bs, fine and attractive mixed issue franking. “KITAI” stamps were not supplied to the  
   offices in Sinkiang, and unlike other Russian offices there, there is no record that Kashgar 
   accepted these stamps, but rather sending the letter on to Tientsin for cancellling 

   喀什:1917年挂号标签寄美国, 贴俄国客邮2戈比, 两枚4戈比及10戈比, 销喀什6型圆戳  
   (1917.6.16), 销挂号戳及编号, 亦见销纽约到达戳, 中上品, 新疆邮局并未供应俄国客邮票,  
   与其它俄国邮局不同, 并没有喀什认可此枚票的纪录  

  

20141 F   KASHGAR: 1917 “Red band” cover sent registered to Tientsin, franked with vert. pair of  1’500-2’000 
   10k blue tied by Kashgar 31.7.31 (date error) type 2A cds, registration label adjacent  
   with Russian and Chinese Tientsin arrival cds, a rare use of the type 2A cancel

   喀什:1917年挂号封寄天津, 贴10戈比直双联, 销喀什2A型圆戳(31.7.31, 年份错误),   
   另贴挂号标签, 及销俄国及天津到达戳, 为罕有的2A型圆戳使用纪录  

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=173&cat=20140
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=173&cat=20140
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=173&cat=20141
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=173&cat=20141
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=173&cat=20141
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 20142 F   KASHGAR: 1918 Envelope sent insured for 500R to Tientsin, franked with Arms 70k and  400-600 
   five imperf 1R, all tied by Kashgar 25.5.18 type 2B cds, a fine high franking

   喀什:1918年保险封含500卢布寄天津, 贴俄国票70戈比及5枚无齿1卢布票,   
   全部销喀什2B型圆戳(1918.5.25), 罕见的高邮资封   
    

 

 

20143 F   KASHGAR: 1918 Envelope sent insured for 500R to Tientsin, franked with 20k pair, 25k  700-1’000 
   in block of fifteen and single and four 50k, all tied by Kashgar 29.5.18 type 2B  
   cds, Kashgar P.O. seals on reverse, a fine and spectacular multiple franking

   喀什:1918年保险封含500卢布寄天津, 贴20戈比双联, 16枚25戈比及4枚50戈比,   
   全部销喀什2B型圆戳(1918.5.29), 背销喀什邮局戳, 中上品及高邮资封  

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=173&cat=20142
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=173&cat=20142
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=173&cat=20143
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20144 G   KASHGAR: Fragment with strip of three 70k and a 15k tied by small Kashgar double ring cds  400-600 
   with serial “v,” not recorded by Tchilinghirian & Stephen, but recorded in the British Journal of  
   Russian Philately pg.11 No.34 1967, one of only two known examples of this postmark

   喀什:剪片贴3枚70戈比及1枚15戈比, 贴小型喀什双圈圆戳, 并未被 Tchilinghirian   
   & Stephen记录, 但记载于英国杂志俄国邮刊1967年第34期, 第11页, 只有两个存世,  
   此封为其中之一  

Reverse of Lot 20145

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=173&cat=20144
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=173&cat=20144
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=173&cat=20145
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   URUMCHI
   Only Known Cover from the Russian P.O. at Urumchi

 

20145 F   URUMCHI: 1906 Envelope sent registered from the Russian Consular Office in Urumchi   
   to Switzerland with “KITAI” 1k, 2k (2), 3k, 5k and 7k on the obverse tied by “URUMTSI  
   (CHINA) / POST OF THE IMPERIAL CONSULATE OF RUSSIA” 22.VI.06 cds, sent to Chuguchak  
   where it was re-registered and franked on the reverse with unoverprinted 1k, 2k, 4k,  
   5k and 7k tied by the Chuguchak type 1B cds, with Sergiopol and Moudon bs

   Very fine and unique, the only known cover from the Russian Post in Urumchi 

   Note: Illustrated in “Stamps of the Russian Empire Used Abroad” p.286 by  
   Tchilinghirian & Stephen 

   Provenance: Adler  
     
   乌鲁木齐:1906年挂号封由乌鲁木齐俄国领事馆寄瑞士, 背贴俄国客邮1戈比, 2枚2戈比,   
   3, 5及7戈比票, 销乌鲁木齐俄国大清领事馆”圆戳(1906.6.22), 转寄至塔城后, 贴俄国票 
   1, 2, 4, 5及7戈比销塔城1B型圆戳, 亦见销Sergiopol及Moudon圆戳

   上品及孤品, 惟一乌鲁木齐俄国邮政使用纪录  

   备注:记载于“俄国邮票在海外使用纪录”一书中, 第286页 

   源流:Adler 

   Estimate: e 20’000 - e 30’000

●

http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=173&cat=20145
http://www.davidfeldman.com/cgi-bin/lotbrowse.pl?sale=173&cat=20145
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purchased may be  examined at the Geneva offices of DAVID FELDMAN S.A. The buyer whose 
reclamation is made after 30 days from the auction date loses all rights to the guarantee. Such 
reclamation will not be valid by DAVID FELDMAN S.A.. If an extension of the  period is required 
in order to substantiate the claim with an expertise, a request for such extension must be 
made to DAVID FELDMAN S.A. within 30 days of the auction date. No request for extension will 
be considered beyond this 30 days period. An extention  will expire 3 months after the date 
of the auction; the results of the expertise for which an extension was agreed must come to 
the notice of DAVID FELDMAN S.A. within that period. No further extension of the period will 
be considered without the express written agreement of DAVID FELDMAN S.A. Only claims, 
 expertise results or other details which are made within the agreed periods will be valid.
4.2 Expertise and counter-expertise: should the authenticity of a lot be questioned, the 
buyer is obliged to provide an expertise or counter-expertise from a prominent expert in 
the field, justifying the claim. If a stamp is found by a  recognised expert,  taking financial 
responsibility for errors, to have been forged, he may mark it accordingly. Consequently, the 
marking "FALSCH" (forged) is not considered an alteration. In the case of such reclamation, 
DAVID FELDMAN S.A. reserves the right to request, at its own discretion, one or more further 
expertise(s). All expertise and relative charges accrue to the vendor's account in the case of 
a justified claim, or to the buyer's account if the claim is not justified. In the case of a justified 
claim, the lot is taken back and the knock-down price plus the commission are refunded to 
the buyer. In the case of delayed payment due to expertise agreed by David Feldman S.A., 
interest is charged at 50% of the standard rate for all cleared lots. If David Feldman S.A. has 
not agreed, then full interest is due.
4.3 Exclusions: lots described as collections, accumulations, selections, groups and those 
containing duplicates cannot be the subject of any claim. Claims concerning lots described 
as a set or groups of sets containing more than one stamp, can only be considered under 
the terms of paragraph 4.1 above if they relate to less than one third of the total value of 
the lot. Lots which have been examined by the buyer or his agent, lots described as having 
defects or faults cannot be subjected to a claim regarding defects or faults. lllustrated lots 
cannot be subjected to a claim because of perforations, centering, margins or other factors 
shown in the illustrations. 
4.4  Late Payment: if payment of the knock-down price plus commission due by the buyer 
is not made within 30 days of the date of the auction, DAVID FELDMAN S.A. reserves the 
right to cancel the sale and dispose of the lot(s) elsewhere and/or to make a recourse to any 
legal proceedings in order to obtain payment of the amounts due as well as for any incurred 
damages and losses and any legal expenses. A charge on overdue payment of at least 5% 
for the first month and 2% per month  afterwards plus expenses incurred is chargeable on 
any outstanding amount after 30 days of the date of the auction. The buyer who is in default 
in any way whatsoever has no right of claim under any circumstances.

4.5 Exceptionally, the knock-down price will be reduced to the lowest winning bid where it is 
shown that the exact same buyer has inadvertently increased the price by using more than 
one medium of bidding on the same lot.
5. APPLICABLE LAW AND JURISDICTION
Unless otherwise stated, all auctions as well as any rights and obligations arising from them 
shall be governed exclusively by Swiss law. Any legal action or proceeding with respect to 
the auctions shall be submitted to the exclusive jurisdiction of the courts of Geneva, subject 
to appeal to the Swiss Federal Court in Lausanne. In every case, DAVID FELDMAN S.A. shall 
also be entitled, at its discretion, to sue any buyer in default at his place of residence; in such 
case, Swiss law shall remain applicable and in the case of issues regarding price value, the 
Euro is converted at its Swiss franc value at the time of the auction.
6. All Transactions: these Conditions of Sale apply to all transactions of every kind including 
those outside the auctions, with David Feldman SA                                           ¤/10/2011 
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David Feldman SA are pleased to handle your bids, representing you  
as if you were present in the auction room. 

However, if you would like to be represented by a professional bidding agent, we list  
below a number of persons who regularly bid at our sales on behalf of clients. 

Further names of agents in other areas can be supplied on request.

Australia
Hugh Freeman:  Tel: +61 (0)2 9977 5635
   E-mail: hhf@optusnet.com.au

Germany
Jochen Heddergott: Tel: +49 (0)89 272 1683, Fax: +49 (0)89 272 1685 
   Mobile: +49 (0)151 4040 9090 
   E-mail: jh@philagent.com

Lorenz Kirchheim:  Tel. +49 (0)40 645 32 545; Fax: +49 (0)40 645 32 241 
   E-mail: Lorenz.Kirchheim@t-online.de

Great Britain
Jean Lancaster:   Tel: +44 (0)208 547 1220, Fax: +44 (0)208 547 3739

Trevor Chinery:  Tel. & Fax: +44 (0)120 531 5292; Mobile: +44 (0)752 744 4825 
   E-mail: trevortrilogy@aol.com

Nick Martin:  Tel: +44 (0)120 546 0968; Mobile: +44 (0)770 376 6477 
   E-mail: nick@loveauctions.co.uk

Italy
Giacomo Bottacchi: Tel: +39 02 718 023, Mobile: +39 (0)339 730 9312 
   E-mail: gbstamps@iol.it

Switzerland
Hanspeter Thalmann: Tel: +41 (0)44 780 6163, Mobile: +41 (0)79 605 3729 
   Fax: +41 (0)44 780 5078 
   E-mail: phips.thalmann@bluewin.ch

USA
Charles E. Cwiakala: Tel: +1 847 823 8747 
   E-mail: cecwiakala@aol.com 

Purser & Associates: Tel: +1 857 928 5140 
   E-mail: info@pursers.com

Auction Bidding Agents - David Feldman SA 
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Geneva Area Hotels
Please contact the hotels directly, in plenty of time, to make your reservations

The David Feldman Company is pleased to offer 6 months’ credit facilities for auction purchases.
(Please contact our accounts department in advance of your visit)

Refreshments and beverages available all day at our cafeteria.

David Feldman SA, 175 route de Chancy, P.O. Box 81, CH-1213 Onex, Geneva, Switzerland
Tel: +41 22 727 07 77, Fax: +41 22 727 07 78, E-mail: admin@davidfeldman.com, Web site: www.davidfeldman.com

Offices in Geneva, Hong Kong & New York; representatives world-wide

As always, our staff will be pleased to assist you with your hotel requirements 

and hopes your stay in Geneva will be a pleasant and memorable one!

1. AUBERGE DE CONFIGNON ★★★

www.auberge-confignon.ch
6, place de l’Eglise, CH-1232 Confignon
Tel. +41 22 757 19 44; Fax +41 22 757 18 89
• quietly located, very close to our offices
Room rates: Single CHF 160.- / Double CHF 240.- 
breakfast included 

2. HOSTELLERIE DE LA VENDEE ★★★★

www.vendee.ch; e-mail: info@vendee.ch
Chemin de la Vendée 28, CH-1213 Petit-Lancy
Tel. +41 22 792 04 11 • Fax +41 22 792 05 46
Feldman Galleries: 15 min. by car / taxi,  
10 min. by bus no. 2 or no. 19
Room rates: weekdays & weekends CHF 215.- 
with shower / bath, breakfast included

3. HOTEL DIPLOMATE  ★★★★

(non-smoking rooms only) hoteldiplomate@bluewin.ch
46, rue de la Terrassière, CH-1207 Genève
Tel. +41 22 592 87 87; Fax +41 22 592 87 78
Feldman Galleries: 15 min. by taxi / car, 25 min. by bus no. 2
• located in heart of the main shopping area
Room rates: CHF 180.- single 
with shower / bath, breakfast included

4. HOTEL IBIS PETIT-LANCY ★★

www.ibishotel.com/fr/hotel-7289-ibis-geneve-petit-lancy 
 /index.shtml
Chemin des Olliquettes 8, CH-1213 Petit Lancy
Tel. +41 22 709 02 00 • Fax +41 22 709 02 10
• close to our offices
Room rates: from CHF 159.- / CHF 179.-

 5. ETAP HOTEL GENEVE PETIT-LANCY ★★

www.accorhotels.com/gb/hotel-7291-etap-hotel-
 geneve-petit-lancy/index.shtm

Chemin des Olliquettes 6, CH-1213 Petit-Lancy
Tel. +41 22 709 02 20 • Fax +41 22 709 02 19

• close to our offices

Room rates: from CHF 95.- (CHF 95.- / 105.- / 165.-) 

6. HOTEL DES HORLOGERS ★★★ 

www.horlogers-ge.ch; e-mail: info@horlogers-ge.ch

Route de Saint-Julien 135, CH-1228 Plan-les-Ouates
Tel. +41 22 884 08 33 • Fax +41 22 884 08 34

• close to our offices; breakfast included

Room rates: Single CHF 175.- / Double CHF 210.- 

7. TIFFANY HOTEL GENEVE ★★★★

www.hotel-tiffany.ch; e-mail: Info@tiffanyhotel.ch

20, rue de l’Arquebuse, CH-1204 Genève

• just outside central Geneva, not far from our offices

Tel. +41 22 708 16 16 • Fax +41 22 708 16 17
Room rates: Starting from CHF 360.- 

8. HOTEL ASTORIA ★★★

www.astoria-geneve.ch; e-mail; hotel@astoria-geneve.ch

6, Place Cornavin / CP 1092, CH-1211 Genève
Tel. +41 22 544 52 52 • Fax +41 22 544 52 54

• near the main train station

Room rates: starting from CHF 195.-
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PSManagement
David Feldman - Chairman, Auctioneer

Dan Flesher - CEO 
Marcus Orsi - Managing Director

Philatelists & Outside Contributers
Marcus Orsi, David Feldman, Anders Thorell, Gaël Caron, Ricardo Verra, Karol Weyna,

Daniel Mirecki, David MacDonnell,  Tony Banwell, Michael Tseriotis, Jean-Luc Salvi

Administration
Dan Flesher (Director), Cléo Guex, Katie Hutley, Andreia Pereira, Marina Poncioni, Lydia Stocker (Consultant)

Marketing
Estelle Leclère

Finance
Fabrice Bac, Katie Hutley 

Technology
Romain Kohn (IT), Yoan Germond (Graphics)

Offices in Geneva,  Hong Kong & New York, and further representatives in the following countries: 
Argentina, Australia, Austria, Canada, China, Cyprus, France, Greece,

Ireland, Israel, Italy, Norway, Spain, Sweden, Thailand, UK, USA

David Feldman SA, 175 route de Chancy, P.O. Box 81, CH-1213 Onex, Geneva, Switzerland
Tel: +41 22 727 07 77, Fax: +41 22 727 07 78, E-mail: admin@davidfeldman.com, Web site: www.davidfeldman.com
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